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Mostly Fair,

Over 20 Help Wanted

Continued Mild

Ads In Today's

Tonight, Wednesday

Classified Section

Spotlight on East in Off-Yea r Voting
92 Reds Killed in
Mopup at Plei Me

Johnson 1st Oust McNamara, Bomb 3-Way Race
For Mayor
Manto Vote in
Hanoi,
Goldwater Asks In New York
Home Precinct

(AP) - turned down his"request to visit Goldwater said the war ln
PHILADELPHIA
JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP) - Barry Goldwater called today Viet Nam as a reserve general Viet Nam could be ended in a WASHINGTON (AP) - New
President Johnson was the first for the resignation of Secretary in the Air Force.
relative few months if "we Jersey, Virginia and a half-dozman to vote in his home polling
would say to Hanoi you are no en Eastern and Midwestern
cities ¦— including New York ,
Speaking from his home In longer a sacred place."
place today, setting a citizenship of Defense Robert McNamara,
Philadelphia and Cleveland —
example for millions who are urged an all-out bombing of Phoenix, the former Arizona
casting ballots in off-year elec- Hanoi industrial complexes and senator said the resignation of He urged heavy bombing of hold the spotlight in scattered
blamed Govs. William W.
"not the city—we are not people off-year election balloting today.
tions.
McNamara "Would be the best killers," but industrial
Scranton
and
Nelson
Rockefelltargets.
Johnson, deeply tanned and
In most of
both Republicans, for his de- thing that could happen in .our On politics he said the attacks are trying tothem, Republicans
looking fit, showed up to vote a er,
supplant Demowar
effort.
He
has
had
too
big
a
feat
in
last
year's
presidential
Rockefeller, of New York, cratic office-holders. The results
few minutes after the polls election.
say in making foreign policy." by
and Scranton, of Pennsylvania, will be watched closely for posopened in this small town—popu- In a taped television interGoldwater, who was sotfndly describing him as trigger happy sible portents for the 1966
lation 611—where he grew up. view with newscaster Viace beaten by President Johnson in
and out to destroy Social Secur- congressional and 1968 presidenThe President was accompa- Leonard of KYW ( Westing- the 1964 election,
said McNa- ity hurt most in his bid for the tial elections.
nied by Mrs. Johnson.
Hoggins headed oat over the The big Texas-wide issne In house) entitled "One Year La- mara's policies have reduced presidency.
Most interest has centered on
South China Sea and bailed out the election was whether to back ter," Goldwater also said the the morale in the Pentagon to "They said jt so often that New York City. An estimated
Johnson
administration
had
an
all-time
low.
people believed it," he asserted.
57 miles east of Haiphong, Gov. John Connolly's proposal
2.5 million of the city's 3.6 milNorth Viet Nam's major port. to add two years to the present
lion eligible voters are expected
He spent an hour in a life raft two-year term for the governor
to decide a hotly contested maybefore he was rescued by a
or's race between Democratic
The
officials.
and
other
state
plane piloted by Capt. David P.
City Comptroller Abraham D.
Westenbarger of Fairfield, Ohio. AFL-CIO campaigned strongly
Beame and Rep, John V. Lindagainst the Connally proposal to
say, a Republican running with
During the rescue, two U.S. amend the state constitution.
Liberal party backing at the
dive bombers shot up a North Johnson did not disclose his
bead of a fusion ticket.
Vietnamese- sampan that was feelings on the matter.
heading for the downed man Connally, a Johnson protege,
Straw polls Indicate a close
and firing machine guns at him. will seek re-election next year.
vote.
The race is complicated
Huggins was reported in good
by the presence of a third candiA White House spokesman
condition.
date, author-publisher William
said Monday that Johnson, who
Last Friday Magnusson and the conduct of the commissioner F. Buckley Jr., the ConservaHuggins was on a photo-re- is recuperating at his ranch ST. PAUL (AP ) — Minnesota
connaissance mission over three near here from his gall bladder Gov. Karl Rolvaag is instituting 16 other men were indicted on in office." Rolvaag said he will tive party nominee.
SAM launching sites which U.S. operation Oct. 8, was feeling legal proceedings for the re- fraud charges growing out of a act with "utmost dispatch."
Democrats are favored to
moval of one of his appointees, federal grand jury's probe of Rolvaag asked Magnusson, capture both governor's conplanes attacked Sunday. Pilots very well.
after the strikes said they left The President was busy at his Insurance Commissioner Cyrus American Allied Insurance Co., last Saturday, to resign. The tests. In New Jersey, DemoSt. Paul.
commissioner refused, contend- cratic Gov. Richard J. Hughes,
one site in ruins, knocked the desk much of Monday, signing a E. Magnusson.
ing he is innocent and that he 56, is expected to defeat GOP
two others out of action and de- raft of bills. He proclaimed Viet Rolvaag and Atty. Gen. Robert
stroyed a key highway bridge in Nam and adjacent waters a Mattso&J announced the move Mattson planned to release to- will be vindicated in court. Rol- State ' Sen. Wayne Dumont Jr. ,
the area. Small-arms fire combat zone, making service- Monday Mattson said it is the day a report on his depart- vaag then, with Malison's help, 51, while in Virginia Democratic
brought down a Navy jet during men there eligible for free air first time in Minnesota history ment's study of the American set the wheels in motion for legal Lt. Gov. Mills E. Godwin Jr., 50,
the raid, and the pilot was pre- mail privileges and speedy par- that a governor has attempted, Allied case. Mattson said it removal of Magnusson from the is rated a probable victor over
sumed captured after bailing cel post service. These benefits by legal means, to remove a covers "the entire American Al- commissioner position.
Republican A. Linwood Holton,
lied matter and reflects upon Meanwhile, the Minnesota As- 42, and Conservative party nomcommissioner.
out.
were authorized by one of the 28
sociation of Independent Insur- inee William J. Story, 55.
A U.S. C130 Hercules dropped bills he signed.
ance Agents wrote Rolvaag that Republicans
are
making
5,000 gift packages and 25,000 He also signed the School Disit is not the group's "position to strong bids for mayor of Clevenewspapers over a 90-mile aster Air Act, committing the
pre-judge."
land, Ohio, and district attorney
stretch along the North Viet- federal government to help re"We cannot at this time agree of Philadelphia. Other impornamese coast south of the city build schools damaged by hurrior disagree with the request for tant mayoral elections are in
of Vinh. The packages contained cane, flood or earthquake.
resignation as presented, be- Detroit; Louisville, Ky. ; and Akcloth, plastics, needles, thread,
cause we cannot, in complete ron, Ohio.
notebooks, towels and underfairness, under our American
shirts.
FT. GORDON, Ga. (AP) - said from his hospital bed. "I principles take action without New Jersey, Virginia and
It was the largest such drop of
Sgt. Claude W. Spiva, 23, feel I can do a better job for the complete knowledge of the facts New York are electing legislatures, while Kentucky is filling
household goods so far and was
wounded in an ambush by the Army in Viet Nam than here in involved."
Mattson said charges involving some seats. In the only congresmade in connection with the
Viet Cong, wants to go back to the United States."
Magnusson's conduct in office sional contest , Republican Clarobservance Monday of South
Viet Nam as soon as he is able.
The
sergeant
was
wounded
would be filed in the next day ence J. Brown Jr., 38, is favored
Viet Nam's national holiday, the
His mother doesn't agree.
second anniversary of the over"I don't want him to go Oct. 8 when guerrilla forces am- or sor but no criminal charges to capture the Ohio 7th District
throw and assassination of
back," said Mrs. J. D. McMil- bushed a 1st Infantry Division would be involved. The attorney seat held for many years by his
President Ngo Dinh Diem.
lian of Decatur, Ga. "Of course truck convoy. He was riding in general said a hearing then late father. Brown's Democratic
it's
up to him to decide, but it a truck with his squad when would be held before a legal of- opponent is James A. Berry, 35.
U.S. and Vietnamese planes
seems
that once should be several grenades landed in it. ficer to be named by Rolvaag. Although Lindsay, 43, has
kept targets in all four military MEXICO CITY W — A train
"The grenades killed two of Following the hearing, Rolvaag soft-pedaled his Republicanism,
enough."
areas of South Viet Nam under sliced a bus in two at a crossmy men, and in the course of will decide whether the testi- a victory or even a good showattack almost around the clock. ing near the Teotihuacan pyra- She said her son had planned the 20-minute ambush the com- mony warrants removal.
ing in defeat could propel him
¦ ¦
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into the front rank
to
leave
the
Army
when
his
enpany
executive,
ofifcer
and
a
killing
28
persons
mids
Monday,
U.S. B52s from Gnam bombed
The hearing procedures Is ex- GOP presidential among future
LONG VOYAGE OVER . . . Jack Digman, Sacramento, a Viet Cong stronghold in the and injuring 16 others, officials listment ended in 14 months." machine gunner were also pected to require at least one
possibilities.
Bqame, 59, won the nominaCalif., embraces his family with much vigor after bis ship, Boi Loi forest 35 miles north- reported. The train was en Spiva would have six years in killed," he said.
month, and it could take longer.
route to Mexico City from Vera- the Army at the end of his en- Spiva suffered a bullet wound Mattson said no state law tion by defeating retiring Mayor
the Navy aircraft carrier USS Coral Sea berthed at Alameda, west of Saigon.
Robert F. Wagner's choice,
listment.
in
his
arm
and
received
grenade
cruz.
specifically covers the situation. Paul R. Screvane.
Calif., Monday. The vessel had been on war patrol for 331
Results of the raid were not Teotihuacan is about 25 miles "I felt I was really doing shrapnel in his right leg.
The compHe said he and Rolvaag are
days off Viet Nam. (AP Photofax)
reported.
northeast of Mexico City. It is something over there," Spiva He said U.S. troops must stay proceeding under common law troller received President Johnson's endorsement last week
A spokesman said U.S. and the site of the famous pyramid
in Viet Nam "as long as we are powers of the governor, since and Democrats hold a 7-2 resisVietnamese planes destroyed or of the Sun and the ruins of the
needed to keep the Communists the governor is the official who tration advantage.
damaged nearly 500 Viet Cong ancient Toltecs and Aztecs.
from taking over Southeast appoints the insurance commisstructures in other raids.
Police said the bus driver apIn New Jersey, a turnout of
Asia. Most .of the troops feel the sioner.
parently tried to race over the
same way. The ones that are Magnusson, 61, former athletic 2.3 million of the more than 3.1
crossing ahead of the train. The
griping are the ones that griped coach and insurance agent at million registered voters is anWEATHER
driver, among 14 persons
during basic and advance train- Two Harbors, originally was ap- ticipated. Democrats claim a
the bus, was among those killed.
pointed insurance commissioner big lead for Hughes and hope to
FEDERAL FORECAST
ing.
¦
WINONA AND VICINITY "They will gripe anywhere," in 1959 by former Gov. Orville capture control of both houses
Freeman, now U. S. secretary of the recently reapportioned
NEW YORK (AP) - In swift sioner in Brooklyn.
Mostly fair and continued mild Fena to Represent
he said.
developments, the FBI arrested His nephew, Joel Singer, 22, of tonight and Wednesday. Low
Spiva, referring to demonstra- of agriculture. Rolvaag named legislature for the first time in
one man in the $400,000 Brink's Chomedy, Que., is being sought tonight 36-44, high Wednesday Rolvaag at Dinner
tions against U.S. involvement Magnusson to a second term more than 50 years.
Dumont has attacked Hughes
burglary in Syracuse, N.Y., in the burglary 10 days ago.
in Viet Nam, said, "The troops early this year.
64-72. Mild with no precipitation ST. PAUL (AP) - Gov. Karl
charged another still at large They were charged in Albany, Thursday.
Rolvaag has designated state WASHINGTON MB - "You in Viet Nam don't think too Rolvaag, Mattson and Mag- for refusing to dismiss Eugene
D. Genovese, a Rutgers Univerand recovered the cannon used N.Y., with conspiracy to violate
Rep. Jack Fena to be his repre- know I can't say anything," kindly about this.
nusson are members of the
LOCAL WEATHER
the statute on interstate transto blast open the vault.
sentative at Ribbing's Taconite was Luci Johnson's reaction "Most soldiers think as I do, Democratic-Farmer-Labor par- sity professor who said he would
welcome a Viet Cong victory in
Jack Frank, 33, of Freeport, fortation of stolen property. The Official observations for the Development
Day
banquet Monday to reports she has ask- that everyone should do a hitch ty.
the Vietnamese war. Hughes
N.Y., taken into custody by fed- BI also charged Singer with a 24 hours ending at 12 m. to- Wednesday. The governor will be ed her parents' permission to in tho service."
said he disagrees with Genoveso
eral agents, was to be arraigned violation of the federal firearms day :
in Washington as vice chairman marry 22-year-old Pat Nugent
but that to fire him would be to
today before a U. S. commis- act in connection with the trans- Maximum, 64; minimum, 46; of the White House conference of Waukegan, 111.
portation of a 20mm antitank noon, 59; precipitation, none. on health. Fena is from Hibbing. And Nugent was similarly
violate academic freedom. Rutgun from Quebec to Syracuse.
noncommittal when queried as
gers is a state university .
The FBI said that it had reto the state of his romance with
In Virginia, where Gov. Alcovered, with the aid of the
the President's 18 - year - old
berts Harrison is ineligible to
Navy and Coast Guard, the antidaughter.
run again, Godwin seeks to extank gun used in the burglary
tend the 40-year control by the
"My private life is my own
from waters near the MeadowDemocratic organization led by
and so b Luci's," said the tall
brook Parkway bridge to Jones
U.S. Sen. Harry F. Byrd . Story
blond Marquette University
Beach on Long Island.
is likely to take votes of con-,
graduate.
servatives in both parties. •
The development* were anLuci was reached In person
Both Godwin and Holton have
(AP)
he
and
his
men
A
establishment,
WASHINGTON
nounced Monday night in Washfor the first time since the remade
vigorous efforts to caplocated
the
two
cars
that
had
ington, D.C, by FBI Director J. Georgia police chief testified toport Friday that she flew to the
ture the Negro vote , and a
Klux
carried
the
Klansmen.
They
day
he
arrested
five
Ku
who
said
laboraEdgar Hoover,
LBJ ranch in Texas to ask parrecord turnout of 550,000 voters
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS tory experts positively identified Klansmen after a cross burning were parked near the local ental permission to marry Nuis expected. Both Godwin and
Two children and their grand- the cannon as the one used in and found an arsenal in their klavern headquarters, he said. gent.
Holton are predicting victory .
with
babysitting
who
was
auto.
father,
the burglary.
Blackwell said he arrested She was leaving a two-hour
An overwhelming Democratic
the youngsters, were killed when Police said the Brink's build- Chief Leo Blackwell, of Grif- two men in the klavern — he session in Georgetown Univervictory is expected ln legislative
in
Superhome
a
Comdestroyed
broken
into
told
the
House
fire
fin , Ga.,
ing ln Syracuse was
named them as Colbert McGriff sity's science building at dusk
races.
the weekend of Oct. 23-24 and mittee on Un-American Activi- and Oliver Custis Sanders—and and said she was rushing to
ior, Wis., Monday.
In Cleveland,
Republican
Other fires in Minnesota and thieves fired at least 30 rounds ties that the incident occurred three others later. He identified church.
County
Audito
r
Ralph
J. Perk is
nearby Wisconsin did an es- from a 20mm cannon to blast April 24, 1964.
these three as Allen Bayne,
It a a holy day of obligation
trying to capitalize on a Demodamage
million
'$125
vault.
open
the
timated
Thomas Royce Carlyle and a (All Saints Day) and 1 have to
cratic split to oust Mayor Itnlph
The thieves made off with The committee was looking John Mitchell.
Sunday and Monday.
S. Locher.
get
to
5:30
p.m.
Mass
—
if
I
of
Naclalso
into
the
activities
$416,028 from the vault, includIn Philadelphia , Democratic
Killed In the Superior blase ing $160,774 in cash and $255,254 rema, Inc., which investigator Blackwell said all were miss it I'll bo in trouble," Luci
Dist.
Atty, James C. Crumllsh
and
apologized.
She
entered
a
White
suggest75,
Podgorek,
strangers
to
him
and
he
Manuel
described
as
a
Thomas
Philip
were
in checks.
Jr. faces a strong challenge
Laurie Podgorek, 3, and her 6- Frank, a bachelor and a me- Klan offshoot for those who ed they were from out of town. House car and was driven
from Arlen Specter , a Democrat
year-old brother, Peter, chil- chanic on Long Island, was ar- wanted "more violent action." In searching their cars, Black- away.
turned
Republican. Democrats
and
23,
dren of Peter Podgorek,
rested Monday night in Garden The word is a reverse spelling well said he uncovered a small There has been no White
have
dominated
tho city 's poliFiremen
21.
Caroline,
FBI
ofof
American.
his wife,
City, then taken to the
House
conflrmatiin
or
denial
of
arsenal
and
Klan
robes
and
tics
since
1949.
said the grandfather apparently fice in Manhattan for finger- Witnesses refused Monday to signs.
the report that Luci was
In Louisville, GOP Alderman
was caring for the childrenwhile Brinting and other processing. answer any committee ques- Witnesses at the cross burn- trying to persuade the PresiKenneth
A. Sehmeid is trying to
Anwork.
le was lodged in the Federal tions about Nacirema, schools ing, Blackwell said, told him dent to let her marry Nugent,
the parents were at
be the second Republican mayboy,
4-year-old
or
Detention.
a
of
explosives,
House
on
how
to
handle
child,
other
that McGriff covered them from who is about to enter military
WANTS TO GO BACK TO VIET NAM . . . Sgt. Claude or in a row after 211 straight
fled safely from the burning Federal agents said Singer, parties at a klavern headquar- one of the cars with a weapon service.
M, Spiva of Decatur, Ga., is treated in a hospital at Ft. years of Democratic control.
who had been employed as a ters near Atlanta. The parties
home.
23, from Waukegan, Gordon, Ga., for wounds suffered in Viet Nam fighting. Marlin Volz, law school dean nt
gun
as
Nugent,
that
looked
like
a
tommy
were
fires
had
been
convicted
in
salesman,
led to the arrest of five Klans- the cross was set up and ignited. 111., first dated Luci June 4
Burned out in other
the University of Louisville , is
a self service laundry and movie Canada in 1061 for shopbreaking men on charges of maintaining Blackwell said he also found when he escorted the Presi- Despite his injuries and his mother 's objections , Spiva wants his Democratic opponent. ReMinn.,
and
given
a
suspended
sentence.
Maj. Miriam A. publican Mayor William O.
a disorderly house,
theater In Pfne River,
records indicating one of the dent's daughter, who was dis- to go back. Attending him are Army nurse,
wordmoster. (AP Photo- Cowger is ineligible for re-elecand two buildings housing sev- He was described as 6 feet tall,
,
Gately
and
Sgt.
William
A.
Whitten
to
the
Marguised
in
a
wig,
Klansmen
was
an
organizer
for
said after a cross
eral businesses in Bice Lake, 192 pounds, with brown hair and Blackwell
fax)
tion.
quette graduation prom.
was burned ia front of a Negro the KKK.
blue eyes.
Wis.

SAIGON, South Viet Nam picked up 26 suspects. A U.S.
(AP) — U.S. combat troops re- spokesman said North Vietnamported 92 Communist guerrillas ese regulars were among those
killed and 26 captured in killed and captured.
fighting in central Viet Nam There was'no word on Ameritoday and Monday.
can casualties.
Men of the 1st Air Cavalry The Plei Me camp underwent
Division, who arrived in Viet a week-long seige before the
Nam only seven weeks ago, Communists were routed last
fought
three
engagements week, the cavalrymen have
against an enemy force of be- been hunting down Viet Cong
tween 500 and 600 men near the and North Vietnamese in the
U.S. Special Forces camp at area since then.
Plei Me, 210 miles north of SaiThe Viet Cong attacked an
gon.
outpost near Qui Nhon, on the
The airborne cavalrymen re- coast 260 miles north of Saigon,
ported they killed 88 of the ene- but a U.S. spokesmansaid paramy, raptured 26 others and troopers of the 101st Airborne

Division fought off the assault
and killed four Viet Cong. The
Americans suffered light casualties, the spokesman said.
In the northernmost sea rescue of the war, Capt. Norman
P. Huggins of Mullins, S.C., was
picked up after his plane was
hit by conventional ground fire
over a Communist surface-toair missile site 35 miles northeast of Hanoi, a military
spokesman reported.

Legal Move to Oust
Magnusson Started

28 Dead in
Mexican Bus,
Train Crash

Cannon Used in
Robbery Found

Three Dead
In Fire at
Superior,Wis.

Wounded Soldier
Wants to Go Back

Luci Silent
On Report She
Wants to Wed

Arsenal Found
In Klan Car
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Bus inesses Obiect to SchobI Site

Vigorous objection to the Use
of a four-block tract at the east
end of Winona's downtown business district as a location for
the new Winona Area Vocational-Technical School was expressed Monday night at a meeting
called by the Board of Education to sound out public opinion
on the school
site' issue. ,

JUST A FEW FEET TO DISASTER .. .
Burning trash from the feeder door (on the
right) of an incinerator just, outside Randall's
Super Valu in the Westgate Shopping Center
provided the match which lit an $815,000
blaze Sunday. Swirling west winds blew the
burning material out of the incinerator and

into a storeroom of the supermarket through
the doer from which this picture was taken
today. The picture makes it appear that the
incinerator structure is attached to the building; actually there are several intervening
feet. (Daily News photo)

Open Incinerator
Caused Big Fire

"The human factor" in a rou- Thaung signed the following re- draft which stimulated the
tine job of trash-burning Sun- port of' their investgiation into flames.
As the packaged goods in the
day afternoon led to the fire the fire's cause:
storeroom
took fire, Keiper re'The
fire
was
caused
when
destroyed
Ranwhich virtually
the
two attendants atcounted,
an
attendant
was
feeding
the
according
to
dall's Super Valu,
(an
outdoor
incintempted
to
knock
them off the
incinerator"
Cleo
Keiper.
Fire Marshal
couldn't igshelves
so
that
they
{
eel
from
a
erator
about
five
Chief
Ervih
R.
Acting Fire
nite
other
stacks.
But the
Laufenburger, K e i p e r and door to the storeroom where youths were unable to keep up
Deputy State Fire Marshal the fire started) "with the in- with the racing flames.
Gunnar Thaung learned Mon- cinerator 'door blocked open.
"Pieces of burning material A FINAL attempt to choke
day afternoon from a Randall's were seen to fly from the in- off the spreading blaze with
employe that burning frag- cinerator door. The attendant hand extinguishers failed when
ments from an incinerator at the time quickly attempted the extinguishers turned out to
started the blaze in a rear to scrape these pieces under a be the wrong kind for the sitstoreroom w h i c h eventually shovel to smother ' them and uation, according to Keiper.
spread throughout the entire then attempted to stamp them A Minnesota City volunteer
22,200-square-foot building.
firemen, Manly Elton, who was
out
STORE manager James F. "HE THEN searched for ott- shopping in the store came to
Rogue estimated damage to er burning pieces. Seeing none, help fight the fire. He ordered
the Randall's building and its he returned to the incinerator the youths to get fire extingcontents at $800,000. To this and closed the feed door. Next, uishers.
figure is added the $15,000 dam- he proceeded into the building They came back with C02ages to the contents of the ad- where he discovered another type extinguishers. But the
joining Gold Bond stamp re- employe attempting to push a C02 gas was quickly carried
off by the strong draft and
demption center.
burning cardboard carton from proved ineffective.
Laufenburger, Keiper a n d the building.
The youths and Elton had to
"Because of the strong west- abandon the store. Winona fireerly winds, the burning flying men, arming minutes later,
debris from the incinerator found nearly the whole space
could have blown in through above the false ceiling of the
the open doors to the stock store involved in flame and the
room, which was adjacent to store interior filled with murky
the incinerator.
smoke.
"The fire then spread to the Firemen who had kept a conreadily combustible storage in tinuous watch for flareups in
MABEL, Minn. (Special ) — that area."
the still-smoldering wreckage
A 17-year-old Elroy, Wis., youth,
at the store until Monday eveTHE
incinerator's
feed
door
driving a 1959 model car stolen
ning
were called again to the
is
counter-balanced
to
shut
unfrom a used car lot in La
scene today at 6 and 8:48 a.m .
less
blocked
open
as
was
done
Crosse, slammed through a
to put out brief flareups.
show window at Foltz Uphol- Sunday afternoon. The intenstery on Mabel's Main Street tion is that the door remain
shut at all times except when
at 12:45 a.m. today.
Marshal Edwin Peterson had trash is actually being put inobserved a car without license side, Keiper said.
{dates parked at the automatic The fire marshal also menaundry a block south of the tioned that the attendant who
upholstery store. He went to was wrestling with the cardtalk with the driver, who took board carton suffered burns to
off , and skidded around a cor- his unprotected hands. Gary
Kotlarz, 518 Washington St.,
ner into the store.
The car rammed into the suffered minor burns to two
building, which is on the east or three fingers, according to Permission for a three-college parade and demonstration
side of the street, and knocked Keiper.
supporting
administration poliThe
other
youth
was
not
out the entire west front. The
cies in Viet Nam was voted
car came to a stop partially in- identified.
side the building. Upholstered Keiper said today that a Monday night by the City Counfurniture in the window was woman employe had come up cil.
from the store's basement to The demonstration is planned
damaged.
The Impact struck the north- the storage room and found for Saturday at 1 p.m., aldereast corner of the foundation, the five-foot high cardboard men were told by Stephen Neleaving it askew. Plate glass carton in flames. She ran into kola , St. Mary's College Senior.
the store proper and summon- The procession will start at
flew into the street. *
Deputy ed a male employe to the room. St. Mary's and will include
County
Fillmore
Wayne Haugerud was called and It was this employe—Kotlarz students from College of Saint
took the youth back to the jail —who was wrestling with the Teresa and Winona State Colat Preston. He apparently carton, now completely envel- lege as it moves downtown.
wasn't injured. The owner of the oped in flames, when the unicar parking lot was notified. It dentified youth who had been STUDENTS hope to hold a
burning brash came into the rally near the flagpole on post
carried a Tomah sticker.
office property, Nekola said.
storeroom.
't
identified
wasn
The youth
Postal officials have said they
Immediately.
THE GOOD start which the were not sure
fire got was attributed by Kei- such permis-,.
per to the highly combustible sion could bo
City
packaging of the goods stored granted, he
In the room. In particular, the continued. As
-..— ^..'l
fire marshal cited some dishes an a l t e r n a - ^"
V-OUnCIl
used as premiums which were 11 v e, t h e
wrapped in Japanese paper .
group would like to use 5th
NEW SHOWER VALVE i This paper Is much more Street, between Main and Cen|
FoNf HANOU DOM WOWtWTWO J combustible than the American ter streets, in front of the post
product, Keiper said ; and its office, Nekola told aldermen. ,
Ignition gave the flames a tre- The rally is expected to last
menodus initial buildup.
about a half-hour, he said, and
Crackers and cookies wrap- is exclusively a student prosssssssiaHa
f ^s^^Vssssssssss!
in cellophane also gave off ject.
HUT 4fX>Vpassssflped
large quantities of heat as they
Aldermen stirred uneasily as
Ignited, according to Keiper.
they considered the implications
A third factor Keiper men- of the request, then began asktioned was the ventilation sys- ing questions.
tem used by Randall's. This
arrangement of fans moves ALD. HAROLD Briesath, actfaster when quantities of hot air ing mayor in the absence of
I
Frank O'Loughlin
rise into it, Keiper said. In the Mayor R. K. Ellings, suggested
Co.
I Plu-blnt? * Heating
Sunday afternoon fire the ef- Central Park , south of the post
¦
1107 B. Third St. •- Phone 370J fect was to provide >a strong office, as a alto. Aid. James
—^__—
1

Auto Hits
Mabel Store

*? a

¦

A b o u t 185 OChOOl
persons nearly filled the
n _ _ _ ,J
Central Junior
BOdfC!
H i g h School L——
'
auditorium fdNhe public forum
on site selection and at one
point during the evening when
one businessman requested a
show of sentiment from the
audience on school location all
but about 25 stood up to register
protest to the suggested downtown site.
DISCUSSION at the meeting
was centered principally on a
four-block area bounded by 3rd
and 5th streets, Franklin and
Walnut, which had been proposed to the board as a possible
vocational school site should a
program of urban renewal be
undertaken in the city and this
property acquired for new construction.
A good many of those in the
audience Monday night are owners of business properties in the
four-block area or in the vicinity
of this tract where future expansion of the vocational-technical school campus^probably
would take place if the school
were to be erected in the downtown location.
Expressions by a majority of
those who spoke at the session
were concerned, chiefly, with a
protest against displacement of
existing businesses from a taxproducing commercial , district,
when other more suitable sites

were available. There were no
objections voiced toward construction of the vocational
school which virtually all who
spoke said was needed in the
city.

LITTLE WAS said in favor of
the downtown location for
school purposes although one
person, Don Raciti, 521 Sunset
Dr., arose during a period when
urban renewal was under fire
to suggest that opponents of
the program inform themselves
more fully as to the manner in
which it would be implemented,
explaining that present plans
called for it to be realized in
phases which would not require
an immediate and wholesale
removal of business places
from the affected district.
At the outset of the meeting
school board president Lawrence Santelm an explained that
it was not the intent of the
board Monday night to "debate
urban renewal, good or bad. "
He said the meeting had been
called solely to obtain information which would assist the
board in its ultimate selection of
a school site, that several sites
were under consideration by the
board and that discussion at
the meeting should be confined
to site issues.
"We're not here to debate
with you or argue with you,"
Santelman continued, "on the
merits or urban renewal. If this
becomes a name-calling meeting or becomes vnraly, we'll adj ourn it."
JUST BEFORE board members left their meeting room
in Senior High School to go to
the auditorium for the public
meeting they were visited by
two downtown businessmen ,
J. O. Reinhard and AI Berg.
Reinhard handed Santelman a
sheaf of petitions which he said

Temporary Store
Site Sought
Officials of Randall's Super
Valu, which was put out of business by a destructive fire Sunday afternoon, hoperto return
to their building in the Westgate
Shopping'Center in 90 days, they
said today!
This estimate was considerably more optimistic than that
made Monday by store manager
James F. Hogue. Hogue then
estimated it would take five
or six months before his building at Westgate could be reconditioned for business.
MEANWHILE, Hogue, with
F. D. Randall, president of
Randall Stores Inc.; Ronald
Randall, vice president and general manager ; Paul Christen,
president of Second Consolidated Investment Fund, building
owner, and Randall Lampe, vice
president, was searching for a
temporary location to do business.
The Randalls, Christen and
Lampe flew to Winona Monday
afternoon from Mitchell,. S.D.,
to direct the effort to get Randall's back on its feet.
They hope to open a Randall's
supermarket and a Gold Bond

stamp, redemption center In a
temporary location while the
building which housed them both
at Westgate is under repair.
IF A location can be found,
the officials hope to resume operations within two weeks.
What must be done to recon^
dition the Westgate building
and
what it will cost are questions
still being investigated today by
Randall's officials and insurance claims investigators.
Hogue estimated damage to
the Randall's building at $450,000. This included the damage
to the Gold Bond center. He
also estimated damage to merchandise and fixtures in the supermarket at $350,000. Mrs. Donald Schaefer estimated damage
to the merchandise in the redemption center at $15,000.
Added together, the total damage estimate after the fire is
$815,000. This does not include
possible smoke damage to other
stores in the Westgate center.
The City Council voted Monday night to extend its appreciation of volunteer firemen of
Goodview, RoUingstone and
Minnesota City for their assistance^ the fire.

Council OKs College
Student Demonstration
Stoltman, acting council president, proposed Center Street
between Broadway and 5th
Street, just east of the post office. Aid. Jerry Borzyskowski
objected that postal patrons
would be badly inconvenienced
by such street blockage at an
hour he described as unusually busy in that area.
Commenting that he favored
the groups objectives, Aid.
Barry Nelson — who later voted
against the permit — asked
whether students would uso
other means of showing their
sentiments.
Signatures will be collected,
Nekola replied, and sent to
McGeorge Bundy, a presidential adviser who has been actively defending the administration
in college appearances across
tho nation.

REFLECTING that such permission would obligate tho
council to allow like privileges
to a possible anti-administration demonstration, Aid. Nelson
asked Nekola what he thought
should be done. Nekola said he
thought tho council should "go
along with it ," as long as it
was legally conducted .
The group prefers the post
office grounds because it wishes to be near tho flagpo|e, said
Nekola. If not allowed to use
the grounds, tlie students would
then like to use the street nearest the flag (5th Street) , he
explained .
The parade and subsequent

speeches will center on two
points, support for administration policy in Viet Nam and
opposition to those who "illegally " object to it, said Nekola.
He added that his group does
recognize the rights of "legal"
opposition to such policies. He
did not explain what he meant
by legal or illegal demonstrations.
ALD. IIENKY Parks wanted
to know what sort of banners
would be carried. Nekola replied that they would deal with
the two themes he had outlined.
The sponsoring organization is
known as Student Identification
with the American System, he
said.
In answer to Aid. Stoltman's
query, Nekola said the groAip
would agree to Central Park
as its alternate site, if the
council gave permission.
A. brief lull in the discussion
was broken by Aid. David
Johnston's motion to extend
permission for the parade and
rally. Voting in favor were Aid.
Johnston, Donald Klagge, Harold Thiewes and Stoltman. Opposing votes were cast by Aid.
Nelson nnd Borzyskowskl. Aid.
Neil Sawyer was absent.
Aid. Parks, who had appeared
to abstain , later asked to be
recorded against the proposal.
He said ho is opposed.to any
demonstrations such as those
being held in southern states
like Alabama.

contained the signatures of 635
persons who were opposed to the
selection of a downtown site for
school purpses. Reinhard said
that the* signers were "all volunteers. Not one was pressured
into signing and we feel that
these petitions represent a good
cross-section of the town. We
didn't just go down our streets
we went to both the east and
west part of town."
One other organized group
was heard in opposition to the
downtown site.

eral , among them a 17-acre site is excellent. It's large, it
tract west of Siebrecht's green- has good access from both new
house and between old and new Highway 61 and the old highHighway 61.
way, it's land characteristics
He was asked if consideration are excellent for construction.
had been given to property on
"Now, on the other side," ho
the south side of Lake Winona continued, "I feel that downtown
east of Huff Street. Santelman Winona needs some rejuvenasaid this area had not entered tion and the only reason I'm
board discussions.
considering a downtown locaAsked about comparative tion would be for rejuvenation.
costs of acquisition of the down- You ask a friend from out of
town site and the one near Sie- town to go for a ride and
brecht's, Santelman said it was chances are you don't take him
his understanding that either through the downtown district.
could be purchased at an ex¦ When you come across tho
penditure of about $120,000 — bridge, just look over the downTHE JUNIOR Chamber of the former if urban renewal town area. It's not a pleasing
Commerce submitted a letter were to be undertaken and the sight."
to the board which stated , in latter including costs of sewer
part, "The Winona Jaycees are extension and other develop- BERG replied, "I think most
of us think there's a need for
vitally interested in the educa- ments.
tional program of Winona and Bauer commented, "I think it renewal of some of our buildhave a special interest jrrTrie would be assinine to tear down ings. But I think that urban
proposed vocational school . . . four blocks of business property renewal should stand or fall
It is the feeling of this group and put up a non-tax building, on its own merits and the school
that locating the school in the especially when we know site should be decided on its
downtown business district there's other and better avail- own merits."
"I don't think the new school
wjjuld have unfavorable results able land for the school ."
should become a football in this
on the vocational school and
the city of Winona . . . The HE DREW A round of ap- urban renewal fight," another
Junior Chamber of Commerce plause when he added . "I think stated. "If you keep putting in
(goes on record) in total op- you nine men on the board are parking lots and new schools
position to locating the school in a position to stop this tear- downtown you'll come to the
in the downtown business area." ing down of business and tak- point where you don't need a
A spokesman for the Jaycees ing property off the tax rolls." downtown."
at the meeting amplified the From the audience came the Martin A. Beattyk a property
organization's stand on the statement, "I think the board owner, asked if a referendum
downtown site with an explana- acually feels like us about this were to be held on renewal
tion that opposition was ex- but they're sitting on the fence next February, would there be
pressed because of the limited waiting for some word on the time for the board to . build
downtown and keep within its
area which would be available urban renewal authority."
"The board would have avoid- present construction schedule.
for school purposes, probably
necessitating high-rise construc- ed this entirely," Santelman re- Santelman said it was hoped
tion which would be excessively plied, "if it hadn 't been inter- that the vocational school could
expensive; that it would be un- ested in hearing both sides of be ready in 1967 and didn't know
wise to place a tax-exempt in- the question. What we want to how renewal proceedings would
stitution in a downtown business do is gather all the pertinent fit into this schedule.
area and that the addition of information we can to help in Bauer told board members
a large school population in this making the right decision. We that if he were to have to rearea would create serious traf- know, too, that there are two locate his business downtown it
sides to every question and we would require perhaps triple
fic and parking problems.
the present investment in busiIt was the wish of the Jaycees, can't satisfy everyone."
he concluded, "that a suburban ROY ANDERSEN, a store ness property.
location be finalized as quickly owner In the downtown
district, "WE'RE NOT in a position to
as possible."
expressed concern over removal do this and I'm convinced there
ONE OF THE first questions of business places from the pro- are others like us in this area.
asked of the board at the meet- posed tract , saying, "You've got As far as we're concerned —
ing was whether construction more than 20 stores there and and I know there are others
of the vocational school was I can't see where they could like us — we could move out
in West Burns Valley or East
being coordinated with any spe- possibly go."
cific plan for future develop- Referring to Santelman's Burns Valley or some other
statement that the 10-acre outlying place Just as well."
ment of the downtown area.
Santelman said that it was downtown tract would cost "It seems to me," said anothhis understanding that a master about $120,000 and the 17-acre er, "that you're going to put
plan for renewal was being de- one near Siebrecht's the same up a school to train mechanics
veloped but as yet it had not amount, the board was asked, but will be taking out the places
been submitted formally to the "Wouldn't it be better to get where these mechanics could
City Council.
almost twice the amount of land work."
Don Ehmann, 980 V7. 5th St., for the same amount of mon- Another 3rd Street businessasked if the board was in a ey?"
man said he knew of no justifiposition to "spend $500,000 or One person said that he'd sur- cation for "you to drive out 30
$700,000 for those four blocks veyed the area under considera- business places when they have
downtown."
tion and found that in the four no place to go;"
Santelman replied, "No. It's blocks under immediate consid- F. E. Leicht, 627 Market St.,
not the intention of the board eration and the four addition- observed, "It appears to m»
to spend anything like that for al that probably would be need- that, the school
board at this
a school site."
time has an opportunity to help •
ed
in
the
future
for
school
exThe board president said that
he understood that if an urban pansion, of 36 houses outside the City Council make up its
renewal program were inaugur- appearances indicated only four mind on urban/renewal. It's my
ated the cost of bare land in were in definite need of renew- hope that yoar decision will
the four-block tract would come al and that two or three' others make for a healthy situation
to around $120,000, on the basis were questionable. He conclud- for all concerned. "^"^
of a per-square-foot price of 35 ed that this did not indicate a JOSEPH L. Orlowske, 802 W.
need for renewal in this area.
cents.
When the emphasis of the dis- King St., said he was convinced
EHMANN questioned whether cussion began to center mostly that the downtown site did not
the downtown tract could be- on renewal issues, Bauer inter- afford adequate space for school
come available to the board , jected, "I think that about half development and urged that an
if it desired it, within the time- of you here who want to argue undeveloped area be taken. He
table set for school* construc- urban renewal should go on expressed concern over elimination. Santelman said that" the down to the City Council and tion of tax revenues that would
board wished to begin construc- talk to them. These school result from displacement of extion as soon as possible but that board members aren't deciding isting businesses and said ho
he had no information as to urban renewal. Those of us who questioned estimates on the ulwhen or if the downtown site are against the downtown loca- timate cost of acquisition of
would be available.
tion for a school can stay here downtown property.
When the questions and stateAnother person asked whether and talk about a school site. "
ments began to slacken off ,
the board had any information
as to what damages would be ANOTHER spokesman said Santelman thanked those who
awarded property owners who that he thought it would be attended the meeting for their
might be displaced from an ur- good if the board expressed it- interest in the issue, promised
ban renewal area. Santelman self on its feelings about the that the board would consider
said he hadn 't but fel t that in school site.
information provided at the
the case of Winona State Col- Santelman said that he, per- meeting in their deliberations
lege land acquisition awards of sonally, felt that "the Siebrecht and then adjourned the session.
appraisers apparently had been
fairly satisfactory in view of
the few appeals taken from
ther findings.
"The state probably is more
generous," the questioner commented. "Remember that now
we're dealing with the U.S. government."
FRED BAUER , an East Srd
S t r e e t businessman observed,
"It's my understanding the
state Board of Education recommended a 20-acre site. If we're
going to build a $6 million complex with the Senior High School
FRIDAY or SATURDAY
and vocational school I think
wo should follow the state 's
Nov. 72-13, Dec. 3-4, IO-H, 1965
advice on an adequate- site.
"It seems to me it would
Your choice of these fine trains , leaving on dates shown
become awfully expensive for
the school board to have to ahoyc, returning from Chicago by midnight Monday.
buy more downtown property
NORTH COAST LIMITED
later to allow for expansion.
EMPIRE BUILDER
You must also consider that
MORNINO TWIN ZEPHYR
Viita-Dom*
300
if you're going to have
Vltta-Dom* AFTERNOON TWIN ZEPHYR
people in that school you're goBLACK HAWK (Ovtrnlghl)
ing to have 200 cars to be parked and you're creating a terrific
Spend one to four days in Chicago .... ample time lo sen
traffic problem. I, personally,
tlie
many attractions or visit friends and relatives.
can't see how tho board can
even consider this downtown
site."
We will gladly make your hotel reservation! In Chicago.
Ehmann quoted a statement
made by the board during the
Special reduced rate at a leading Loop Hotel.
period prior to the bond issue
on high school nnd vocational
school construction in which
Cray Lino Sightseeing Tour of Chicago $3.50.
school officials were quoted as
saying that they felt that the
(Available only when purchas ed with your rail ticket)
public would object to removal
information • reurralitint • ticketa
of four blocks of residential
t. B. MALAY, Tlckat Aomnr
property from tho tax rolls for
school purposes.
Winona, Minn.
Burlington Station
3369
Phon*
THAT STATEMENT wns
made, Santelman said , before
I
!
C. f. DAY, TSckat Agatit
the urban renewal program had
developed to tho present stage.
Rothtilw, Minn. llffl |MU^|
lOS'/i2nd Av«. S.W.
The board was asked whether
Phona; 292.2072
VWtTsfll
¦ssilWHMI
it had considered other sites
^m^
F ^,\
for the vocational school . Santel- mnWimmiWi'MWmimumumnmi}mmmmm\WminmW
man said it had considered sev-
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They'll Do It Every Time
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By Jimmie Hatlo I

Delivered by Carrier-*erWeek 10 cents
le weeks SJ2.74
S3 weekstUJO
By mall atrktly In advance;paper stopped on expiration dile.

I Voice of the Outdoors

Caledonia Student

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
—Student of the week at Caledonia High School last week
»ia.C0 J monttia
tl.M
1 year
e monthe
MJO I month
IUS was Mary Heiller, editor of the
Smoke Signal, school newspaAll other subscriptions!
lyear
»15.00 J monthe
MJJ per, one of the editors ot the
4 months
M.W I month
MM Tomahawk, school ana u a 1,
Sand change) of address, notices, undent member of the student council
trad copies,subscription orders and other and presidentof the senior class
mall Items fo Winona Dally Newt, P.O.
and pep club. Junior editors of
Box 70, Winona,. Minis.
the
Smoke Signal are Dan HolSecond clan postioe paid at When*
land and John Janikowski.
Minn.
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted. Wlnone,
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackeon, Pepin and
Trempealeau counttti:

LANGFORD also said that
another parcel probably could
be purchased for $975 and the
board approv- r________ ^
ed a motion c _
I
which would jCnOOl
authorize
Langford to
D i-4 _ ..J
enter negotia- poarq
tbns for purchase of all eight parcels.
The lump' sum of $26,118
breaks down to $700 to allow
for fees for appraiser retained
by * the property owners and
awards to individual owners of:
David and Mary Paskiewicz,
$3,843;_ Marvin and Vernis Schroeder, $4,430; Glen and Marie
Brems, $2,722; Charles and Virginia Milton, $3,199; Lottie Vierus, $5,376; Harold and Darlene
Armstrong, $2,580, and Theodore and Violet Erickson, $3,286.
The other property involved
in Monday's discussion is owned by Bud G. Squires and represents a tract of about .31
of an acre. Price is $975.
PREVIOUSLY the hoard had
negotiated agreements for the
purchase of seven other parcels on the school site.
Langford was asked how the
prices proposed for the properties listed Monday night compared with those for which
agreements had been made
previously and he said that the
most recent proposed acquisitions run about 15 percent higher.
If the parcels discussed Monday are purchased, it would
leave only five for which condemnation proceedings would
be required in District Court
this fall.
A hearing on appointment of
commissioners for the condemnation is scheduled
¦ for Nov. 29.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Unless
they're traveling by air, Christmas packages headed overseas
should be mailed no later than
Nov. 10.
If air mail is used, the deadline is extended to Dec. 10.
These are the dates recommended by the Post Office Department for assured delivery of
parcels in time for Christmas.
The same deadlines hold for
surface and air mail greeting
cards headed overseas.
Within the United States, postal officials recommend mailing
no later than Dec. 5 for parcels
intended for distant states, Dec.
14 for those being mailed locally or to nearby states.
Christmas cards being mailed
great distances should be mailed
by Dec. 10, while those being
sent locally should go by Dec.
15.
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THE ROCHESTER CIVIC THEATRE
Mayo Park
Rochester, Minn. 55901

happily presents

"SNOW WHITE & THE SEVEN DWARFS"
*'

by the Brothers Grimm
a 1-hour stage adaptation of the
Children's Classic
8 BIG PERFORMANCES:

SATURDAY & SUNDAY,Nov. 6 & 7
SATURDAY & SUNDAY ,Jov. 13 & 14
AT 2 P.M. A 4 P.M. EACH DAY

Children 50c

Adults SI

Write or phone for reservations.

Nov. 10 Warning
On Packages
Headed Overseas

Fish of the Year
needed. Here is his report ing day, and birds are scarce.
This/big northern that tipped dated Saturday:
We have reports of soma mal"20RBA THE GREEK"
k ' ' 1 Itl^Jl J k W
the scales at 17 pounds and 5 "Mild weather throughout lard concentrations of 2,000
¦
A _HfflWraa-s»Ti- 1
7:00-9:30 - 75t-$1.00
^^^~^^^^^ ~^
v,
—. ounces is, as far as we know, western Canada, and some birds where 15,000 or 20,000 was
the biggest northern caught by ducks and geese are moving common a few years ago.'
hook and line fishermen' in this south daily with the calendar.
#
# STARTS
"There are some scaup in
is very little to report.
stretch of river this year. Allen There
Most
of
the
blue-winged
teal,
southern
Manitoba, but we
Kutchara, 180 N. Baker St., pintails,
EVENINGS AT 7:00 and 9:40
cans and redheads have reports of large congot it on a daredevil, a red have moved
south. ErniePayn- centrations in the north
and white one, while crappie ter, game director
35f.$1.0O-$1.25 • PASSES NOT HONORED
of Saskatfishing in Bathhouse Slough chewan, reports,
It appears the can'Still bluebird country.
NOT HONORED
Sunday afternoon.
vasbacks
a very good
weather here — and it is 70 hatch thishad
year,
but from
An experienced fisher- above today — and we have reports I have had and my
DIRECT PROM THE CINERAMA
man, Kutchara who was had no rain for over a month. own personal observation
THEATRE TO THE
fishing alone in his boat,
here in Manitoba, mallards
" 'We have large consaid the fish put up a fair
are still down. We hope
centrations
of
ducks
and
fight. He was using a spinwe'll have a more optimisgeese
in
the
western
part
of
ning outfit wit ha six-pound
tic report next week, but
the province and the Quill
¦| Everybody who s aver been funny is In it!
test line. He worked the
doubt it. Last year at this
Lake, Wynyard and Last
J fish up the side of the boat
time I reported a 15-percent
Mountain
Lake
areas.
Maland easily dipped it into
increase over 1963, but If
lards
are
on
the
big
waters.
SOUtlXYKRAMOl
I the
I Sftmp
at
the
boat. Looking
conditions do not improve,
About
60
percent
of
the
trophy with amazement is
I predict that the 1965 fall
¦
ducks
have
moved
south.'
nephew, Mickey GlauII O A
StOCABM
flight will be down. A cold
I his
nert, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Conditions In Alberta are front will move in Sunday."
|
l
t
|
BUDDY
HACttTT
«t
I
Richard Glaunert, 919 W. pretty much the same. Here in
Howard St.
Manitoba we have had mild With two weeks to go MinEvery Tuesday
weather
and temperatures in nesota and Wisconsin hunters
Walleye fishermen were out the 60s for
along the river don't want to
BLUE MOON, Onalaska
the
last
ten
days
,
In numbers Sunday below all of and hunting has been spotty. put away their duck boat as
Chiektn Nil*, W»d. $1
the dams, fishing up pretty
Spaghatti Dinner, Thurs.
are very few ducks on yet. The seasons of the two
close to the gates. We counted There
%} .JJ
the Delta, Lake Frances, Shoal states run through Nov. 17.
ten boats below the Alma dam Lake
at
Smorgasbord — Frl. A\ Sun.
and
Netley
marshes.
Eu" W»—«
I
1
SMIY KRAUtR £J
and a good number of fisher- gene Bossertmaier, Game BioLouis Schuth Ba nd
Portugal Is shaking off the
men on the float.
WJU r«*TBI0ll w
IN ecuevlosiAT
Sat. Night
v
logist
for
the
Manitoba
game
economic
stagnation
of
centuUCHUCJIM* m
SMOWNcs Ar
_; KIB MU
branch,
says,
'Shooting
has
From
Highway
61
there
to enter belatedly into th* UNCLE CARL'S OAKS
1 ^^tD ^"' |
mm mn 2 appeared to be a dozen been very spotty since the open- ries
industrial area.
* mWmm.
boats below the Whitman
dam and quite a number of
fishermen on the. float there
_M
R
M
M
MS
• ENOS TONITE •
and along the Wisconsin
J
"MARRIAGE on tht ROCKS"
_A^ U 1 U U S|
shore. The number below
the Winona dam was down
g__4_Lj UEJss«aasL»-Ll 7:00-1:10 • 35*-45t-»0#
because of the wind, which
also had driven the fishermen off the lower end of
Lake Pepin. There were several boats of fishermen
MMMAMMMMMMMMV
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JLmmWW
visible off the Nelson-Wa__[i______________ _________________§H?f^_ !
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time
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by
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J _KEand Beverage . . THE "ALL"
Those checked reported two or
¦
MEANS ALL YOU CAN EAT.
^fl^H^H^B^HV
three birds. The weather was
^L^L^L^L^L^LwL^^L^L^L^Lm
____IB_____ H__[ __[Mi!____________ rIt^___
too hot, they said, the birds
were not flying. We saw few
ducks in the air or for that
matter on tho wnter. The wind
probably kept them In sheltered areas.
"*¦¦*¦ I
PATRICIANEAL
I
Dncki Yet to Come
J i m m y Robinson, our
^
___
IBM WON
-^ T
duck man in Canada , reporting from Portage La
FAUU PRENTISS WmmmWCA>
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come.
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Two Ask to Biiy
Part of Old Road

NUCLA, Colo. (AP) -¦Servicea are plannedWednesdayat
Nucla for Loo Lacher, 82, promi- Any old highway! in the
nent western sloperesidentwho county for sale?
laid claim to the Invention of This was the question proposed to the Winona County
the unlcycle.
Board of Commissioners Monthe day afternoon by two Winona
Lacher
said
he
was
also
The Board of Education Monday night moved a step closer first person to ride the one- men, Clarence Haase and Lesto acquisition of eight more wheeled vehicleon a tightrope, lie Root
parcels of property on its new beforea New York City audience Tne two appeared before the
Senior High School construction shortly before the torn of the board and said they were interested In purchasinga small
site with agreement on a proplot of land—about 150 by 200posal for damages submitted century.
by attorneys for the property He died Sunday at a Palisade teet for two mobile homes.
owners in the area near the nursing home after an extended They wanted to purchase a sec-,
Illness. His¦ home
wa? In.Natur- tion of an old highway which
vest end of Lake Winona.
' ¦ - .,
had been replaced by a new
The proposal had been sub- ita.
¦
roadway.
mitted to RobertLangford, the
Leo R. Borkowski, board
board's legal counsel in the ETTRICK PATIENT
site acquisition, by attorneys for ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) — chairman, referred the men to
owners of seven parcels for Louis Salzwedel Sr., South Bea- the county highway office to
which a settlement of $26,118 ver Creek, is hospitalized at see if any property was available for this purpose.
Whitehall.
was proposed.

Evening With
Meg and Tony

By EARL WII-SON
NEW YORK — Well, now, what Hollywood personalities do
you suppose Princess Margaret and Lord Snowdon want to spend
an evening with?
Don't mention I told you, but you can bet it might be "people
like Rock Hudson and Shirley MacLaine."
You see, Sharman Douglas is hostessing a big party for
about 90 at LcBistro in Beverly Hills . . . but in addition Sherman's good friend, Hollywood publicist Rupert Allen, is giving
a small party for about 18 along
«ith retired Gen. Frank A. Mc- off the record that Hubert HumCarthy, at Allen's home . . .
and just over a dozen can be phrey "doesn't have an ounce
asked to dinner. That'll be the of isolation" and he wishes he
"In" Group.
could say the same for everyMiss Douglas, now a guest in body else. Wilson said LBJ's
Beverly Hills of the Mortimer passion for activity reminded
Halls while making arrange- him of the rugby star who exments to receive the royal cou- claimed, when the ball was lost
ple, is having such problems as in the stands, "Never mind the
slashing the guest list when only ball, let's get on with the
5,000 want to come. Princess game."
Margaret and Lord Snowdon The Steve Lawrence fans are
while in Los Angeles will reside demanding fiercely that Steve's
in the Beverly Hills Hotel, on TV show be immediately rethe fourth, or VIP , floor, I just newed for years and years —
want to say that I have a title, and probably after they learn
too (The Earl of Wilson ) and Claudine Auger, James Bond's
in many years of staying at the playmate; in "Thunderball," has
Beverly Hills, I've never been been signed for Nov. 8, they'll
allowed on the fourth floor.
become even more insistent.
RICHARD Burton & lit Tay- TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : An
lor are laughing off another agent complained at Rosoff's
Italian magazine piece quoting that many rock V roll singers
Lit that she "married a dead are stars at 19, but washed up
man on a temporary leave" at 25: *'Their voices are still
(due to his hemophilia) and that good, but their legs are shot."
she constantly fears for his WISH I'D SAID THAT: Dadeath. Sure, he's a bleeder, but vid Burns, dining at Reuben's
not that bad, they say. Burton, (which names its sandwiches
Incidentally, will have to get after stars), told the waiter:
more literary agents to handle "I'm dieting, so bring me a
all the demands for his writings sandwich named for a thin cesince he reviewed the Dylan lebrity."
Thomas book . . . Poet Nor- REMEMBERED QUOTE: "A
man Rosten's new book has man likes a woman who makes
poems to and about Marilyn him laugh, loves . the woman
Monroe and Humphrey Bogart who hurts him, and marries the
. . . Harold Wilson told friends woman who flatters him." —
Anon.
EARL'S PEARLS: A lot of
WINONA DAILY NEWS people
are already working a
four-day week, but it takes them
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER J. THI
from Monday through Saturday
VOLUME iw, NO. xn
to do it. — Van Rapaport.
PubtMiad dally except Saturday and HotTaffy Tuttle looked over a disMays by Republicanand Herald Publishing Company, Ml Franklin St.. Winona, play of thermometers, and said,
Winn.
"I'll take this Fahrenheit one
— I've heard a lot about the
SUBSCRIPTION RATSS
•IngleCopy — 10c Dally, 15c Sunday
brand." That's earl, brother.

$26,118 Price
On 7 Parcels
For School

Unicycle Inventor
Dead in Colorado
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Foreign Policy

WORLD TODAY

Big Talk But

Report Overdue
MISSING FOR MONTHS has been a detailed address lo the nation — and thus to
the world — by President Johnson on the
aims and actions of American foreign
policy.
He has made such explanations in the
past, particularly on this country's role in
Viet Nam and the Dominican Republic,
when the United States was initiating or
stepping up action in those places.
This was especially true last spring
when he considered it necessary to send
22,000 troops into the Dominican Republic.
But tension finally dwindled there,
American action in Viet Nam although
greatly increased had lost its novelty, and
more and more of the President's time was
taken up with getting his programs through
Congress.
AND FOR MONTHS now ht has not

attempted a lengthy, detailed, and carefully
reasoned explanation to the world/Thus he
left a vacuum and the critics of American
foreign policy stepped into it
The criticism has not come only from
abroad but from American school campuses
and not only from Republicans in Congress
but. much more vehemently, from some of
Johnson 's own Democrats there.
In particular one Democrat , Sen. J. W.
Fulbright of Arkansas, chairman of the Senate 's Foreign Relations Committee, attacked
American policy in the DominicanofRepublic,
and another, Sen^Vayne Morse Oregon,
has been a thorn to Johnson on Viet Nam.
The House Republican leadership ha*
raised questions on and off but never with
the same head-on assaults of Fulbright and
Morse.
AND PROTESTS on college campuses,

even though only a minority of students was
involved, have reached the point of parades
and demonstrations. All this is ammunition
for American critics abroad.
A few nights ago the need for a single,
careful, authoritative American voice —
meaning the President's — to discuss
American foreign policy was illustrated by
the CBS television show, "Town Meeting
of the World."
Through a satellite relay students in London, Belgrade, Paris and Mexico City were
able to appear on television to question
former President Dwight D. Eisenhower,
Arthur J. Goldberg, U. S. ambassador to
the United Nations, and Solicitor General
Thurgood Marshall.
It was an unsatisfactory performance
all around and, on the part of the students, a hostile one. Amid sneers and apparent contempt the students quisled the
three distinguished Americans about this
country's policies in Viet Nam and the
Dominican Republic.
SOME OF THEM were arrogant, seme
talked too much, and many of their questions, because of their poor English or
transmission difficulties , were not clear.
The three Americans — although Marshall said little and seemed angered by the
attitude of the questioners — were sometimes too long, rambling or platitudinous.
And they certainly weren't always on
the beam even though the questions themselves were part of a now familiar pat'
tern of criticism of American policy.
This was hardly the way in which American foreign policy can be explained or understood and absorbed at home or abroad.
The program made it clear that the need for
such explanation can be filled by no one
as well as Johnson.
Yet , because of the need for some
peace and quiet to recover from his recent operation , Johnson is not likely to
take the airways soon.
jf

In the years ahead Johnson probably
will have to take time out for a number
of such world-wide explanations for the
criticism now, although mounting, is not
basically new. It just takes new forms .
JOHNSON HIMSELF recegnlxed the re-

petitiousness of it when he said earlier this
'"
year:

"1 am the most denounced man in the
world. All the Communist nations have got
a regular program on me that runs 24
hours a day. Some of the non-Communist
nations just kind of practice on me."

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press News Analyst

WASHINGTON en-Today 's off-year elections: for (he most part, dull, and particu
:
larly in the governorship races in New Jersey
and Virginia. The New York City mayoralty
race is a little perkier.
In all three: big talk but few real issues.
The outcome isn't likely to show whether the
Republicans can bounce back from their
1964 catastrophe with Barry Goldwater.
Still, there 's an echo of Goldwater conservatism in New York and Virginia where Conservative party candidates are running without any
hope of winning. Their only aim seems to be
a show of force.
IN NEW YORK, where the Democrats have
run the city two decades but got all split up in
choosing Abraham D. Beame as their candidate,
the Liberal-Republican candidate, Rep. John V.
Lindsay, didn't even make a purely Republican
"try. .
With a Liberal and Democrat as running
mates, tho lively, Yale-bred Lindsay has been
making a "non-partisan" campaign against
Beame, an accountant who rose through Democratic ranks to be city comptroller.
On issues there s little to choose between
them. The third candidate in this contest, also
Yale-bred, is the very conservative William F.
Buckley Jr., author and publisher, whose role
has been more heckler than candidate.

PRESIDENT Johnson backed Beame last
week but he delayed his blessing so long he
gave the impression of wondering whether he
ought to.
In New Jersey the candidates are really
at a loss for ideas.
There, where Gov. Richard J. Hughes, Democrat, is seeking re-election over Republican
State Sen. Wayne Dumont Jr., the principal issue has been a college professor and Democrats
expect a landslide.
Dumont made a big thing of attacking Rutgers University's Prof. Eugene) D. Genoyese,
who said last spring he welcomes a Viet Cong
victory in Viet Nam Dumontwants him fired.
But Hughes, while disagreeing with Genovese,
aaya firing him would violate academic freedom. Rutgers is a state university.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago .>• > 1955

Dr. Frank Van Alstine, graduate coordinator at Winona State College, discussed reasons
for doing graduate work and the specific graduate program at the college.
Mrs. Robert Nelson was installed as Lady
Gold Bug of Gnats Circle 13, Military Order
of Lady Bugs, at the VFW clubrooms.

Twenty-Five Years Ago ... 1940
Effective with issuance of the Burlington
railroad's new folder and official guide under
the date of Jan. 5, the railroad's station
across the Mississippi River from Winona will
no longer be known as Miner but Winona
Junction^ -.
Mr. and 'Mrs . Edwin Jackson and daughters are visiting Mr. Jackson 's mother, Mrs.
Henry Hess, and sister, Miss Florence Jackson.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

W. F. Caustin left for his new position at
Rochester as the manager for the Western
Grain & Coal Co.
Miss Emma Spittler, president of the Winona Nurses ' Association, returned from St.
Paul where she attended the state nurses' convention.
Albert R. Brass has Opened a new plumbing
shop on 2nd Street.

Seventy-Five Years Ago ... 1890

The Gate City Carriage Works is construct*
ing a handsome covered mail wagon for the
post office of one of the principal cities in
Texas.
Gustav A. Casper returned from a trip to
,
Germany.
A large and appreciative audience listened
to the first entertainment by the pinno club
at the Opera House.

One Hundred Years Ago ... 1865
Everybody appreciates the delightful change
in the weather. Undoubtedly we will have Indian summer now.
¦

Wherefore , ir meat make my brother to
offend. I will eat no flesh while the world
¦Undetli . lest I make my brother to offend.
—I. Corinthians 8:13.
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Try and Stop Me
|

By BENNETT CERF _

|

According to Parisian author Jean Charles, French school kids perpetrate just as
many boners as do our native youngsters.
A few examples rounded up by Monsieur
Charles: "The horse has four legs, 'one at
each comer. " . . . A skeleton is a man who
has all his bones on the outside and nothing on the inside. " . . . "The difference
between a calf and a cow is that you 're a
calf for only one year , hut you 're a cow
forever." . . . "During the French Revolution it inun could be arrested in the morning, tried at noon , and come home the
same evening beheaded. " . . .

Call, I have taken no stand
on whether the United
States should fight In Viet
Nan; I have concerned myself solely with the. right
of protest, which I consider
more important than this
war or any other war. Insofar as Dr. Barabolak's
argument concerns mine, it
seems to me that he is
saying that, although one
has the right to protest, it
is not wise to exercise that
right in the present circumstances.
In terms of logic, this is
a valid point. Whether I
agree that the present protest is unwise is another
matter, which 1 am not going into. My argument is
that people have the right
to protest whether they are
unwise or not and that their
right is more important than
their wisdom.
Mr. Gilliam points out that
"by logical extension" my
argument means that "man
must abdicate his. conscience to law." This is not
"by extension"; this is exactly what I said and what
I still maintain. If everyone
is free to put his conscience
above the law, there is no
point in having laws. My
argument, Mr. Gilliam continues, means that we must
admire Adolph Eichmann as
a law-abiding citizen. But
at this point I must object .
There is a fallacy here
which makes Mr. Gilliam's
argument as absurd as he
says mine is. Adolph Eichmann lived unoer a legal
system which contained no
provision for the correction
of unjust laws — indeed, the
system itself was unjust.
I am writing in the context of the United States
legal system which DOES
contain provisions for the
correction of unjust laws.
These provisions include the
Supreme Court and the right
of citizens to vote out of office legislators who pass unjust laws. That's why we
have courts and elections —
to insure that people will
have no excuse for putting
their consciences above the
law.
I believe that the right of
citizens to be protected
against other citizens who
have hyper-active and diseased consciences Is just as
important as the right to
protest.
William Brown
Assistant Professor
St. Mary's College
.
m

<Mtatf $ Nty : Utters must be timperaU,
of reasonable Ungth and
signed by tha writer.
Bond f i d e mmes of alt
letter-writers wiU be
published. Ho religious,
medical or persona! con*
tropersies arm acceptable.)

Few Top Issues

FROM THE start he didn't have Illusions
about winning. If he did win, he said, he'd ask
for a recount. He has concentrated upon picking
on Lindsay who refused to back Goldwater last
year.
If the Llndsay-Beame contest is close, the
votes one or the other loses to Buckley may
make the difference, thus giving the Conservative group the balance of power and hope for
more of the same in future races.
If tlie active, hand-shaking Lindsay wins it
will probably be more of a triumph of personality than support for Republicanism.

• *r- .
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THE HONEYMOON IS OVER

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

KKK Publicity Director
Rents P.O. Box in North

By DREW PEARSON
SWARTHMORE, Pa. Most residents don't know
it, but this 'quiet Quaker
community has suddenly
become the focal point for
the northern mail campaign of the Ku Klux Klan.
Wally Butterworth, public relation man for the
United Ku Klux Kians, has
rented box 33 at the
Swarthmore post office and
picks up his mail here two
or three times a week —
mail that comes in as a result of a campaign to enlist right-wing support . in
this liberal college town, the
home of Swarthmore College.
Wally Butterworth is the
former
Philadelphia-New
York radio-TV announcer
who once lived with James
Venable, KKK attorney, in
the shadow of Stone Mountain, Ga. Now 63, Butterworth has an excellent
speaking voice, and does
quite a business in recording anti-Jewish and antiNegro tapes which are circulated among hate groups.
He ' frequently calls upon
whites to protect their way
of life by violence.
FOR SOME years Butterworth has been publicity director of the United Klans
and recently drifted up to
the Philadelphia area where
he rented a post office box
at Swarthmore. Swarthmore postal officials have
not been happy over the
rental , but under the law
have nothing to say about
who rents boxes as long as
obscene and subversive
matter is not circulated
through Ole mails.
One possible explanation
for' Butterworth's picking
Swarthmore for his post
-office is the location of a
vigorous right-wing radio
station - WXUR - in Media , only four miles away.
Last March 19, the Federal Communication Commission tranferred WXUR
to the Faith Theological
Seminary, of which Rev.
Carl Mclntire, the right wing f u n d a m e n t a l i st
preacher, is president .
The licensing of WXUR
to the Mclntire group was
made despite protests by
the Catholic Interracial
Council of New York, the
American Baptist Convention, the Lutheran Church
in America, the Anti- Defamation League, the United
Church of Christ, the Greater Philadelphia Council of
Churches, the AFL-CIO, the
New Jersey Council of
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Churches, the Presbytery of
Philadelphia, the National
Urban League and the
NAACP.

SELDOM HAS there been
such an array of religious
and social groups opposing
the award of any radio license. Despite this, the
FCC gave WXUR to the
Mclntire group without a
public hearing and despite
the fact that the three-year
license of the original owners had not expired.
Chief reason for this unusual transfer was the mercenary one that the station
was "currently losing monev. "
"We have determined
that a hearing looking toward a possible denial of
the application is not warranted," wrote the majority of the FCC cornmssioners. They said they relied
on the pledge of the Mclntire group that it would
"not slant the news or in
any way distort factual material. "
Commissioner
Kenneth
Cox issued a blistering dissent. He demanded that the
commissioner at least hold
a public hearing before giving a radio license to the
Mclntire organization.
"While I recognize that
Rev . Mclntire is not the
applicant here, I think a
sufficient showing has been

made to indicate that he
will be the dominant figure
in the proposed license.

"THE FACT that Rev.
Mclntire has a right to express his yiews does not
signify that he is entitled
to control a broadcast facility," wrote Commissioner Cox. "The test the commission must apply is not
whether the applicant's
f r e e d o m of expression
should be served , but
whether the public interest will be served by entrusting a scarce frequency
to his control."
Commissioner Cox was
referring to the extreme
right-wing diatribes which
Rev. Mclntire has delivered
over a national hook-up of
radio stations.
Since March, when the
WXUR license was granted,
Commissioner Cox's fears
seem to have been justified.
WXUR has featured such
right - wing commentators
as Dan Smoot, Rev. Billy
Hargls, Dean Manion, R.
K. . Scott, Kent Courtney,
Howard Kershner and the
A m e r i c a n Educational
League
of
Englewood,
Calif.
Recently the book blasting President Johnson,
"None Dare call it Treason" by John Stormer, has
been promoted for distribution over WXUR.

JhsL 5IALL

"Those are the shoes I plan to buy, but I don't want
to see them for an hour yet!"

•

Federal Assistance
Not Federal Control
To the Editor:
Once again Congressman
Quie has tried to defeat a
good program by calling on
an old bogeyman from the
past, the fear of federal control. There may come a day
when the people will recognize this tactic for what it is
— an attempt to appeal to
emotions instead of logic
and reason.
The Teachers Corps proposes to recruit well-qualified teachers from all over
the nation and make them
available to local school districts that have a high concentration of low income
families and in general an
inability to attract the quality and quantity of teachers
they need. No teachers will
be sent to any district except upon request of the local district. The local school
district will maintain control
of hiring and firing and
curriculum as in the past,
with the federal government
providing the finances by
paying the money for the
salaries to the district
which in turn pays the
teachers. The act contains
the following provision concerning local control:
"Members of the Teachers Corps shall be under the
direct supervision of appropriate officials of local educational agencies to which
they are assigned, except as
otherwise providedin clause
(c) of Section 513. Such
agencies shall retain authority to assign such members
within the system and (2)
make transfers within the
system and (3) determine
the subject matter to be
taught."
This is federal assistance,
not federal control. It Is possible to have federal assistance without unwanted control, if the people will it.
Duane M. Peterson
1st District
DFL Chairman
¦.
School Aid B1U Biggest
Aid to Education
To the Editor:
The biggest aid to education ever considered by Congress was the controversial
school aid ' bill, that gave
President Johnson his biggest legislative victory of
the session.
Previous bills had foundered on the rocks of religious controversy between
^
supporters
and opponents
of federal aid to both public and parochial elementary and secondary schools.
In her letter to this column, Mrs. G. M. Grabow
would bank her life on Al
Quie's House vote, that he
would ever deny help to deserving people.
When the key roll call
vote in the House was recorded, Al Q u i e voted
against the school aid bill,
aimed primarily at helping
school districts which serve
children from impoverished
families with family incomes of $2,000 or less a
year.
This unfavorable action
has all indications that the
poor deserving people are
the victims of the conservative coalition in which the
Minnesota Republican congressmen play a major role.
The truth is no one likes
to talk about the poor but
something ought to be done
about it. Any one who takes
the time to walk through his
own city will see them. But
you have to get out of the
car and walk not just talk.
A. B. Guenther
713 Harriet St.
Right to Protest More
Important Than War
To the Editor:
I note that two readers
of the Daily News have taken exception to some of the
remarks I made on Viet
Nam protests and the law
in a previous letter in thh
column, and I would like lo
reply briefly to both.
Dr . Barabolak's letter was
concerned largely with issues other than the one I
raised. As readers will re-

By park ,r and Hart

To Your Good Health

Answers
To Your
Questions
Dear Dr. Molner: I
read in your column that
most women don't need
to douche and that it
may be harmful if done
to excess.
I have used a douche
of baking soda and water as a birth control
> method for years. Now
I am skeptical. Do you
think I am harming myself?-MRS. P.A .H.
No, I don't see any harm
in this — or atty benefit,
either . The douche is at
best an unreliable method
of contraception , and often
fails.
What I wanted to convey
was that routine douches for
the sake of cleanliness are
unnecessary, and for health
purposes are advisable only
when medication is required.
The harm in douching
rests not in the douche itself
but in the irritating solutions which some women
use. A weak salt or soda solution is not irritating.
NOTE TOG . H.: "Rubella" is the medicel term for
German measles.

Quaker
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The one American humorous writer
Fred Allen admired above all others was
James Thurber. "1 had started writing my
autobiography, " recalled Allen , "when 1
first , reiid a collection of Thurber 's. Know
what I did (hen? I tore up my own compositions and inserted my <iul!l back into
the fowl. "
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Harness Helps,
Doesn't Hinder,
Lecturer Says
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RECEIVES COMMENDATION RIBBON
. . . S. Sgt. Henry D. Ramer, left, member
of National Guard, Company B, 4th Battalion,
135th Infantry, is congratulated by Lt. Col.
Lucian Grupa Monday evening at the National Guard Armory upon being awarded the

1 .111111111111
m
Commendation Ribbon with Pendant for meritorious achievement. Looking on at the right
is Capt David Lueck, commander Officer of
Company B. The standard bearer in the center
background is Spec. 4 Lee Blank. (Daily News
photo)

Guardsman Cited
For Flood Mission

Staff Sgt. Henry D. Ramer,
of the National Guard Company
B, was awarded the Commendation Ribbon with Pendant for
meritorious achievement in the
April flood at the National
Guard Armory here Monday
evening.
The ceremony was conducted
by Lt. Col. Lucian Grupa, executive officer for headquarters

County Board
OKs Contract
On Planning

An agreement for a reconnaissance survey of Winona
County was approved Monday
afternoon by the Winona County
Board of Commissioners.
The commissioners signed an
agreement with Nason, Law
Wehrman & Knight, Minneapolis, the planning firm, to pay
$500 at the completion of the
survey.
THE reconnaissance survey
is needed if the county plansto
go ahead with a planning and
zoning program with federal
funds.
Included in the reconnais¦
sance survey, ^_
7"
according to I /»
the planners, V-OUfHy
would be an
Inventory of • D
nar J
existing data, 1 poaro

a survey of
planning needs, an inventory
and survey report, and the formulation of a planning program.
The firm also agreed to meet
twice with the county planning
and zoning committee to discuss the reconnaissance survey. The $500 will come from
county funds.
Commissioner Len Merchlewitz, Winona, said he didn't
think all townships had contributed their $25 to the county
fund for the planning and wanted to know if they would still
receive the services.
Chairman Leo R. Borkowski,
Goodview, saidT he didn't think
the townships should receive the
services until the $25 was paid.
Homer needs the planning, Borkowski added. No action was
taken.
According to a member of the
county planning and zoning committee, Homer and Whitewater
townships have not paid their
$25 into the fund. Most of the
townships paid their fee In
1963 and the remainder in 1964.
IN OTHER business concerning the planning and zoning,
George Burns, Winona , appeared before the board to ask
for reimbursement for trips he
has made on zoning matters. He
said he had made at least one
trip to the Winona County board
and two trips to the county
agent's office at .Lewiston.
Burns said he was reimbursed
for meetings at which a secretary recorded the minutes, hut
no minutes were kept of these
meetings. The commissioners
agreed to discuss the matter.
LIBRARY AT ARCADIA
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Groups of students and leaders
have made arrangements to
visit the Arcadia public library
this week ln observance s 47th
annual National Book Week.
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Lawn Products
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Your Social
Security

Q. I am about ready to
retire and I would like to
of the 1st Brigade , 47th Infan- talk to one of the Social Setry Division.
curity men. Where do I
Sgt. Ramer was cited for a have to go to see about getheroic action on April 18. The ting my Social Security payaward, which was ordered by ments.
Gov. Karl Rolvaag, states:
A. The Winona, Minn., Dis"Sgt. Ramer with disregard trict office is located at 356
for his own safety, volunteered E. Sarnia St. in Winona. This
to pilot a small boat through office is open to the public Mondangerous waters during dusk day through Friday from 8:30
and darkness, in order to estab- a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The people
lish ah access water route to there will be happy to give you
Dike 5-A, in a westerly direction any information on Social Sefrom Winona.
curity matters. Field represen"Although the weather was tatives from this office make
cold, windy and rainy, and not- regular visits to many towns
withstanding the constant dan- in the area. The time and place
ger imposed by submerged of these visits can be obtained
objects and floating debris, Sgt. at any post office.
Ramer ably completed his misQ. I am 67 years old and
sion. As a result of his actions, am still working full time,
an access route was established have good earnings, and I
for use by relief water craft don't have any intention of
in effecting re-supply of ma- retiring in the foreseeable
terials urgently required by future. T do not want '.to "'
dike workers.
"Sgt. Reiner's display of high draw monthly Social Sesense of purpose and his dedi- curiay benefits but I do
cation to the difficult task for want to become eligible for
which he had so unhesitatingly the health insurance benevolunteered, reflects most fa- fits to go into effect next
vorably on himself, on bis unit, July 1. Is there anything I
on the Minnesota Army National - must do in order to qualGuard, the state of Minnesota, ify?
and on the National Guard as A. Yes, to become eligible fox
hospital insurance benefits you
a whole.
Unit administration and sup- must file an application. Also,
ply records were checked Mon- because of your age, you must
day afternoon by Mai Louis E. enroll in the supplemental medJandro, brigade training officer, ical insurance program before
and C.W.O. Merlyn J. Blume, March 31, 1966 in order to be
administrative specialist from covered as of July 1, 1966. You
brigade headquarters. Both are should visit your nearest Social
of Owatonna,Minn.
Security office right away.

- "Some of you are bothered
by the idea of being in a harness," Thomas A. McClain, a
Christian Science practitioner,
teacher and lecturer from Chicago, told the audience at the
Christian Science Church Monday evening.
"We generally think of a harness as restrictive: The less
harnessed we are, the more
freedom we enjoy.
"The purpose of the harness
is to guide, control and to protect," he said. "The real harness in which man rides is the
harness of truth." He also described it as the presence of
God, operating as divine law.
"When you let God's law govern your everyday life, you ride
easy in the harness. This brings
>.
a spiritual freedom.
"This is the freedom Robert
Frost had in mind when he said,
'to me, freedom means riding
easy in the harness.' "
McCain said, "No one, no
IT'S CLIMBING . , . With the first Community Chest
matter who he is, can be hap- drive just under way at Arcadia, Wis., the climb toward the
py or truly successful unless he $3,800 goal already has started. From left , Stanley Wierslives in accord with his highest galla, president of the Chamber of Commerce; Paul Sylla, •
sense of the principle. Living in co-chairman of the drive, and LeRoy Woychik, chairman,
the principle could only mean
( King's Studio
living in God, yielding to His proudly pose with their new "thermometer."
photo)
purpose for me, to the highest
understanding I had of him.
"We don't need to lose our- total of $145 was collected by CLASS AT LEWISTON
selves in religious fervor ,"_ he boys and girls in their orange LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
said. "We need to find our true UNICEF boxes Friday night —An evening class in the Gerselves in the living God and to
leave each day in active 're- and will be used to help needy man language is being organichildren of the world. The boxes ed for adults at Lewiston
sponse to God.V
should be returned to the Strum 'High School. Michael Totzauer ,
Lutheran Church office or Hul- German instructor in h i g h
STRUM GIVES $145
STRUM, Wis; ( Special) — A berg's store.
school, will conduct the class.

Winona County
Red Stocking
Leaders Named

Trempealeau County
Board Meets Nov. 9

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— The annual session of the
Trempealeau County Board of
Supervisors will open next Tuesday at 9 a.m The budget hearLocal leaders In the Winona ing will be Nov. 10 at 11 a.m.
County campaign for the Little
Red Stocking Appeal of the Children 's Home Society have been La Crescent Speaker
announced by Dr. C. R. Kollofski and N. W. Schellhas. coun- LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spety ' chairmen.
cial) — The Rev, Lavern HanThe Children's Home Society, son, Mason City, Iowa, was
founded in 1889, has placed guest speaker at a dinner meetmore than 9,000 children in ing of the Federation
of Luthadoptive homes and gives help
eran
Men
Monday
at
Prince
to children and families in
every part of the state. In the of Peace Lutheran Church , La
first nine months of 1965 the Crescent. Pastor Hanson is
number of children served was chairman of the board of re26 percent greater than for the
gents of Luther College, Decosame period in 1964.
rah,
Iowa. He is pastor of tha
County committee members
largest American Lutheran
and local chairmen :
Altura,
Cyril
Kramer;
Dakota, Church in Iowa — Trinity LuMrs.
Wayne
Witt;
Dresbach, Mrs.
Cecelia Blectclnger; Elba,. Mrs. Wayne theran at Mason City with a
Stoltz; Elba Township, Mrs. Darwin
Todd; Fremont Township, Mrs. Archie membership of 3,800. Born tn
McLeod; Hart Township, Mrs. Lao Kryzer; Hillsdale Township, Mrs. Ed El- Iola, Wis., he was educated at
llnghuysen; Homer, Mrs. Leo Schneider;
Luther College and Luther
Lewiston, fArs. Peter Grulkowskl.
Mlnnelska,
Mrs .
Lucille
Swanson; Theological Seminary. He alMinnesota City, Mrs. Donald Rusert;
Mount Vernon Township, Mra. Howard so has been pastor at OrtonAndersen; New Hertford Township, Mrs. ville, Minn., and at Trinity LuClyde Bateman; Norton Township, Hartheran, La Crosse.
old Rupprecht; Pleasant Hill Township, Mrs. Garold Stlnson; Richmond
Township, Mrs. Milton Ebert; Rollingstone, Leonard Relfand.
RoUingstone Township, Mrs. Walter
Kelly, Mrs . Wlnfred Satin, Mrs. Marvin
O'Grady and Mrs. Donald Speltz; St .
Charles, Mrs. Virgil Hova and Mrs Noble Robinson; St. Charles Township,
Mrs. Purdy Wright; Saratoga Township, Roy Hesby; Stockton, Ralph BenIcke; Utica, Mrs. Dala Hulshlier; Utica
Townsh ip, Mrs. Howard P. Every; Warren Township, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Wachholz.
Whitewater; Township, Mrs. Laa McHugh; Wilson Township, Mrs. Everett
Belch; Winona, Mrs, Brendan Lea and
Mr . and Mrs. H. A. Hassinger, cochairmen, and Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
Pickett, John Ambrosen, Dr. G. L. Garber. Dr . L. F, Johnston, the Rev. William T. King, Mrs, Charles A. Kublcek Jr., Mrs. William M, Markle, the
Rev, Harold Rekstad, C. W. Slebrecht,
J. Russell Smith, E. R . Streater, Mr .
and Mrs. John C. Pendleton, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl E. Ruge end the Rev. E.
Clayton
Burgess;
Winona
Township,

Buffalo Co. NFO
GILMANTON, Wis . (Special)
—Buffalo County NFO will meet
at Waumandee School Thursday at 8:30 p.m. Delegates to
the national convention will be
elected. Members also will hear
a report on the dairy meeting
held at Rochester.
Mrs. Donald Burt, Mrs. Irwin BInWlsKnopp;
ner
and
Mrs.
Leon
coy Township, Arthur Aldlrtger; Goodview, Mrs. Archie Halverson; Homer
Township, Pickwick and Pickwick Valley, Mrs. Ray Nagle; Homer Township,
Pleasant Rldgs, Mn. Donald Schnlepp
and Homer Township, Homer Ridge,
Mrs. Vlda Haake.

G0TA49CAR GARAGE?
[Once you see your Ford Dealer's 49 new models fbrBB, you're going to want 'em all]
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DEAR ABBY:

Gift for Baby
Is Appropriate
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: One of the girls ln our office has a new
baby, bom out of wedlock. She decided to keep the baby. She
worked here for seven months and everyone liked her a lot.
Here's the problem: Another girl in the office is taking up
a collection to buy a gift for the baby. I am of the opinion
that if I give something toward the gift, it will look like I am
condoning immorality. If you were in my place, would you
give?
HIGH MORALS
DEAR HIGH: The baby is here, and
it is as blameless as any born IN wedlock. You aren't being asked to contribute toward a "medal of honor" for the
mother, just a gift for the new baby. If
I were in your place, I would give.
DEAR ABBY: Nobody has to tell me
what my problem is. I am at least 50 pounds
overweight. I am 27 years old and everybody tells me what a pretty face I have.
When I walk by the store windows, I don't
even want to look at the pretty clothes beABBY
cause 1 Know 1 can't wear mem. 1 nave
a few girl friends, but no dates. Lately I've started to worry
about myself so much I can 't fall asleep at night. I have
no one to blame but myself for the shape I'm in, but I
never seem to do anything about it. Do you know of a quick
diet I can follow, Abby? I would like to lose this weight in
HATE MYSELF
three months.
DEAR HATE : You didn't put on those 50 pounds in
three months, and you can't expect to lose them in three
months. See a doctor and follow his instructions. When
you start counting calories, you won't have to count sheep.
DEAR ABBY: After reading many letters pro and con
about whether cats DO suck the breath from babies, I am
impelled to comment. To suck anything, the sucker must
surround with his lips the receptacle from which he sucks
in order to create a partial vacuum. Consider the shape
of a cat's mouth. Now tell me how a cat can make a vacuum
so that no air is admitted through any side. It's impossible.
But even if it WERE possible, the baby could still obtain air
through its nose!
Now tell me, how can a cat "hold" a baby's nose while
covering its mouth? As long as the baby is getting air, no
vacuum can be produced.
Another fact. Cats are naturally curious, and their hearing is especially acute. When a cat puts his nose against
something, he is investigating. In the case of a baby, the
£ot Is probably curious about the "escaping air." A cat will
seek warmth, and could conceivably suffocate an infant by
lying on its face. But as for the story about cats sucking
babies' breath, it Is scientifically impossible !
"ENLIGHTENED"
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SAD HEART" IN MIAMI: It has
been said that when a father gives to his son, both laugh.
But when a son gives to his father, both cry.
Problems? Write to Abby, Box 60700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
''
envelope.
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Georgina Lommen /
Retired Teacher,
Honored on 88th

Marilyn Johnson
Becomes Bride of
M. G. KaltenhauseY

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special) — • Miss Georgina Lommen was honored at a dinner
party at the Crest Supper Club
here in honor of her 88th birthday Thursday.
Present were her brother and
his wife, Mr. and Mrs. William
A. Lommen, Windom, Minn.;
daughter, Mrs. Hugh Haroldson, Inglewood Calif., and cousins, Dr. Arnold Lommen, Austin, Minn., and Melvin Lang-/
lie, Monrovia, Calif.
Miss Lommen was born
here Oct. 28, 1877 to Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Lommen Her father was the first white child
born in Spring Grove His parents came from Norway.

KELLOGG, Minn. (Special ) —
Miss Marilyn Dianne Johnson,
daughter of' Mrs. Veldonna
Johnson, Kellogg, and the late
Clarence Johnson, became the
bride of Michael G. Kaltenhauser, son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Kaltenhauser, Rush City, Minn.,
at St. Agnes Catholic Church
Oct. Vi.
The Rev. Robert Sheehan performed the ceremony. Mrs. Arthur Graff was organist.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY SCENE . . . Mrs. Mary Nihart,
left , and Mrs. Fredolph Peterson wearing her wedding dress
of 1906, pose by a spinning wheel and other displays at
the Wabasha County Historical Society meeting at Lake
City, Minn., last week. ( Mrs. Meta Corleus photo )

Yarbrough/ Stanion 4
Hailed in WSC Concert

By WILLIAM SCHMID
With a simple unaffected
style, Glenn Yarbrough sang to
n capacity audience Monday
evening at Winona State College. Yarbrough, formerly with
the Limeliters, is currently
being featured on a nation-wide
tour as a soloist. He was adequately backed by the Stanion

Street Quartet composed of
piano, guitar, basa and drums.

THE BRIDE, given in mar
iage by her brother-in-law, Everett Johnson, was attired in a
floor-length gown of lace and
tulle over white taffeta, fashioned with a molded lace basque,
long lace sleeves, and scalloped, sabrina neckline embroidered in sequins. Alternating tiers
of lace and tulle detailed the
skirt front. The bouffant back
extended into a chapel train.
Her plain, silk illusion veil was
held by a crown of seed pearls
nnd crystals. She wore a lavalier which the groom's grandmother wore S3 years ago at
her wedding.
Her attendants were Mrs.
Daniel Stellpflug, Waukesha,
Wis., sister of the bride, matron of honor, and Mrs. Leroy
Rick, Kellogg, and Miss Vivian
Stewart, H a s t i n g s , Minn.,
bridesmaids. They wore floorlength aqua gowns of brocaded
silk with bell-shaped skirts,
short sleeves, scooped necklines
and molded bodices. They wore
matching short, net veils held
by matching nylon roses and
carried colonial bouquets of yellow mums.

THE FIRST section opened
win an uninspiring pair of
numbers by the quartet. Yarbrough then sang five songs of
a quasi-folk naturesuch as "Old
Blue," "Loch Lommond" and
a contemporary version of
"Frankie and Johnny." The remainder of the first half of the
program was filled by Biff
Former Elgin
Rose, a poetry-reciting comediWoman's Art
J
an.
The
salty,
but
witty
young
Work on Display
FLOWER GIRL was Miriam
Mr. Rose began his act in an
ELGIN, Minn. - An exhibit unusual manner by narrating Brennen, St. Paul. Phyllis Johnof fashion drawings, watercolors a poem about Captain Medford son, sister of the bride, was junand color photographsby a wom- from New Bedford. Most of ior bridesmaid. Miriam wore a
an formerly from Elgin is on the humor in this whale's tale white floor-length dress of lace
display in a Chicago suburb au- was provided by well-timed and tulle identical to the bride's.
ditorium.
sound effects. By the time in- She wore a white lace and tulle
The work was done by Mrs. termissionarrived, one wonder- hat and carried a basket of red
Knute Monson, Rogers Park, ed whether he was seeing the roses. Phyllis wore a floor111., the former G. Lia Evans, Glenn Yarbrough Show or the length dress like the attendants.
Her headdress and matching
Elgin. She is the daughter of Biff Rose Show.
Mrs. Guy T. Evans here and Yarbrough gave the public veil were held by a matching
was graduated from Elgin High what they came to hear during, nylon rose. She carried a basSchool.
the second half of the program! ket of red roses.
Roger Ertz, Rush City, was
Mrs. Munson, a free-lance Although most effective in a
fashion illustrator, has taught soft intimate type of song, Yar- best man; Jay Ertz, Rush City,
fashion Illustration at the Chi- brough stirred the audience to and James Olson, Grand Rapcago Academy of Fine Art and spontaneous participation in the ids, Minn., groomsmen, and
is a member of the Chicago lively "Whatcha Coin' to Do." Norvan Johnson, brother of the
Artist Guild and Chicago Art The high point of the evening bride, and Greg Sdoka, Rush
Club. One of her watercolors is was his recorded hit, "The City, ushers. Ring bearers were
in a current show at the Swiss Hcneywind Blows."
Robert Johnson and Thomas
Chalet Galleries, Hotel BisBrennen. The latter is of St.
NATURALLY enough, Yar- Paul.
marck, Chicago.
¦
brough felt obliged to push his The bride's mother wore a
latest recordings. Unfortunateand light blue brocaded
Durand High School ly most of these songs were not gold
silk crepe dress and the
of the same caliber as "The groom's mother a two-piece,
Sets Puppet Show, Honeywind
Blows." Yarbroughforest green mohair suit. Both
DURAND, 'Wis. — A home- even made apologies for many had orchid corsages.
town boy will give a lyceum of them. Several songs obviousprogram Nov. 9 at 2 p.m. at ly aimed at the teenage rock A RECEPTION for 200 guests
Durand High School under spon- consumer tended to cheapen was held at the Witte Pavilion
sorship of Durand Woman's the quality of the whole pro- here. The wedding cake was
gram.
Club,
made and served by Mrs. HenGeorge Latshaw will put on Glenn Yarbrough no longer ry Hubley and Mrs. Vernon
his puppet show. Born here, labels himself a folk singer, but Johnson, aunt of the bride,
Latshaw now works from there are many who feel that poured. Assisting were the
Cleveland, Ohio. He has earned he still does his best work in Misses Dede Engbloom, Marlen
national renown as a profes- the commercial folk area.
Sanford, Diane Roschen, Marsional puppeteer and has apleys Johnson, Judith Giem and
peared ln movies.
Elaine Kruger and the Mmes.
Eitzen Church
John Anderson, Clara Schouweist. MATTHEW^S AID
ler, Frank Kuklinski, Richard
Women
to
Meet
St. Matthew's Lutheran LadBraun, Marlin Wheeler and
ies Aid will meet in the church EITZEN, Minn. — Women's Alois Freiburg.
basement Thursday at 2:30 Fellowship of St. Luke's United The newlyweds left for a
p.m. Hostesses will be Mrs. Church of Christ will meet week's honeymoon in Bemidji,
Otto Glende and Mrs Anna Thursday at 2 o'clock.
Minn.
The Thankofferlng Ingather- She attended Kellogg and
Kratz.
ing Service will be held. Mrs. Wabasha public high schools
Fremont Schultemeier and Mrs. and is employed as an assemLeon Feil, chairmen of the bler at Litton Industires, Minspiritual life department, will neapolis. Her husband is a gradbe in charge of the program.
uate of Rush City High School
Hostesses are the Mmes.
and
of the Minnesota School of
Lloyd Dehning, Luella Welper,
Business.
He is employed as a
Roy Schah, Earl Schah and HarUnited Mailing Corp.,
for
driver
old Paus.
¦
Edina, Minn.
They will reside at 2321 DuPriced From
ST. JOHN'S AID
pont
Ave. S., Minneapolis.
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
giv— St. John's Lutheran Ladles A prenuptial shower was
hall
Legion
American
en
at
the
Aid will meet Wednesday in the
church social rooms. Mrs. Ar- by the bride's sisters, Mrs. Evchie McLeod and Mrs. Ger- erett Johnson and Mrs. George
hardt Belike will be hostesses. Lamey.
Members are reminded to bring
coffee strips, coupons and gifts Tamarack LCW
for the Indian Mission.

LARG EST

Diamond Display In
Southern Minnesota!
<&£* OQ50

30-DAY POSITIVE MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

Cortland's
QUALITY JEWELERS

LEWISTON PTL
LEWISTON, Minn, (Specialist. John's Lutheran School PTL
will meet at 8:15 p.m. today
Ln the school auditorium. Reports will be given by Miss
IMargot Schultze, Miss Donna
Windmeler and E, A. Wilde.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldred Braatz ,
Clyde Haedtke and George
Griffin are on the serving committee.
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NOTE—WE GIVE ONE DAY SERVICE

To Hear Write r

SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special ) — Mrs. Martin Ford, Harmony, will be speaker when the
Tamarack Lutheran Church
Women meet at 8 p.m. today.
Mrs. Ford is known by many
through her column, "Whimsey," in the magazine section
of the Winona Sunday News.
Sarah Circle is in charge of the
program.
Treasure chests will be offered at this meeting. New circle
chairman or other representatives are to meet in the Boy
Scout Room at 7:30 p.m.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Enoh
Anderson, chairman, and the
Mmes. Owen Vaaler, Arvid
Wlste, Hildus Wold, H a r o l d
Wright , Albert , Clarence, Motile, Hildus, John and Paul Anderson, Ralph Ardlnger and Gilmn Askelson and Miss Nora
Arnston.
Tho Golden Age group will be
entertained by Eunice Circle in
November.

FRESH

OYSTER
STEW
at th*

477 E. Sanborn WINONA
Phon* A1V
FREE BRIDE'S BOOK

STEAK SHOP
1.5 Main St.

HALLOWEEN PARTY . . . Mrs. Joseph Orlowske, seated,
and Anton Ginther, at the right, residents at St. Anne Hospice, are playing a game at the Halloween party Saturday
at the Hospice, sponsored by the Knights of Columbus.
Others standing from left are Mrs. Sal Kosidowski, who is on
the St. Anne Hospice entertainment committee; Donald Ny-

Winona Boat
Club Opens
New Season
The first social event of
the fall and winter season for
the Winona Boat Club will be
held Saturday .with dinner at
6:30 p.m. in the relocated clubhouse. Formerly this was a
floating clubhouse, but during
5
the flood, members floated the
clubhouse onto the land, and it
is now ready for use by the
members for social gatherings.
Roast sirloin of beef will be
featured in the menu, with
Mrs. Vera Campbell serving on
the dinner committee, assisted
by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Meiers, Miss Esther Hardt, Mrs.
E. H. Beynon, Mrs. David Sievers, Mr. and Mrs. Dale Gjerdrum, Russel Rossi, Mr. and
Mrs. RollieiBoland and Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Breitbach. Decorations are in charge of Mr.
and Mrs. Boland, table arrangements by Joe Muzika, Miss
Harriet Kelley, Robert Wera
and Curly Sievers. Mrs. Herbert Hassinger will be the hat
check girl.
Hans Hanson and Miss Hardt
will preside at the h o r s
d'oeuvres table preceding the
dinner. E. H. Beynon and Mrs.
Julian Kulas will handle ticket
sales. Entertainment will be
provided by Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Naas, Mrs. Beynon, Herbert
Hassinger and Dave Sievers.
Members are to bring their
own dishes and silver, All are
invited to attend this opening
event of the winter series of
parties to be held in the clubhouse.
¦

Houston Firemen's
Dance Scheduled
HOUSTON, Minn. — The annual Houston fire department
dance will be held Nov. 19. Syl
Liebl and the Jolly Swiss Boys
will furnish music.
Letters have been mailed to
Houston and trade areas enclosing two tickets to the dance.
Donations for the department
are solicited.
With the tickets is a red tag
with the word "Fire" at the
top and the number to call
for the fire department. Persons are asked to attach the
tag to the telephone so they
will have the correct number
to call in an emergency.

seth, Knights of Columbus Grand Knight; Sister Mary Michaell, College of Saint Teresa, and Mrs. W. Wayne Smith,
also a member of the Hospice entertainment committee. Special prizes were awarded and lunch was served. (Daily
¦
"~~
News photo)

La Crescent WSCS
Hears EUB Story
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special) — Women's Society of
Christian Service of La Crescent Methodist Church met this
afternoon in the church. Mrs.
Gladys Ryan was hostess chairman.
The program, "The EUB
Story," was presented by Mrs.
William Rae-'and Mrs. Harry
Foust.
Women of the South Ridge
Evangelical United Brethren
Church were guests at the
meeting.
¦
ETTRICK CIRCLES
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) -

Circle meetings of Living Hope
Lutheran Church have been announced. Thursday Miriam Circle meets at Fellowship Hall at
2 p.m.; Rebekah Circle meets
with Mrs. Helen Temte at 2
p.m.; Rachel Circle meets with
Mrs. Lester Tranberg at 8 p.m.
Friday Naomi Circle meets at
the Fellowship Hall at 8 p.m.

MISS LOMMEN • retired in
1943 after 50 years in the education field. She is still very
active and walks to town several times during the week to
eat her noon meal at the
hotel with friends. She Is a
member of Immanuel Lutheran Church and is a charter
member of the Houston County
Historical Society
She taught in rural and village schools of Houston County.
She was the Houston County
Superintendent for 12 years,
taught in the Winona State College Campus School and was
with the School of Agriculture
at the University of Minnesota.
Miss Lommen retired while
employed at Moorhead State
College where she was . in
charge of the Campus school
for children.

Dresbach Girl
Feted at Shower

DRESBACH, Minn. (Special)
—A prenuptial shower in honor of Miss Leslie Waas was
held Thursday evening at the
home of her aunt, Mrs. Oscar
Olson. Twenty-three were present. Miss Kay Freeman was
winner of the hostess prize.
Miss Waas will be a November bride of Harold Viner, Ona«
laska, Wis.

DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
DR. MAX L. D E BOLT

9 «¦-• through 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 to 12:30

• Optometrists
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Why does the head chef
at Antoine's
cook with gas?
~
He cooks with gas because he needs th* kind of control only gas can give you. You get tha exact cooking
temperature you want because you hav* hundreds
of heats to choos* from on gas rang*,not just
*
five or six. And you get that exact temperature right

m

then and there. Turn a burner on a gas range up,
down, on or off and it goes up, down,on or off.
Instantly. This kind of perfect control is why th*
great chats appreciate gat ranges. And why you'll
feelth* sam* way.Lfv* modern for less... .with gas.

Durand Woman 's
Club to Meet
DURAND, Wis. (Special) —
"Revolution in Mental Health
Activities" will be tfiel topic
given by Walter Coners, psychologist, when t h e Durand
Woman's Club meets Nov. 9 at
8 p.m. in St. Mary's Hall . Mrs.
Louise Miller is program chairman. The business meeting will
be followed by lunch served
by the Mmes. Galen Lieffring,
Galen Coulson, William Callan,
Gordon Heuer and Ray Coaty.
The club is sponsoring the
Latshaw Puppet Show that afternoon at 2 in the public school
auditorium. Latshaw, a native
of Durand, will present a single performance entitled, "The
Emperor's New Clothes," by
Hans Christian Anderson.
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LUTEFISK
DINNER
and SUPPER
Th* Ladltt of Christ Lutheran
Church, Pr*»ton, Mfnnotota,
will ttrv* their , annual Lutaflik Dinner and Supper In
their Fellowship Hall on:

¦Haas_s___ss__*_s__-

Ifit OILIA f* sTfl

Thurs., Nov. 4
Serving to be from 11:00 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m., and from 4:00
p.m. on.

Menu: Lutefisk with drawn
butter, Norwegian meatballs
and brown gravy, masbed potfltoes, cabbage salad, crnnh. .Ties and pickles, rolls,
lefse, stroll, rosettes, aandtarts, fnttlgman, and coffee.
Adult* $17$

t

¦_ . INorthern
|
\J Natural Gas
I^s_ Company

Children 75*

Everyone it cordially
invited !

*
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Caledonia Church
Hosts 100 at
Deanery Meeting

Half a Ton of Lutefisk
Ordered for Modena Event

MODENA, Wis. (Special) Within the next few days a
half a ton of lutefisk will be delivered to the small community of Modena by some unsuspecting truck driver. Although
it sounds Tike a clever Halloween prank, it is completely
"on the level."
MODENA Lutheran Church
Women will start working on
this huge order two days ahead
of time in preparation of thenfamous lutefisk and meatball
dinner and supper, to be served
Nov. 11.

M8S KAKEN OLSON'S
engagement to Patrick
Myers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Myers, Independence, Wis., is announced by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Uoyd Olson, Taylor, Wis.
The wedding will be Nov.
27 at Ss. Peter and Paul
Catholic Church, independence. The bride-elect is employed at Batavian National
Bank, La Crosse, and her
fiance works for Boastrom
Corp., Cudahy, Wis.

The 1,100 pounds of lutefisk
has been ordered through the
local store and will be sent by
truck from Eau Claire, 30 miles
away.
This all started back in 1934
when the Modena Lutheran congregation decided to turn its
family harvest dinners into a
public dinner featuring Norwegian cooking. Except for a
few years during World War IT,
when food rationing prevented
it, the lutefisk and lefse, along
with Norwegain meatballs and
all the trimmings has been
served traditionally in early
November. At first the dinner
Iirovided an evening out for the
ocal farm people in the area.
However, each year it has
grown and last year a new record was set, when the 50 women in the congregation served
over 1,100 people. •
AH the food for the day is
donated by the members of
the congregation, with the exception of the fish, meat and
rutabagas.The special treat for
dessert is the complete assortment of Norwegian baking that
the people of the area are famous for. This baking is also on
sale during the day and people
come from miles away to buy.
STILL ACTIVE after 31 years
of service to the dinner are:
Mrs. Thomas Ness, Mondovi,
and Mrs. John Molid, Mrs. Albert Hagan, and Mrs. Molly
Nelson, Modena. Mrs. Arnold
Ness, daughter-in-law of Mrs.
Ness is in charge of the dinner this year.
"When I was first married,"
she commented, "I hated lutefisk. I suppose the reason is
that I am almost 100 percent
German. Now, however, I can
eat it right along with the rest
of the women and I like it."
The public is cordially invited to have dinner or supper
with the congregation . again
this year. Popular prices are
charged, with special rates for
Children.

MR. AND MRS. EDWARD V. SCHELL are at home at
103 W. Wabasha St. following their marriage Oct. 16 and a
wedding trip to Northern Minnesota. The wedding took place
at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, with the Rev. James
Lennon officiating. Attendants were Miss Mary Ann Schell,
and Arnold Schell, both of Stockton, Minn., maid of"honor
and best man, respectively. A reception and dinner was held
at the Winona Athletic Club. The bride is the former Miss
Sharon Boland, ~ _a-ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Rblland Boland,
685 W. 4th St. The groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Schell, Stockton. The bride attended Cqtter High School and
the groom, Winona Senior High School. He is employed by
the National Can Retinning Co.

GILMANTON . Wis. (Special)
— Few rural churches are still
serving the lutefisk dinners that
have always been popular in
farm communities.. The
^the
Lyster Lutheran Church at Urne
will, however, serve this supper again this year.
Thursday, the congregation
will welcome the public at their
church basement. Serving will
begin at noon and continue until
2 p.m. Supper will start at 5
p.m. and serving will continue
until all are served.

League to Meet
At La Crescent

Wabasha Deanery
Hears Reports

¦

Lutefisk Dinner
At Gilmanton Set

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
—The Caledonia Deanery, Winona Council of Catholic Women met Thursday with the Holy
Family Altar Society of St. John
the Baptist Church as host. One
hundred attended.
Mrs. George Kelly, Houston
deanery president, presided.
The, Rev. Thaddeus Derezenski
gave the welcome and opening
prayer.
The Rev. William D. Curtis,
Hokah, spoke on the constitution of the church; what the
church has to face in the next
15 or 20 years, and on schools
and the threat of communism.
Joan and Jane Becker gave
musical selections. A general
business meeting followed. The
closing prayer was given by the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Richard Speltz,
Caledonia.
Lunch was served by the St.
Cecelia and St. Anastasia circles.
-\ ¦r

MISS MARION OLSON'S
engagement to Anthony
Brickner, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Brickner, Independence, Wis/, is announced
by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Orville Olson, Independence. No date has been set
for the wedding.

Bethany Moravian
Women Set Meeting

BETHANY, Minn. (Special)Bethany Moravian Women's Society will be entertained by Miss
Ethel Hardtke at her home
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
The Bible Study will be "The
¦
Psalms of Gratitude and Love,"
based on Psalm 103, and the
Mission Study will be taken Arcadia St. Stan's
from the study "An Emerging
Africa and Our Christian Re- Dinner is Sunday
sponse," with the topic, "The ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Congo and Tanganyika." All Women of the Rosary Society
women of the congregation are of St. Stanislaus Catholic
invited.
Church will hold their annual
fall dinner Sunday. Serving will
begin at 11 a.m. and continue
until 2:30 p.m. Featured on the
menu will be Arcadia fryers,
meat balls, vegetables, potatoes, homemade bread, coffee
cakes of various kinds and all
the trimmings.
The Very Rev. Joseph J. Andrzejewski, pastor of St. Stanislaus, extends a cordial invitation to everyone to attend.

KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)
— Reports were given at the
fall quarterly meeting of the
Wabasha Deanery of the Winona Council of Catholic Women
Wednesday evening at St. Patrick'es parish hall, West- Albany.
Mrs. Kenneth Weber, Lake
City, deanery secretary and
treasurer read her reports.
Mrs. Andrew Wagner, Hammond, Minn., deanery president, presided at the meeting
and reviewed the programs:
Madonna Plan, Feed a Family
and Father Leo's Shoe.
MRS. MARION PfeiUticker,
Wabasha, deanery vice president, reported on the recent
diocesan executive board meeting she attended at St. Ann's
parish, Slayton, Minn. Mrs. B.
A Flesche, Lake City, member
of the advisory board for Ca-

EYOTA CCW
EYOTA, Minn. (Special) —
Holy Redeemer Council of Catholic Women will be host to the
Rochester Deanery of the Winona Council of Catholic Women at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday.

LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special)—The monthly meeting of
La Crescent's La Leche League
will be Tuesday at 8 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Charles Pelzel, 512 South 9th St.
The discussion topic will be
on "Your Baby Arrives," with
references to Chapters 5 and 6
of "The Womanly Art of
Breastfeeding."
CLUB FESTIVAL
The fall festival of Winona
Athletic Club will be held Saturday, beginning at 9 p.m.
There will be prizes, refreshments and lunch.
tholic charities, Diocese of
Winona, reported on foreign relief and clothing drives.
Deanery parishes represented were Lake City, Hammond,
Mazeppa, Theilman, Conception/ Plainview, Kellogg, Wabasha and West Albany.
Reports of St. Felix parish,
Wabasha, and Immaculate
Conception parish, Conception,
were given.
A silver tea was served by
women of the host parish. St.
Agnes Parish, Kellogg, will be
host at the January meeting.
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COMPLETE WITH FRAMES AND BIFOCAL LENSES
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A most unique free offer ot apeclal Interest to those who hear but
do net understand words, has lust
been announced by Dahlb- ro Bleetron 'r.s, Inc. A true life non-op.
eratlng rrodol, actual size replies
of the smallest Dehlberg ever
mede, will be given away free to
anyone answering this advertisemen). Wear-test If In Ihe privacy
of your own hone without cost or
oblijatlon of any Kind.
"IT'S YOURS FRbE TO KEEP"
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THI M0IT OUTtTANDINI OFFER IM OPTICAL HISTORY

To avarvona and anyona who naads or svaars Bifocal Olassesi Hera Is the
most awsatlonal offar ol all llmtt. For THIS WEEK ONLY you can ouy
tha Unas! National Brandad first quality Bifocal Icnsts completa wilh tho
Irama of yoJi Xlca «l tha ONE LOW PRICE ot «..« ALL OLASSfcS
UNION MADE,

100 STYLES, SHAPES AND DOLORS TO OHO0SE FROM

Ckaata tha bifocals that yea want and only you naad for TOUR tkatUl ratjulra.
tntnlt. Salad from «*tda anortm.nl of Iram.i, tha ona dtslansd aipaclally ter
your taita, parionallfr and facial contour. King offars th. lowair Meas and tha
Hlghait Quality at ona low.prlc. Won't you compara,.,. Comparison pravss.

SALE POSITIVELY ENDS SATURDAY NOV. 6, 1965
GLASSES WITH SINGLE VISION 4tanflH »*#
LHNSBS ALL AT ONE LOW PRICE ,^Mflffl l
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Wool, wool blend sport coats in new
Fay shades, patterns.

/
/

$45 D*lux*
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Sport Coats

$3955
$16.95 Value Slacks
$14.00 2 ,„ $27.00
SAVE ON MEN'S

' Ski Jackets

$15.95
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Smart styling. Nylon shell with hidden hood. AH colors.

More Furnishing Buys
$13.95 Wool Shirts - $9,95

DRESS SHIRTS

MORGAN BLDG..
CI IITP 1

70V. W.»t Third Street

. .
i yaar warranty avallabla, tl slngH
visioni or bifocals.

Mour-J f a.tn>li3P P.m. dally

md. w.d. and s.t.

pan Fridav Night* 'til > p.m.

Phone 8-371 1

tha tarms or contanls ot this advtrtUamant not »»ptlca»U In tha atala
«f Wisconsin.
AII giaisas ara sold Miy MI •rncriptlw et ilwnsaa doctors.
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STRUM ALCW
STRUM, Wis. (Special) American Lutheran Church
Women will meet at 2 p.m.
Wednesday. The program will
be in charge of Hannah and
Esther Circles. Hostesses will
be the Mmes. Joe Olson, chairman, Caroline . Brian, Levi
Skong, Dorothy Knutson, Jennie
Bergerson, Harold Brian, Truman Kens-oe, Dennis Paulson
and Miss Martha Hammer.

CALEDONIA , Minn. (Special)
— The senior class of Caledonia
High School will present its
class play, "Boys and Ghouls
Together," at the municipal
auditorium Thursday and Friday night.
It is the story of a group of
young Americans bicycling
across Europe who stop for the
night in an old castle that has
been turned into a hostel because the owners need money.
The castle owners attempt to
find a mate for their daughter,
Dirga.
Members of the cast are Burl
Haar, Mary Heiller, Mary
Fruechte, Theresa Janikowskl ,
Jack Hauser, Rae Fottratz,
Jon Ask, Roxie Rolling, Gloria
Johnson, Mike Simons, Gary
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WHITE SHIRTS
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$ O 95

J

Our famous drip-dry shirts in modcra*,° 8Prea(l collar, snnp-tab, and pin
collar styles. Also available in button-down and v-matlc collar styles.

{jJUhmMmh.
"NOTED FOR QUALITY"
121 Wast Third Strt»t

1 Reg. 70.00 to 90.00

NOW 63.0 0 1
*

1 Reg. 95.00 to 110.00

NOW 89.00 |

1
- j Limited quantities in each group. Mink and fox
|trimmed coats , sty led in tweeds, plush,curlinda
I and suede. Sizes: 8 to 20

I
\
j
j

f* Beautifully detailed coats with fine quality mink j
I
I and fox. Fabrics of pettipoint,fine worsted
woolens,and soft supple suedes. Sizes: 10 to 16 j

Reg. 120.00 to 135.00

M
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$19.95 to $25.95 Valu**

*«.9S WHITE DACOMA
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I
Wool, blends, tweed./shetland.

LENSES
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FRANK PABSTS'25TH
STRUM, Wis. (Special) - Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Pabst will observe their 25th wedding anniversary with an open house at
Strum Lutheran Church Parish
Hall Sunday. Hours will be from
2 to 5 p.rn. No cards are being
sent.

Com* In — Phono
or Writ*
.- "„.......7..
..-.

at WUldnADtLL — Downtown W inona
Sport Coat and
Wtes^_
Slack Savings
IW Wj^k
$39.95 Valu* MA AA
I
^(/ LlN
Sport Coat

Haugen, Barbara Grob, Gail
Albee, Gloria Krttlescn, Bruce
Dennison and David
¦ Schultz.

Spooky Play
Picked by
Caledonia HS

Who's New Club is sponsoring a card party to be held
at the Young Women's Christian Association building at 8
p.m. Nov. 9.
"Everyone ' 'is-invited- to attend," a member of the club
said. Card players may "make
up their own foursomes ahead
of time, if they want to, but
this is not necessary.
Prizes will be awarded during
the evening and refreshments
will be served ¦
after the game.

j Special selection at low,va lue packed prices.
,;
1 This group includes mink * and opposum trim
nD""
"
L
' MODJL OF NEW ' •' ¦ I Joh
^Tf' ' " i J in colorful tweeds and sol id colors,
Zl
MINIATURE HEARING i
|
^T^uSE
AID GIVEN
172 Main Sf. _ Winona
j Broken Sizes: 6 to 18
j
j
J

dllfsrenl We have a hearing aid
to help ovary corrective loss. See
It tha Miracle Ear will htlp you

HARVEST FESTIVAL OF VALUES
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Public Card Party
Set by WN Club

NOW ] 12.00 I

j Luxurious imported and domestic fabrics
|trimmed in beaver ,fox and luxurious mink.
j Limited Quantity! Sizes: 8 to 14

t
j

NOW \ 30.00

|Reg. 140.00 to 170.00

j) All wool,UNTRIMMED
and wool and fur blend fabrics in

fashionable and semi-classic coats. Styles
j include Chesterfields and double breasted sty les
rag (an and set-in sleeves. Better coats . . .
j
impeccably tailored. Sizes : Jr. 5 to 11,
Misses 12 to 20

.. .

I Reg. 50.00 to 60.00
!
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NOW 44.00 |
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| *Fur labels show
j country of origin
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Prog ram on Geese
To Be Presented
At Birders Meeting

Nick Gulden, area game warden of the Minnesota Conservation Commission, will preTwo-State Deaths
Winona Deaths
At Community
sent a program on the flock of
Memorial Hospital
Cari Hertzfeldt
Greater Canada geese which
Elizabeth J. Smith
, Wis. (Special )—Carl makes its year-around home at
infant
ALMA
Elizabeth
Jean
Smith,
Vlslflrto hours : Madlcnl and iur{|lc*l
eatlants : 3 to 4 «n<f 7 fo 1-30 p.m. INC daughter of . Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hertzfeldt . 7R , Alma business- Silver Lake, Rochester, at Wedchildren Under IM
'
Maternity pMif-nrs; l ts l.M »nd 7 le Smith. 165 Huff St., who was man, died at 5 a.m. today at nesday s meeting of the Hia1:30 p.m . (Adolls only )
born Monday at 6:33 a.m. at Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse, j watha Valley Bird Club of WiCommunity Memorial Hospital , following kidney surgery. He ' nona.
MONDAY
died there Monday at 3:10 p.m. had been in the hospital two
Gulden has made extensive
weeks.
studies
of the relatively rare
Admissions
Survivors are: M a t e r n a l
¦
He was born March 13, 1887 , species of geese, distinct from
Dennis Rislove . 1006 Wr 3rd grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
St.
Harry Koscianski , Winona ; pa- in the Town of Montana to) the common goose, and its unHelen Belter. Winona Rt 2
ternal grandparents , Mr and John and Ann Marie Klava- natural off-range habitat. His
Mrs. Hazel Koehn. 1763 W. Mrs. Kenneth Smith. Good- desher and attended Eagle Val- talk will be illustrated by colored slides.
Rroadway .
view ; paternal great - grand ley School.
Mrs. Edna 'Gerties. 740 39th mother, Mrs. l>aura Krage , Wi- He married Gertrude Heus- j Visitors are' welcome lo atAve . Goodview.
nona , and maternal great-grand- er Oct. g , 1911 at the home ofj tend the meeting at 7:30 p.m.
Alfonso Pagliarello. Prentiss parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph her parents , Mr! and Mrs. at Lake Park Lodge.
Hall
Kascianski and Mr. and Mrs . Christian Heuser in Eagle
Ralph Carlblom , M35 Lake- Martin L. Wnuk, all of Winona. Valley . For 24 years he opera- >
view Ave
Borzyskowski Mortuary is in ted a retail shoe and shoe re- j
Val Kowalewsk i . M i n n esota
pair store at Arcadia , then !
charge
of arrangements.
City.
moved to Alma where he had
Graveisde services will be been in the shoe repair businBertha Bess, Fountain City,
Wednesday at 11 a m : at St. ess 30 years. He was a mem- ,
Wis
Arnold - S c h m i d t . Cochrane , Mary 's Cemetery , The Rev. ber of St. Paul 's and St. Luke's!
Wis
Robert P. Stamschrnr, St. Casi- United Church of Christ , Alrm ,
j
Donald Edwards. A79 W. Belle- mir 's Catholic Church, will of- and the Masonic lodge , Arcadficiate.
view St.
ia.
Mrs. Clinton Virock , Rushford,
Survivors are : His wife ,
Minn.
j Winona Funerals
three sons, Eldon , La Crosse;
Mrs Gunda Johns, ISA E.
Three break-ins and two motor
Warre'h, St: Paul, and Gaylord.
King St..
Roland J. Limpert
Laramie, Wyo.; two daughters ,) j scooter thefts were reported to
Karl Kohler , Canoga Park ,
Funeral services for Roland Mrs. Adrian (Dorothy) Kostner [j police Monday night and early
Calif
.1. Limpert , S40 39th Ave ., Good- and Mrs . Lloyd (Delores ) Fcrn- j' this morning. Assistant Chief
Thomas Raine, 509 Wilson St. , vicw , will be Wednesday at .St. holz ,
Arcadia; 20 grandchild- ' ': Marvin A. Meier said.
Dr. W. Rogers, B7R Main St. Matthew 's Lutheran Church , ren ; 16
great-grandchildren;!j A burglar rifled $192 from a
I
Mrs. Benjamin Prigge . 1011 ! Winona, the Rev. Larry Zessin three brothers
, Vernal , AJma ; cash drawer at Credit Bureau,
E. Broadway:
officiating. Burial will be in Edwin , Hixton , and Arthur , Ar- Inc., 68V4 E. 4th St., sometime
j
Mrs. Helen Virock , 111 Ham- j Woodlawn Cemetery.
cadia , and two sisters, Mrs. during the night , Meier revealilton SI.
Friends may call at Fawcett Henry ( Nora) Miller , Phoenix , !l ed. The burglary was reported
Discharges
Funeral Home today from 7 to Ariz., and Mrs. Ella Stcnne- : today at 7:45 a.m. by a clerk
Mrs. Russell Graves and baby, 9 p.m. and at the church Wed- man, Baldwin. One sister , Mrs. who discovered the rifled cash
box on the floor in the comAltura Rt. 1.
| nesday after 1 p.m. A memo- Roger (Lydia) Schultz and one pany 's office.
Daniel Bauer , 17R9 Kraemer rial is being arranged.
brother , Ralph , have died.
Pr
Funeral arrangements are ;! DR. L. L. Korda called poMrs, Reginia O'Laughlin , 527
Le w is P. B ea n
being completed by Stohr Fu- ; lice thus morning to report that
Washington St.
Funeral services for Lewis P. neral Home, Alma. Burial will I-his
i
office at ¦ 103 V_ W. BroadDaniel Glubka. .118 Chestnut Bean , 79, 512 E. Mark St., who be in Arcadia public ceme- 1
way
was broken into overnight.
j
St.
died at 11 a.m. Sunday at his tery,
He reported $15 missing frorn a
j
Mrs. Sylvia Hill , RoUingstone, residence, were held today at
! cash drawer in his office.
Minn.
Cal Baker
Fawcett Funeral Home.
Dr. D. V. Boardman reported
Mrs. Ernest Rossa and baby,
LEWISTON, Minn. ( Special )
The Rev. William Hiebert ,
855 48th Ave., Goodview.
— Cal Baker, Minneapol is, bar- i $2 missing from a similar
Central Methodist Church, ofBirths
ber in Lewiston several years , [ drawer in his office on the floor
ficiated.
Burial was in Oak Hill died Oct.
below Dr. Korda's.
-.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Smith,
17.
Cemetery, Nashua, Iowa.
Both break-ins are under in165 Huff St., a daughter. . He was married to Ella FisHe was a retired caretaker of cher, sister of Mrs. Hulda Kar- vestigation by police detectives,
a motel and had also farmed sten and Mrs. Laura Ellison, Assistant Chief Meier reported.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Gregory Bambenek , 267 E.
in the Lake City area. He was Lewiston. She has died. SurHoward St., reported his moDULUTH. Minn. — Mr. and born Dec. 5 , 1885, at Nashua
vivors are two daughters.
tor scooter stolen from its
Mrs. Robert Bailey, a son Oct. to Henry and Charlotte Bean.
pacing place on Lafayette
23. Mrs. Bajjey is the former He had lived here 10 months
Two-State Funerals Street near 3rd Street Monday
Carol Morsel daughter of Mr. and bad formerly lived in Hugo
at 8:45 p.m. The scooter was
and Mrs. William Morse, 417 and Rochester.
recovered sometime after 11
Mrs. Harold Berglund
W. Mill St. Paternal grandparSurvivors are : Three sons,
WEAVER, Minn. ( Special ) - p.m. the same night by a beat
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Donald Beane, Humble, Tex,; Funeral services were held patrolman.
Bailey , 461 Macemon St.
Rex Beane , Pearland. Tex., and Thursday at Sunset Memorial
Edward E. Matthees discovEverette Bean, St. Paul, and Park chapel, Minneapolis , for ered the missing motor scootTODAY'S BIRTHDAY
one sister , Mrs. Edith Cagley, Mrs. Harold Berglund, 55, who er behind Valley Wholesalers,
Timothy Donald Brang, 525 Rochester. His parents and wife died in a Minneapolis hospital. Inc., 330 E. 3rd St., while he
have died.
Laird St., 7.
Survivors are: Her husband, was on patrol.
Rick Joel Dejno, Minneapothree sons, one daughter , two
Jacob Johns Sr.
STILL MISSING is a small
lis. 4
grandchildren, three sisters,
Jacob Johns Sr., 157 W. Sarone brother, and a sister-in-law , motorcyle owned by George
nia St., were held this mornMrs. Edward Berglund, Wea- Hubbard, 469 W. Wabasha St.
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
ing at St. John's Catholic
Hubbard's machine was parkver .
Church, the Very Rev. Msgr .
ed in the yard of his home and
Flow — 31,800 cubic feet per
James D. Habiger officiating.
was taken, he reported, someMrs. Kenneth Peterson
second today at 8 a.m.
Burial was in St. Mary 's Cem- LANESBORO , Minn. ( Special ) time Monday between 8:30 and
Monday
etery.
— Funeral services for Mrs. 10 p.m. while he was away
2:15 p.m. — Defender, 4 barges, down.
Pallbearers were Erving and Kenneth Peterson will be Wed- from home.
The motorcycle is a 1965-modSmall craft - 2.
Vernal Johns. Leo and Paul nesday at 10 a.m. at St. PatToday
Brom, Leonard Reiland and Al- rick's Catholic Church, the Rev. el black Honda with Minnesota
Donald A. Zenk officiating. Bur- license SB 184.16.
- a.m. — Bull Durham, 2 lan Gernes.
barges, down.
ial will be in the church ceme5:30 a.rn — Wayne H., 3 bargtery.
WEATHER
es, down.
Friends may call this even5:50 a.m. — Lawrence B., 2
ing at Johnson Funeral Home. A THE WEATHER ELSEWHERE
barges, down.
Rosary will be recited at 8 p.m. By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
10:30 a .m. — Arrowhead , 4
High Low Pr.
Julie, one of Mrs. Peterson 's
barges, down.
47 26
five daughters , was omitted in Albany, clear
the list of survivors in the obi- Albuquerque, clear . 66 39 ..
Atlanta , clear
70 41
tuary Monday.
Munici pal Court
The Winona County Board of
Bismarck, clear . . . 67 40
Boise, cloudy
70 38 ..
Chester J. Morawiecki , 19, 978 Commissioners Tuesday mornBoston, clear
55 26 ..
E. King St., pleaded guilty to- ing approved a homestead tax
Chicago, clear
59 37 ..
day in municipal' court to a reduction for Willis J. McDerCincinnati, clear . . . 56 30
charge of driving with no valid mott, Altura.
Cleveland, cloudy .. 52 32 ..
driver's license in his possesThe reduction from $705 to
Denver , clear
73 35
sion Saturday at 3 p.m. at West $425 involved a 76.66-acre parBroadway and Huff Street.
Des Moines , clear . 6 2 41
cel owned before May 1, 1965,
Morawiecki was brought to by McDermott. According to
Detroit , clear
55 34
court today on a bench warrant David Sauer, county supervisor
Fairbanks, clear . . . 2 -17
issued Monday by Judge John of assessments, the land in
Fort Worth, clear .. 80 53 ..
D. McGill when the defendant Whitewater Township was erHelena, clear
37 29
failed to make his scheduled roneously listed as nonhomeHonolulu , clear . . . . 86 73 ..
Monday appearance in court.
stead property.
It might seem repetitious but Indianapolis, clear , 60 30 ..
The youth was attempting, this
the
weatherman 's forecast of Jacksonville , clear . 74 50 ..
In other action this morning
morning, to raise money for the
mostly fair and continued mild Kansas City, clear . 65 51 ..
on
the
commissioners
placed
$15 fine imposed by Judge Mctonight and Wednesday sounded Los Angeles, cloudy 80 56 ..
Gill as the alternative to five file the monthly reports of the mighty good to Winonans.
Louisville , clear . . . 60 30
the
home
counly
health
nurse,
days in jail.
Memphis,
clear , . . , 69 36 .
Forfeiture : Roger A. Fegre, agent , county agent , associate A low of 36 to 44 is forecast Miami , cloudy
80 67 .25
for
tonight
64-72
and
a
high
of
county
agent
and
the
county
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57 37
Milwaukee
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said,
will
be
mild
with
no
preapproved
the
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properly muffled exhaust at
New Orleans, clear . 78 54
cipitation.
East 3rd and Laird streets MonNew York , cloudy , 55 31 .04
day at 3:40 p.m.
THE TEMPERATURE here Okla. City, clear ,, 75 49 ...
IMPOUNDED DOGS
rose to 64 Monday afternoon , Omaha , clear
63 42 ..
dropped to 46 overnight and wa.s Phoenix , clear . . . . 91 53 ..
'The dog pound is open
5!) nt noon today.
1 BARGAIN
/mm 6 to 10 p.m. Mondays
Ptlnd ,.Me., clear .. 45 25 .
h
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all
day
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No. 2451 — Female black
and the low for the day 11 in Salt Lk. City, clear 70 35 ..
Labrador pup, third day.
1951. Mean for the past 24 hours San Fran., cloudy . 62 57
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63 50 .20
ture , red leather collar , fourth
the year is 42.
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day.
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Three Offices
Burglarized;
Scooters Stolen

Board Approves

Homestead Rate

Sunny, Mild
Conditions
To Continue

$1165
ROUND TRIP

TO CHICAGO

Council Ends New System of Housing Study Ordered
Rail Crossing Code Inspection Asked After Attorney
Writes Letter
Closing Plan

By unanimous vote Monday
night , the City Council approved payment of $18,538 to the
Milwaukee Railroad for Mankato Avenue crossing signal relocation .
The action thus snuffed any
lingering sparks of argument
over whether to close a halfdozen grade crossings in the
city . The railroad had offered
to extend credit for 15 percent
of the bill for each crossing
closed by the city council.
OPPOSITION developed Inside and outside the council
and built up to a 5-4 vote Oct.
4 against the closing proposals.
Although the amount is not
in the present _____________
budget,
the
/""i.
council added
V_l ly
it
to
next
year 's
levy. r ,,
|
ft nP ;
payment I V*OUnCH
So
will be made
from temporary sources arid reimbursed in the 1966-67 fiscal
year.
Aldermen also ordered three
contractors ' estimates paid;
The third and final estimate
of American Plumbing & Heating Co., $1,717.69, on a Junction
Street storm sewer was paid.
The contract price of this extension, tied in with improvements on Broadway and West
5th Street, was $14,972.
THE FIRST estimate on an
East 3rd and Liberty Street
storm sewer project — for $20,363.36 — was ordered paid to
Winona Plumbing Co. Extending east along Srd Street, the
work involves separation of
storm and sanitary sewer facilities which previously were
combined and had produced
severe
sanitation problems.
Contract price is $31,111.
The first and final estimate
of Winona Plumbing Co. for a
water main replacement in the
Chicago & North Western yards
was ordered paid . The amount,
$2,018.50 , is to be reimbursed
to the city from federal Office
of Emergency Planning funds.
The restoration was connected
to flood damage in the area.
In other action, the council
approved plans and specifications for a bookkeeping machine
for the city recorder 's office.
Bids will be opened at the next
regular meeting, Nov. 15.
An ordinance was passed allowing construction of a 2,000gallon fuel oil tank at^ the Winona Public Library. ^ _
^
A RESOLUTION was adopted
employing T. G. Evensen Associates , Minneapolis, as marketing consultants for a planned revenue bond issue against
parking meter funds. Legal
services will be provided by the
Minneapolis law firm of Dorsey, Owen, Marquart , Windhorst and West.
Installation of downtown telephone booths at two locations
was approved They will be on
Srd Street/at the Northwestern
Bell Telephone Co. office entrance, and on the west side of
Main Street , 18 feet south of
3rd Street. The city will be paid
commissions from booth revenue and will pay the cost of
lighting, about $1 per month
each.

Two Businesses
Get Special
Parking Spaces

Three proposals for reserved
or limited parking spaces were
adopted Monday night by the
City Council.
Aid . Henry Parks, chairman
of the street committee, introduced the proposals.
Two spaces, with 15-minute
limits , were approved for the
street in front of Kleinschmidt
Grocery, 209 W. Sarnia St.
Parking on both sides of the
street is frequentl y jammed by
p e r s o n s
attending ath- j
letic events at
CllY
M a x w e l l
•!
Field, Parks /¦»

said. T h i s | Lounci.

prevents customers from parking near the
store and is harmful to business, ho said.
A similar pr6blem exists at
Ethyl's Beauty Shop, 220 W.
5th St., said Aid. Parks. High
school students ' cars use up all
available space on school
customers
preventing
days ,
from parking nearby. His motion for 2-hour limits on two
spaces in front of the shop was
adopted.
Aldermen also voted to prohibit parking in three spaces on
the north side of Broadway, extending west from Franklin
Street. This is to keep open access to Grace Presbyterian
Church for elderly or disabled
persons who otherwise must frequently walk longer distances
to get to the church , Parks explained .
OSSEO HIGH DEBATERS
OSSEO, Wis. - Osseo High
School is among 60 area schools
invited to participate in the annual debate clinic at River Falls
State College Saturday.

Housing c o d e inspections
should not be part of the engineering department's responsibilities, Aid. Jerry Borzyskowski told the City Council Monday night.
Aid. Borzyskowski said city
plumbing and electrical inspectors, now assigned the task on
a part-time basis, should be relieved. The work should be assigned to another department,
he said, or another individual
should be hired by the city for
the work.

HOUSING code duties are Interfering with the regular work
of such inspectors, said Borzyskowski. He added that when he
wanted to see the plumbing inspector recently, the inspector
¦
was unavailable because
/ •_,
he was inV-l¦>l V
'
specting
houses. This /- .„_ 'I
had been cost- V-OUnCH
ly to h-i m,
said Aid. Borzyskowski, who is
in the plumbing business.
Aid. Donald Klagge replied
that housing s inspections, primarily the responsibility of the
health department, have been
parceled out between the two
departments on a trial basis.
The system has only been tried
for two weeks, he said, and thus
has not had a fair trial. The
purpose is to try to do the job

1648 Eat
Lutefisk at
Rural Church
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Who said the Norwegian style
lutefisk dinners are o u t of
style ?
At First Lutheran Church at
North Beaver Creek Sunday, a
total of 1,648 persons were served, a new record, according to
Richard Mattson, ticket sales
chairman.
Diners who came from a wide
area consumed half a
of ton of
meatlutefisk, 510 pounds
^
balls ; 15 gallons
of gravy ; 138

pounds of butter ; 700 pounds of
potatoes; 450 pounds of rutabagas; 60 pounds of cranberries ; 38 quarts of pickles; 226
pies and 30 pounds of coffee.
A similar dinner and supper
will be served at First Lutheran Church, BLAIR, Thursday,
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and at
5 p.m. The Rev. K. M. Urberg
is pastor of both congregations.

with present personnel and
save money, said Aid. Klagge.
Aid. Borzyskowski then proposed that the job be handed
to another department, such as
streets (bringing an instantaneous objection from Aid. Henry
Parks ) or some other jurisdiction. He felt the system already for a fair trial, said Aid.
Borzyskowski, it had cost him
money and the situation would
probably get worse, not better.

ALD. DAVID Johnston agreed
that putting on an extra employe might be the answer. Aid.
Barry Nelson said he would inquire about possibilities of federal government funds to cover
costs of such personnel.
Aid. Klagge said the two inspectors are spending two
half-days a week on housing inspections under the trial plan.
He recommended that the council wait for another two weeks
to test the effectiveness. Acting
Mayor Harold Briesath pointed
put that plumbing and electrical inspectors are in their City
Hall offices for scheduled times
each day so that contractors
can consult with them.
Aid. Borzyskowski agreed to
suggestions that the trial period be continued, at least until
the next regular meeting, two
weeks hence. Aid. Nelson said
he would try to have a report
on possible federal contributions then.

Park Revises
Flood Claim

The City Council turned over
to its special flood file the revised claim of Park Construction Co. Monday night.
The company, prime contractor on last year 's flood control
project (which _______________
never got fully
/"*x
u n d e r way )
\-lTy
h a d claimed
damages to- C ^M in rA
'
taling $523,000 I V-PUnCM
last s p r i n g .
These were caused by city construction of a network of temporary dikes against the spring
flood, it charged.

PRELIMINARY surveys lad
been made by the company and
some clearance of dike sites
had been finished when the
floods struck in April. The city's
massive emergency construction project then obliterated
nearly all traces of these preliminary operations, the company subsequently charged. Its
contract with the Army Corps
of Engineers was terminated
early this year and settlement
of these alleged losses was to
have been included in the termination agreement.
Losses chargeable to the city
now total $5,399, according to
the company 's most recent
claim. When the new claim is
A little teen-age prank cost processed, it will be payable
Biesanz Cut Stone Co. $1,000 to from federal Office of Emergency Planning funds.
$1,200 in damage to three
trucks, Sheriff George F. Fort
ALSO BROUGHT to the counreported today.
cil's attention was another reThe sheriff said that Deputy minder of the balance the Sam
Helmer Weinmann was patrol- Miller Bag Co., Minneapolis,
ling Sunday afternoon when he contends the city owes. The city
decided to check the stone quar- is contesting the company's
ry, scene of a number of gaso- claim for $38,353 on the grounds
line thefts recently. The deputy prices were not quoted in adfound no one near the fuel vance of the order and were
higher than those being charged
pumps.
But he heard sounds as if by other companies.
The city has forwarded $30,someone were driving a truck
on the hill behind the quarry, 691 to the company as its verwhich is on the old Goodview sion of what the price should
be. The company says it still
Road.
Checking, Weinmann found has $7,661 coming. Payments
three 15-year-old boys driving were covered by OEP funds.
Also approved by the council
a dump truck up the steep hill.
When questioned, they casually was a contract for purchase of
mentioned that they already an $8,200 motor patrol grader
had moved two other trucks to from Road Machinery Supply
the top of the hill .
Co., Minneapolis. Bids were
A Biesanz official told Sheriff opened two weeks ago. At that
Fort Monday that damage to time, net bids by the company
the clutches on the three trucks on two used machines were
would amount to between $1 ,000 $8,405 and $7,360. The machine
and $1,200.
purchased was the higher priced
The youths were taken into of the two, on which the comcustody and have been turned pany reduced its bid price by
over to juvenile court.
$205.

Prank Causes
Truck Damage

The City Council listened to
a city attorney 's letter on junkyard regulation Monday night
then ordered that further study
be made.
In his letter, City Attorney
George M. Robertson Jr. said
that, in his opinion, the council
cannot require fences around
pre - existing _____________.^
_,
junkyards un- I
less they conClTV
clear
stitute
t h r e a t s to / ¦ lirw. :|
public safety V-PUnCH
or health. Under the zoning code, he noted,
newly established yards -must
be screened by 8-foot fences or
higher. Yards in existence prior to enactment of the cod«
were exempted from its requirement.
MINNESOTA statutes provid*
that yards be regulated near
public highways but only outside city limits, Robertson
wrote.
Several parts of the city cod*
provide for yard regulation,
Robertson said. The fire coda
emphasized controls on fire hazards. The zoning code regulates
locations of such yards, ha
wrote. However , the zoning coda
is not retroactive and so applies
only to yards established after
its passage in 1959.
O t h e r provisions prohibit
parking of vehicles more than
20 hours in one place, Robert"
son wrote, and this has been violated repeatedly by some operators. Also violated frequently is a provision prohibiting the
placing of certain materials on
streets and other p u b l i c
grounds, the letter added.
If these laws are enforced,
the letter concluded, there will
be no threats to public health
and safety posed by the junkyards. And in such event tha
council cannot require construction of screening fences, Robertson wrote.
ALDERMEN reacted somawhat sharply to the letter. The
study had been ordered at a
meeting last month. Aid. David Johnston said he still had
no answer to his question about
how such yards might be forced to erect fences.
Aid. James Stoltman proposed
that licenses be withheld from
any yards not screened by
fences.
Aid. Harold Briesath, acting
mayor for the meeting, said he
believes it possible for the council to enact a fence requirement, giving operators a reasonable time to comply.
A motion to hold the subject
over for discussion at the next
meeting was adopted unanimously.

Two Elgin Scouts
Get Star Award

ELGIN, Minn. — Two Boy
Scouts of Troop 65 received
their star award at a court of
honor Tuesday night.
They are Joe Irwin and Ted
Tucker. First class awards were
presented to Kevin Segrud,
Fred Lorentson, Mike Mullin
and Albin Johnson.
Kim Segrud received a second class award. Merit badges
were presented to Mullin , Irwin,
Tucker, Kevin Segrud and
Dennis McCarty.
Jeff Baysinger, Allen Johnson
and Dave Wescott received tenderfoot pins. Ronald Moore is
Scoutmaster and Leonard Olsen assistant Scoutmaster.

Optica, by. PLYMOUTH
CONTACT LENSES
Are Right for So Many Eyes

JIM GARRY
A GOOD NEIGHBOR
OF YOURS

^ i '^smfm^^^
Contact lcnsos have come a long way since they were
first Introduced to the human eye. Now they are wafer
thin and smaller than a dime. In most Instances, they
Hive you bettor vision, are undetectable. Even your
closest friends won't know you 're wearing them!
— Buy Factory Direct A Savt — $45 Pair —

Plymouth Optical Co.
78 Wast Third — Ground Floor — Phono MM

He's the Mutual of Omaha
man near you. An experienced Insurance counselor. Ho
can help you provide the finest
possible medical care for
yourself and your family.
Help you safeguard your paycheck and your savings. And,
because he represents Mutual'* life affiliate , United of
Omaha, too, he can help you
plan both health and life insurance programs. Call him
today at this number:

JAMES P. GARRY
1621 W. King St.

Phon. 3281

KU ' lU i l N l I N i ;

Mutual

^

OF OMAHA S«»F'
^

MUniJU OF OMAHA INSURANCE COMPANY
lit* InmaiKa Affiliate: United ol Oistaaa
Moms Oltlts : Omaha, Ntbratis

New Navy Recruiter Here

Chief AviationMachinist Mate Unit C i t a t i o n Badge with the Naval Air Station, PensaWELL HUMPHIRES h a s clasp.
cola, Fla.
reported for duty as Navy re- The Humphries and their After completing the course in
cruiter in Winoaa with offices three children will live at 712 aerodynamics, mathematics, engineering, physics, naval orienin Room 305 Exchange Building. W. King St.
tation, navigation and leaderChief Humphries enlisted in
ship
he will enter flight train•
the Navy at Indianapolis, Ind* PVT. ROBERT
VERDICK, ing at Pensacola.
in July 1941, completed courses son of Mrs. Joe J.Killian
, 269
at an aid-to-air gunnery school W. Howard St,
•
has completed a RUSHFORD. Mina^-Airman
and took com14-week aircraft rotor and pro- Wayne A. Lukkason, son of Mr.
mando training,
peller repair course at the and Mrs. Maurice I. Lukkason,
after which he
Army Transportation School, Has been selectwent on duty in
Port Eustis, Va.
ed for training
Pacific
the
A 1962 Winona "Senior High as a communiwhere he parSchool graduate who was em- cations specialticipated in the
ployed as a printing assistant ist at Keesler
i n v a si o n s
at Watkins Products, Inc., Ver- AFB, Miss.
of E n 1 w edick entered the Army in April He is a gradtok, Atoll Isand completed basic training at uate of Rushland and the
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.
ford H i g h
Marshalls. FolSchool, attend•
invalowing
ed La Crosse
Engineman
3.C.
DANIEL
T.
Guam
Humphries
sions of
and Saipan he spent the remain- PINCH, son of Mrs. Conrad V o c a t i o n der of World War II on Saipan. Block, 1755 W. Wabasha St., has al School and
returned to Pearl Harbor aboard recently com- Loltkasoa
SINCE THE war he has been the nuclear-powered fleet bal- pleted basic training at Lackassigned to bases in Washing- listic submarine USS Daniel land AFB, Tex.
ton, California, China, the Phil- Boone following a two-month
ippines, Japan, Okinawa, Min- patrol at sea. He is a member BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — Avineapolis, Denver, M e m p h i s , of the submarine's Gold Crew. ation Ordnanceman 2.C. KenTerra., Argentina, Newfound- Ballistic missile submarines neth C. Misch, son of Mr. and
land, Maryland, Iceland and maintain two separate crews. Mrs. Nick- Misch, rural Blair,
Scotland.
One crew takes the submarine participated in the 1st Fleet
Among the campaign a n d on patrol while the other crew training exercise ¦"Ragweed"
service medals he holds are the remains on shore for additional while serving aboard the attack
,., during which leave aircraft carrier <USS Kitty
Good Conduct with a seventh training.
award, American D e f e nse, time is extended.
Hawk.
American Campaign, Asiatic- Navy Aviation Officer Candi- Gary Johnson, son of Mr. and
Pacific with two battle stars,
Mrs*. Svend Johnson, rural
•
World War II Victory Medal, date ROBERT H. KIRAL, son Blair, was guest at a birthday
Navy Occupation, United Na- of Mr. and Mrs. Durward R. and- farewell party in his hontions; National Defense, Korean Kiral, 644 Clark's Lane, is at- or prior to this departure for
Service, K o r e a n Presidential tending a preflight school at induction into the armed forces.

Durand Debaters
Score 15 and 9
(Special)

KELLOGG, Minn.
— Marine Pvt. Donald Hager,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hager, is on SO day leave here after completing Marine Corps recruit , training and individual
combat Draining at Camp Pendelton, Calif.
His next assignment will be in
Okinawa where he will join the
3rd Marine Division.

La Crescent High
Boosters Work
Against Smoking
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special ) — The La Crescent High
School Booster Club has gone
on record to cooperate with
high school officials in discouraging smoking by students.
Suggestions made: That business places refrain from selling cigarettes to students; that
business places not allow students to smoke in their establishments; that the village
council make every effort to
enforce the state law on student smoking; that all Booster
Club members cooperate in
discouraging smoking by students.
Richard Ahrens was appointed
membership chairman.
Next meeting will be Nov. 10
in the high school cafeteria at
8 p.m.

DURAND, Wis. — Durand
High School debaters scored 15
wins and nine losses at the end
of three rounds of competition
in the South St. Paul Invitational practice tournament Saturday.
The varsity, consisting of
Barb Morey and Gary Wekkin,
affirmative, and Mary Shafer
and John Hess, negative, won
four and lost two. The affirmative defeated Eau Claire Regis
and St. Paul Johnson and lost
to Austin, while the negative
defeated Richfield and South
St. Paul and lost to Hopkins.
A sophomore unit consisting
of James Forster and Mary
Spindler^— affirmative, a n d
Kathf Forslund and Nancy
Morey, negative, won five and
lost one. The affirmative defeated two and lost to one.
The negative won all three.
A third unit consisted of
Barbara Heike, ' Marie Duesterbeck and Donna Schober, af-

firmative, and Mary McNaughton, Gary Castleberg and Ran'
dy Bauer, negative. Both had
records of two and one.
In the fourth unit were Mary
Jean Schlosser and Jane Bartholomew, affirmative, and
Christine McNaughton and Sue
Sperger, negative. The affirmative won two and lost one and
the negative lost all three.
The squad was led by John
Hess who scored 28 out of a
possible 30 points, followed by
Mary Shafer, 26, Mary Spindler, 25, and Gary Wekkin, 24.
This week the squad will
split, with two teams attending
the tourney at River Falls and
two going to the meet at Stillwater.
¦

DENNIS THE MENACE

TO SPEAK AT WSC
Larry Ftedrickson, vice president of the Minnesota Young
Democrat Clubs will speak to
the Winona State College
Young Democrat Club at 3:30
p.m. Wednesday, in Room 300
Somsen Hall. The march on the
post office in support of the Viet
Nam policy also will be discussed^ It is planned for Saturday,
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* IT'S ALL went 10 GET IN ^.WILSON.IWAS ONLY KIODIH
'
WHEN I SAID HE WAS A S#W/V"TURTLEI«

GRIN AND BEAR IT

BIG GEORGE
¦—
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"Every year Madam President suggests a bingo
game for our fund-raising affair, and every year
we get arrestedl"
.
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"It's NOT a POLKAl"
By Alex Kotaky
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An Announcement —
To those persons serving their country, the Winona Daily and Sunday News announces a "Serviceman's Hometown Rate/

1

The Winona Daily News will be

By Dal Curtis

REX MORGAN, M.a
—

sent to anyone in the service in the continenta l United States and overseas (with
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an APO or FPO address) for the same rate that prevails in the immediate Winona area. The rates are as follows: One year, $12.00; 6 months,

$6.50

and

3

months, $3.50.
News from home is vital in the up-keep of morale for those men and women of
the Armed Forces. Your letters from home will hike care of the more personal
information you will want your son or daughte r to know; but, next to a letter
from home, he or she will want to read the hometown newspaper. In it will be

By Ernie Bushmiller

NANCY

found the news of friends and neighbors that will be of interest to him or her.
Cli p the coupon below and start that subscription — NOW!!
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Terrell Still Champ

TORONTO (AP) — Ernie Terrell still is a champion today,
but the crown which sits atop
his 6-foot-6 frame still doesn't
make him the big man in the
world of heavyweight boxing.
He knows this.
Terrell won a unanimous 15round decision over George
Chuvalo Monday night to remain champion. But he still is
only champion of the World

Boxing Association, not of the
world.
The man recognized by everyone but tlie WBA as king of the
heavyweights — Cassius Clay —
puts his share of the title on the
line against Floyd Patterson
Nov. 22 in Las Vegas.

Terrell was not a picture of
jubilation in his dressing room
after making the first defense of
the title he won by outpointing

Eddie Machen in Chicago last
March 5.
"Everyone has always made
fun of me, mostly because I'm a
singer as well as a fighter,"
said the champion, who also is
head of a musical combo. "I
don't know why people get this
laughing image of me."
His victory over Chuvalo
probably won't change Terrell's
public image immediately, but

Vince Says He Will
Settle for 6-1 Mark

¦-¦¦¦

¦

¦ ¦¦:¦:.¦. ¦• -¦sown ¦¦ .¦¦ ¦
'

Toronto (right ) , who feels his battered nose. Terrell won a
unanimous decision in Toronto's Maple Leaf Gardens Monday night. (AP Photofax)

WHO'S THE WINNER? . . . From the glum look on Ernie
Terrell's face, it's hard to tell he just retained his World
Boxing Association heavyweight crown in a 15-round fight
against Canadian heavyweight champion George Chuvalo of

Gophers Go
To Youth,
3 Sophs In
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Minnesota Coach Murray Warmath
Instituted a youth movement for
the football Gophers Monday,
inserting three sophomores in
the starting line-up for Saturday's home game with Northwestern.
Part of it was enforced by a
disabling injury to halfback
Dave Colburn—out for the final
three games of the season with
a broken collarbone.
But two other moves appeared
to be nothing more than letting
the youngsters get some muchneeded experience for the
future.
Sophomores Dick Peterson of
Fridley, Minn., and John Williams of Toledo, Ohio, were
installed as the Gopher running
backs. And another yearling,
Barry Yagodich of Monessen ,
Pa., moved to the first-team
defensive middle guard position.
Peterson replaced Colburn at
left halfback, with another sophomore, Hubie Bryant, in reserve.
Williams replaced durable but
unspectacular Joe HoLmberg at
fullback.
And Yagodich dislodged senior Brian Callahan on defense.
They bring to six the number
of sophomore starters for Minnesota.
Warmath began work Monday
on stopping Northwestern's running attack, which he described
as a good one despite last
week's 49-7 loss to No. 1-ranked
Michigan State.
"When Northwestern's backs
are healthy, they have been
able to move the' ball against
anybody," Warmath said.
Word from Evanston, 111.,
Monday was that Wildcat running backs Ron Rector and
Woody Campbell - who both
missed the Michigan State
game—will be ready to face the
Gophers.
¦

For This Fellow ,
It's Old Stuff
MEADVILLE , Pa.- (AP) Holes in one are becoming old
at to Jim Lucarcll of nearby
Connenut Lake.
The 51-yenr-old Lucarell sank
his sixth career hole in one
Monday, on the par 3, 173-yard
seventh hole of Park golf course
in Conncaut Lake.
SUDDEN DEATH WIN
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) Ramon Sola of Spain shot a par
4 on the first extra hole Monday
to win a sudden-death playoff
with Gene Littler of San Diego
for (hp Brazilian Open golf title
after the two finished tho 72-holc
rouf/> tied nt, 208.

THE FOOTBALL RATING SYSTEM took another blow
in the solar plexus Saturday when Winona State pounded out
a unanimous 48-12 decision over Elmhurst College..
The Blue Jays were ranked among the top 30 colleges
in the nation by the National Association of Intercollegiate

Atnietics.

We know some of you are thinking the
Jays were 10th. It was most kind of several
metropolitan papers and wire services to uprate the club, but according to stats released
last week, Elmhurst was in the third ten.
At any rate, the question springs to mind:
Was Winona that good or Elmhurst that bad?
There will be arguments both ways. Admittedly, Elmhurst did not give a very inspired showing for an unbeaten and top-ranked
team. On the other hand, it is doubtful that
"
Winona could have lost.
Skemp
While we personally have wfetched Warrior teams for
some six years, others who have done It longer, called the
performance the best they have witnessed.
Perhaps Archie Skemp, the end, summed it up best when
he said: "I doubt that anyone would have beaten us today.
We were that good."
It's true, the Warriors were great. But if Elmhurst deserved to be among the top 30, Winona State deserved to be
first.
What was written Saturday was just another chapter in
the tale that could be called "The Fallacy of Football Ratings."
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Lions.

After checking the game
films Lombardi said the
Packers committed too
many errors, but added,
"I'm not taking anything
away from the Bears. They
were a good football team."
Lombardi said he was
disappointed with the tackling of the Packers. "Our
tackling was very poor," he
said. "In fact we played on
defense like we were stuck
in the mud."
Outside of Starr, Green
Bay came through the hardfought Chicago clash without serious injuries, according to Lombardi.
"Nobody likes to lose but
maybe this was a good thing
for us," Lombardi said.
"We'll come back."

No Badger Awards
and is still ibothered by headaches. Sobocinski sprained an
ankle. With Jankowski sidelined and Gale Bucciarelli hobbled with a charley horse, Bon Lowandowsky is the Badgers'
top.available fullback.
In an effort to shore up the defense, Bruhn moved Don
Bliss to right, tackle ahead of Nate Jenkins and made Steve
Goodman the top reserve at an end position. Veterans Mike
London and .Rodger Alberts were demoted.
The Boilermakers may be without the services of two
key players when they invade Madison. End Bob Hadrick
and fullback Randy Minnear, both offensive starters, are
expected to watch the game from the sidelines.
Hadrick, who has set a season record of 47 catches,
has a knee injury described as a hyperextension and was
placed in a cast until Friday. Minnear suffered a foot
injury and will be on crutches for a few days.

MADISON, Wis. m — The Wisconsin football team held
a stiff workout Monday which Coach Milt Bruhn said was
intended "to make an impression on the boys."
Bruhn is trying to whip the Badgers into shape after they
suffered a humiliating 50-14 defeat at the hands of Michigan
last Saturday. Wisconsin faces rugged Purdue Saturday in
Madison.
Usually on Mondays the coaching staff selects outstanding players from the preceding game for awards as the top
defensive and offensive players . This week there were no
awards.
"I have a hunch the opponents should have the awards
this week," said Bruhn.
Missing from the brisk hour-long drill held in full gear
were fullback Tom Jankowski and offensive tackle
Phil
¦
i
Sobocinski.
Jankowski suffered a concussion against the Wolverines

Terrell, 26, hardly used Us
right hand at all in defeating the
plodding, two-fisted Canadian.
The Chicagoan, who had a
seven-inch advantage in reach,
threw stinging left-hand punches to Chuvalo's face almost
from the opening bell until tho
final gong.
Although there were no
who
Terrell,
knockdowns,
weighed 206, drew blood from
Chuvalo's nose and cut him
about both eyes.
The Canadian, who weighed
209, Required 10 stitches to close
two five-inch cuts over his left

eye.

Referee Sammy Luftspring
scored it 72-€5, judge Fred Nobert called it 73-65, and judge
Jackie Burke made it 69-65 for
Terrell.
• The fight was scored under
the five-point-must system, in
which the winner of a round receives five points and the loser
four or less.
The action didn't end with the
fight.
Terrell accused Chuvalo of
repeated fouling. He pointed to
an inch-long gash in his left eyebrow and he said it was caused
by butting. He also said Chuvalo
kept stepping on his feet.
The referee warned Chuvalo
for butting and Terrell for
thumbing in the eighth round.
Chuvalo was bitter about the
outcome and said he was "willing to go to the Supreme Court
(of Canada)" to protest the decision.
"I can expect a bad decision
anywhere else, but not in my
home town," said the 28^earold Chuvalo, who spent 45
minutes behind the locked door
of his dressing room shouting at
his manager, Irving Ungerman,
and his trainer, Bernie Glickman.
He blamed Ungerman for
agreeing to fight in Toronto,
saying the bout should have
been held elsewhere.
A crowd of 12,500 at Maple
Leaf Gardens paid $124,456.50 to
see Terrell win his 14th straight
fight. His record is 38-4. Chuvalo's record is 33-10-4.

When Boom-Boom Goes,Vikes Go

Dunking for
BabsonWoman
Swim Coach?

•

he does in practice," he
said.
Starr was racked up by
a shattering block thrown
by Roosi2velt Taylor at
Wrigley Field Sunday. Starr
was dazed but came back
the next time the Packers
had the ball despite a
shoulder injury.
"There 's no doubt that the
injury affected Bart's passing," sairjl Lombardi. "He
was very sharp when he
started but. could not retain
this edge, thereafter."
Starr shrugged off the injury and Raid he felt fine.
He said hes did not go to a
hospital for precautionary
X-rays upon the team's return to Green Bay. And he
saw no reason why he
shouldn't be ready for the

HONOR TO OPPONEN T MICHIGAN

MEMO TO THE WINONA High School football team: Don't j
take Austin lightly.
Perhaps that is a superfluous warning in view of the ;
Packers' narrow 6-0 loss to John Drews'
MINNEAPOLIS UP) - For all
mighty Rochester John Marshall Friday. We
their
explosive offensive comwith
some
statistical
can background it a bit
ponents, it would appear from
gems.
a study of Minnesota Vikings
Going into the game with Rochester, Ausstatistics that it is fullback
tin was ranked the No. 1 defensive team in
the Big Nine with a 7.0 average.
Now , you can easily see, the Packers
did nothing to destroy that mark against
Rochester, even though they did lose.
Also, though Austin was able to generate
little offensively against John Marshall, it
Drews
had held a 21.5 scoring average, mat was
good for the No. 2 spot, following Rochester with 35.5.
You can also be certain that Art Hass will have his team
back on Its toes for Friday's meeting at Austin. No. .1, no
Austin team is apt to lose at home very often, and, No. 2,
WELLESLEY, Mass. (AP ) the Packers naturally will want to cement second place.
Members of the varsity swimming team at
Institute
WHILE WE'RE SPEAKING of the gridiron sport, we cer- are determined Babson
they're going to
tainly can't overlook Winona Cotter, which Sunday meets a throw the coach into th» pool if
team coached by an ex-pro and big enough to be a pro team. they win their opening meet this
Bob Welch's Ramblers will close tneir
year.
season against Minneapolis De La Salle at
Even though the coach is a
lady.
Jefferson Field Sunday at 2 p.m.
She's Betty Catinella, an atDe La Salle is coached by ex-Viking and
tractive 44-year-old mother of
former University of Tulane all-American
six chirareirwho has the 23-man
Don Joyce.
team grumbling that she works
began
his
professional
carJoyce, in fact,
them too hard.
eer with the Chicago Cardinals in 1951. Three
"There are too many sprints,
years later he was In Baltimore . where he
too many yards to swim in too
played for seven years, two as a member
short a time," says team capof the '58 and '59 championship clubs.
tain Steve Smith, "but we need
%
* it badly."
He then joined the Vikings before going to Welch
De La Salle in 1963 as assistant football coach.
The all-male business administration school lost its swimHe became head coach last year.
You can be sure he Is pleased with this year 's club , which ming coach just before practice
started, so Smith, who dates the
has nine men over 200 pounds and seven more over 190.
Welch is probably wondering whether the pros use some coach's oldest daughter, suggested Mrs. Catinella.
weight-training program he doesn't know of.
Babson's athletic director.
Tom
Smith, whose 10-year-old
Wis.,
is
chairBITS AND PIECKS: Jim Grady, Madison,
daughter
was taught to swim by
mhn of the Wisconsin American Cancer Society Bowl-Down Mrs. Catinella , agreed. Team
activity for this year . . . The Allen 's Market team of Waba- captain Smith, an 18-year-old
sha 's Major loop clipped a 1,000 game recently. Harry Lager junior in accounting, sounded
hit 227, Ev Allen 204, Don Biever 202, Elmer Schuth 189 and out the other team members
Jerry Eskelson 178 . . , Although Albert Lea had an open date and found no objections.
last Friday , Jim Gustafson worked his team extensively SEYMOUR FINED
throughout the week ln preparation for Rochester this Friday.
NEW YORK (AP) - Coach
aul Seymour of the Baltimore
said a 1922 U.S. Supremo Court Bullets was fined $500 Monday
ruling that baseball at that time for placing his hands on a ref
was not engaged in interstate eree during at National Basketcommerce does not prevent a ball Association game with Cinstate itself from acting to elim- cinnati last Friday.
inate economic violations within
its boundaries.
Wisconsin said the Braves ' attempt to keep the state suit in
federal court, where it was subMILWAUKEE UP) - The Mil- sequently shifted, "was devoted
•' REPAIRS
waukee Braves are trying to to the proposition that baseball
argue that baseball is above the Is truly above tho law . . ."
• PARTS
law , Wisconsin authorities said Tho state brief said the
• SERVICE
Monday in pursuing their anti- Braves took the position "that
trust suit against the team's an- a sovereign state , public spiritnounced move to Atlanta.
ed citizens, or for that matter ,
In a 2#-page brief, (he state anyone who says they nre not
contended the U.S. District above tho law , is evil , a conMotorcycle Shop
Court should return its suit to spirator, can 't possibly be ser573 6. 4th St. Phon* 4007
the Milwaukee County Circuit ious, nnd in general , is out of
Court where it was filed, lt their mind."

Baseball Above
Law According
To Brave Theory!

« TRY

GREEN BAY, Wis. W) Green Bay 's decisive 31-10
defeat administered by Chicago Sunday may have
disappointed Packers fans
but Coach Vince Lombardi
says he'll take a record for
the second half of the season exactly like the first
half.
"First of all," he said,
"I'll settle for that (6-1) the
rest of the way."
The Packers still have a
share of first place in the
power - packed Western Division and with that in mind
are preparing for Detroit's
invasion Sunday.
Lombardi said he didn't
know Monday if quarterback
Bart Starr would be ready
for the Lions game. "I'll
have to wait and see how
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it could do so indirectly because
it puts him in line for a shot at
the winner of the Clay-Patterson
fight — a fight which would giv«
boxing a single heavyweight
champion again.
The WBA threw the heavyweight division into its present
Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde state by
stripping Clay of his crown for
signing a return bout contract
with Sonny Liston before their
first fight in 1964.

MOTORCYCLE

Billy (Boom Boom) Brown who
triggers the fuse that ignites
the scoring bombs.
Brown, sidelined in summer
training by a shoulder separation, had trouble getting started
this fall.
He carried the ball only 11
times for 18 yards in Minnesota's first two games. The Vikings lost them both—to Baltimore and Detroit.
Since then, however . Brown
has been on a rushing rampage
against the National Football
League, and the Vikings have
won four of their last five. The

only game they lost in that
spurt, the Vikipgs scored -37
points.
In the past five Barnes, Brown
has rushed for 3715 yards on 70
carries—a 5.3 average.
His spectacular performance
against the Cleveland Browns
Sunday, when he carried 26
times for 138 yards , gave Brown
390 yards in 81 carries this season for a 4.8 average.
It also shoved him among the
rushing leaders ill the NFL.
Cleveland's
great
Jimmy
Brown, who was held to 39
yards in 18 carries by the Vik-

ings, still leads with 777 yards
on 158 carries, a 4.9 average.
Minnesota's Tommy Mason is
second with 470 yards on 105
carries for a 4.5 average.
Viking quarterback Fran Tarkenton also is certain to gain
a notch or two in the NFL
passing standings. He has 98
completions in 175 attempts for
a 56 per cent mark, good for
1,552 yards and 11 touchdowns.
Tarkenton was sixth last week
in the ratings ot NFL passers,
but likely will pass Green Bay's
Bart Starr in this week's standings.

Paul Flatley leads the Vikings
in pass receiving with 26 catches for 445 yards, but Brown is
narrowing the gap on Flatley
with 23 receptions for 333 yards.
Mason has caught 16 for 271 and
Red Phillips 13 for 162.
Fred Cox still is Minnesota's
top scorer with 12 field goals
and 27 extra points for 63 points,
while Mason has eight touchdowns for 54 and Brown six TDs
for 36.
Bobby Walden's punting average has dropped to 44.4 on 22
kicks.

Down with dinky compacts.
Up with man-sized

Stitl talking about squeezed-op compacts
when you'd rather be doing something about
them? Then put your money where Dart is!
At your Dodge Dealer's.
Dart. Unexpectedly big inside, long outside,
With Six or V8 power that drives out memories of stodgy, heel-dragging compacts. With

all these standard features that used to cost
extra :Outside* mirror. Padded dash. Variablespeed electric windshieldwipers and washers,
Backup lights. Turn signals. Seat belts,two
x
front and two t ear.
Att these sewsibfo and practical features
come at no extra costwith each and every Dart

So come on and rise op with Dart ! Be
expansive without being 'expensive.
mm _ JL
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DODGE DIVISION

i^^ CHRYSLER
vtS MOTORS CORPORATION

WINONA AUTO SALES

ROBB BROS.

5th & Cantor Streets
.

Winona,Minn.

i
WATCH "THE BOB HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE" WBDNESDAY NIOHTS ON NBC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS. -

—

FRlCKSON '5 BELT S 1,074. M. O 'BRIEN 580

SPORTS
SHORTS

Paint and Glass Moves

Into Third With 2 728

Winona bowlers Monday night
juggled top ten departments on
three occasions,
Two came in the Westgate
Pin Topplers League where Winona Paint and Glass took third
place in team series with 2,728
and also in individual series
when Marianne O'Brien socked
580 errorless for Watkins Mary
King. That was good for a
three-way tie for ninth.
Then, too, & the Community
League at Westgate Bowl,
Frickson's Auctioneers spilled
1,074 for fifth place in men's
team game.

THE WINONA Paint and
Glass team got 210—565 from
Betty Schoonover , 542 from Elsie Dorsch (a sub ) , 478 from Sarah Skeels, 421 from Lois Ledebuhr, 425 from Bernice Egert
and used 287 pins of handicap.
The quintet shot games of 901.
810 and 917 in copping third
place.
Marianne, who swept into a
tie with Betty Schoonover and
Hope Dennis, parlayed games

of 189, 214 and 177 into the 580
errorless.
Yvonne Carpenter pitched
222—556 for Winona Insurance ,
which narrowly missed a topten spot with 951.
Marge Moravec clouted 212
—540, Doris Bay 221—523, Sylvia Hassinger 519, Leona Lubinski 158-191-168—517 errorless,
Helen Englerth 201-517 and
Irlene Trimmer 507.

FRICKSON'S turned in Us
fifth-place total behind 211 from
Ken Spalding, 196 from Clarence Cummings , 179 from Ray
McNally, 173 from Jim Todd,
and 166 from Arlo Stueve. The
group had a 149-pin handicap.
Frickson's used the 1,074 to
record 2,863, while Brad Buege
was dropping 223 for Erdmann
Trucking and Dave Ruppert 584
errorless for Sunbeam.
Carl Fischer smashed 642 behind a 255 game for Oasis in
the Hal-Rod City circuit. Louie
Wera came up with 638 for Hotel Winona. Speed Wash dropped 1,034 and Bunke's APCO 2,931.

Bellamy Packs
For Short Tr ip

BALTIMORE, Md. (AP) The newest member of the New
York Knickerbockers' basketball team, Walt Bellamy, says,
"It's nice to know that somebody wants me."
The 6-foot-ll center was acquired by the Knicks Monday in
a four-player National Basketball Association trade with the
Baltimore Bullets.
The Bullets acquired forwards
Johnny Green and Jim (Bad
News) Barnes and guard Johnny Egan, plus an undisclosed
amount of cash in the interdivi¦
sion trade. " .
"I knew it was coming,". said
Bellamy, as he packed to leave.
"You know in this business that
you are sort of on reserve no
matter where you're playing."
Bellamy will be going from
the frying pan to the fire — both
teams are cellar dwellers, the
Knicks in the Eastern and the
Bullets in the Western Division.
But he said, "I'm looking forward to a change of scene."
He said he did not mean that
he was exactly unwanted in Baltimore, or that he had not tried
his hardest for the Bullets. He
denied that he had let his average sag to force a trade.
Bellamy, 26, was the man the
Bullets hoped would spark a
contending team, but he had
been dropped from starting lineups in recent games.
The 245-pound Bellamy is a
former star for Indiana University . His 24.8 average last sea-

25% 0FF
ON ALL

Scotts
Lawn Products
•bADD
nuDD

576 E. 4th St.

BROS.
STORE

Phon* 4007

son was sixth highest in the
NBA.
His professional career average is 27.8. He played for the
U.S. Olympic team in 1960. But
during the current season Bellamy 's average had dropped to
20.3.

$20 Million
Package for
NFL Squads?
NEW YORK (AP) - Pete
Rozelle has been talking to the
television networks about that
new contract for the National
Football League. The current
deal with Columbia Broadcasting System ends with the 1965
season and championship game.
The next one may be a shocker.
, Although the National Broadcasting Co. has a five-year pact
with the American Football
League and the colleges recently signed with the American
Broadcasting Co., Rozelle will
talk to all interested parties.
The current contract brings
the NFL clubs a total ot $14.1
million a year for regular season plus $1.8 for the championship game. Everybody expects
the price to go higher.
The NFL already has accepted Atlanta as a 15th team for
1966 and will operate on a 16
week schedule with each team
having one open date. This will
increase the television potential.
In 1967 the league will have 16
teams and each of the eight
team conferences will be split
into two four club divisions.
This new format for 1967 will
result in an extra week of playoff games, one on Saturday and
one on Sunday, following the
close of the regular schedule.
Then the two winners will meet
the following week for the
league crown.
It Is conceivable that the
package will amount to more
than $20 million a year for the
16 clubs when the deal finally is
signed and sealed.
The NFL is researching about
six cities for its 16th member.
New Orleans and Seattle are
believed to be the two most likely candidates but others are included.
DEACON BILL BURIED
BRADENTON , Fla. (AP) William Boyd (Deacon Bill) McKechnie was buried at Manasota Memorial Park in nearby
Oneco with some 20 baseball
players and officials in attendance.

DON'T LET WINTER
Catch You Up

INTHEAIR

LOANS
up to

600

Befo re the anow sjets no deep
you have to get a Swiss mountain climber to do the job, fix
yourself some, low-cos t iitorm
¦windows out of Weriy's J'LKX©¦<;MSS. It's msy! Just cut
Kvith ahcars and lack over
screens or frames. Molds In
heat—keeps OUT cold . . . aavea
up to 40% on fuel costs. Warp 'a
crystal-clear FLEX -O- GLASS
Over 25,000 loam made
lasts for years at a fraction
the cost of glass. Only OOf ¦ te satisfied chants atnea 1939
•quart yard at your local hardware or lumber dealer.

• 21 Months
to Repay

ED GRIESEL

&. (0.. Cojns^ LOAN CO.
ACE HARDWARI

170 E. 3rd St.
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George Kratz clouted 581 errorless and Jack Critchfield 513
errorless.
In the VFW League at HalRod , Del Prodzinski's 224—604
paced Bunke 's APCO to 983—
2 .917. The club also got 589 errorless from John Sandstede.
WESTGATE: Ladies - Mary
Jo Grulkowski rapped 187—512
lor Grulkowski Beauty Shop and
Haddad's shot 911—2,538. Esther
Kelm pickedup the 3-7-10.
Alley Gaters — Carol Fenske 's 186—503 paced Fenske
Body Shop to 921—2$60r
WINONA AC: Monday — Joswick Fuel and Oil dropped 974—
2,819 behind 591 from Ed Dulek . John Cierzan hit 232 for
Ahrens-Plait Oil Co.
Go Getters — Betty Mlynczak's 183—484 led E.B.'s Corner to 874—2,500. Ruth Todd of
Circle G Ranch also hit 183.
RED MEN'S CLUB : MondayNite — Roy Nelson's 499 led
Sunbeam to 2,629 while Alvin
Maynard 's 187 was pacing
Schmidt's to 939.
HAL-ROD : Park-Rec Jr. Girls
—Carol Lilla tipped 148 and
Mary Leaf 273 two-game set for
All-Stars. Charmaine Kragon of
Messengers dropped 148. Hit
and Runners tagged 1,182 and.
Castaways and Wildcats tied
with 622.
COMMUNITY
W.
L.
Westgata Bowl
-. .. . in* VA
Schmidt's Beer
»
Hackbarth Feed Mill . . . . 1*
Sunbeam Bread
I Vh f*A
V
10
Senilis Beer
. . . . . . 13 14
Oasis Bar
Frickson's Auctioneers .. WA 14Vi
ll'A M'A
Unknown's
11 15
Blumentrltt Start
.
.
.
7 JO
Bub's Pllsen
.4
21
Erdmann Trucking
PARK REC JR. GIRLS
Hal-Rod Lanes
W.
L.
¦¦ 7
1
All Stars
3
Messengers
i
5
3
Guess Who 's
Vh 4'A
Castaways
Vh
4Vi
Wildcats
Knock Outs
3
5
Hit & Runners
1 5
1
Roadslders
*
REDMENS MONDAY NITE
W
L.
Redmans Allys
14 10
Sunbeam
Schmidts
13 11
Bubs
: . .'
" 13
Doerers
10 14
GO SETTERS
Athletic Club
W.
L.
1»
E. B.'s Corner
*
Ranch
.
1
4
10
Circle G.
Graham McGuIre
.10 14

Kramer & Toye ;

10 14

Winona Plumbing . . . . . . . . 10
Steves Lounge
10
MONDAY LEAGUE
Winona Athletic Club
W.
Ahrens-Plait Oil Co.
. . . II
Joswick's Fuel & OH Co. . 1 7
1st National Bank
. . . . 13
Home Beverage Service ,. 10
?
Schllti Beer
Polly Meadow
3
ALLEY GATERS
Westgate Bowl
Mohans Window •> Siding Co.

Fenske Body Shop

Curley's Floor Shop
Williams Hotel
Jeanette 's Beauty Shop
Nash's
Montgomery Wards
Skelly
WESTGAT B LADIES
Westgate Bowl
W.

Winona Typewriter

14
14

L.
4
7
11
14
15
If
Points
35

IV/,
23
18
17V4
17
U
4

L.

. WA WA

II
12
Haddad's
.
14
Grulkowski Beauty Shop .. 16
Midland Co-op
15
IS
UVi 17',-i
Satranek's
f
21
Ken's Hardware
CITY
Hal-Rod
W.
L.
Wallys F. City
17
7
*
Oasis Bar Cafe
Is
S
Hotel Winona
14
10
Merchants Bank
12
11
KWNO Radio
12
12
Linahans Bar Cale
12
12
Graham & McGuire
12
12
Country Kitchen
ll
13
Bunkes APCO
11 13
Bubs Beer
10 14
Pepsi Cola
a
U
Speed Wash
I 14
Hal-Rod

Hamm 'i

V, F . W.

Beer

W.

17

Blanches Tavern
H
Bunke's APCO Rad. Serv. )3
Abrams Furnice
13
Bernles DX
13
Winona Milk
13
Wasons Supper Club
12
Bakkens Const
12
Bubs Beer
12
Vets Cab
»
I
Jones * Kroegar
Teamsters
4
PIN TOPPLERS
Westgate
W.
Winona Paint ft Glass . . . . SVi
Coca Cola
1
Watkins Mary King
3
Main Tavern
3
Winona Insurance Agency . . 3

Lakeside Cffgo
Wallys
Hamernlks

Bar
,
PIN TOPPLBRS
(Makeup)

L.

7

I
11
11
II
11
12
12
12
13
U
11
L.

'A
»
1
1
3

VA VA

2
2

4
4

Westgate
W. L.
Winona Paint a Glass
VA
Vi
Coca-Cola
2
1
Watkins Mary King
3
1
Wally 's
2
1
Main Tavern
1
2
Winona Insurance Agency . 1
2
Hamernik's Bar
1
2
Lakeside Cllgo ,
. </, 2V>
KINGS ft QUEENS
Wastgata
W.
L.
Angels
II
a
Dolbla Os
15
f
Cherry Plckars
12
12
Vaughn «. Mlynczak
12
12
Fabulous Four
11
13
Trolans
10Vi 13Vi
C and Ks
fVi 14V>
Jokers
I 14
GUYS * DOLLS
Westgate
W.
L.
Schmlt! - Llca
It
4
Fenske • Pozanc
15
f
Lublnskl - Sobtck
14
10
Streng - Kuhlman
13 11
Emmons - Schacht
II
13
Colbcnson - Armstrong
10 14
Konkel - Olrller
I u
Hutchinson - Lldtke
7
I
I
PARK REC JR. BOYS
Hal-Rod
W. L.
Spartans
5Vi Vi
Pin Pushers
3
1
Pin Smashers
4
2
Sling Rays
VA 2'i
Four Bs
3
3
Eight-Balis
2W v ,
Gutter Dusters
2
4
Crusaders
2
4
Hopto
Ii* 4Vi
Unknowns
I
5
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
Hal-Rod
W.
L.
Scramblers
10
2
Tlgerettes
0
4
Frull Loops
7
5
Allay Gators
4
s
Gutter Girls
4
a
HI FIs
3
»
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Hal-Rod
W. L.
Tro|ans
»
3
Raccoons
7
I
Good Players . . , . . . , . .
7
5
Teplr - Root
t
t
Dodger's
4
I
Clydes
I
f
JACKS * QUBEN5
Westgate
W.
L.
Four Acres
10 10
Penny Cards
12", ll"i
Rockels
12"i ll'/!
Jolly Jacks
II
17
Deuces Wild
. 10' , IV/,
Jokers
10'/i 13",
WESTGATE JR . GIRLS
¦ Westgate
W.
L.
Ash Trays
13
2
Lucky Strikes
10
3
Strikettes
11
3
Alley Oops
3
12
Alley Cats
1 14
Bowlarettaa
• 11

MINNEAPOLIS -The Minnesota State High School League
is raising the price of tickets for
its basketball and hockey tournaments for the first time in
eight years.
Season reserved
tickets for both tourneys will be
raised from $8 to $10, adult general admissions from $1 to $1.50
and student general admissions
from 75 cents to $1.
The league said a dwindling
reserve f und f or its operations
prompted the hike . .
»
•
•
DETROIT—Detroit's best
pass catcher , Terry Barr,
is expected to be out of
lineup because of a twisted knee when the Lions invade Green Bay Sunday.
Barr, a flanker back, may
be lost for two or three
weeks. He suffered a moderately s e v e r e sprained
right knee while trying to
snare a long throw by
George Ize in the Los Angeles game Sunday.
CHICAGO — Sophomore fullback Bob Apisa of Michigan
State has all but locked up the
Big Ten football all-games scoring race.
With his 20-point performance
against Northwestern, Apisa
boosted his season total to 56
points , far ahead of teammate
Dick Kenney who has 39 and
still another Spartan teammate
Clint Jones with 38.
LONG BEACH, Calif. —
Olympic silver medal winner Peter J. Barrett of Meqiion, Wis., and five other
crew members of a Long
Beach yacht were reported
missing at sea today off the
. coast of Mexico.
The U.S. Coast Guard
launched a search for the
35-foot sloop Al Viento after it failed to respond to
radio messanges.
The Al Viento was one of
14 vessels entered in the
960-mile International Yacht
Race from Long Beach to
La Paz , Mexico.

MSU Holds
Firm Grip
On First

Winona Unit in Guard
Select Reserve Force

Winona's Company B of the
National Guard is one of the
units which figures in the announcement today by Gov. Karl
Rolvaag of the organization to
spearhead a "select reserve
force " role given Minnesota's
47th Division in the recent reorganization of the National
Guard.
Company B, commanded by
Capt. David Lueck and with
authorized strength of 143, is a
unit of the 4th Battalion , 135th
Infantry.

ALL UNITS of the select reserve force will embark immediately on a program of intensified training and build-up of
strength and equipment to attain a state of improved readiness.
Details of the reorganization
and a plea for public cooperation were made by Gov. Karl
Rolvaag and state Adj. Gen.
Chester Moeglein at a news
conference this morning.
"Intensification of training of
the selected guard units should
not be looked on as a prelude to
mobilization, " Rolvaag said.
But he added that the select
force would be mobilized on
short notice "if the world situation should become critical. "
Said the governor^
"The commitment we have
made in Viet Nam and elsewhere is a national commitment in which we all must
share. "
F o r t y - nine units with a

Youth Nominated
For Senate Plan

Little Hawks
Trip Rockels

Tha

veal

Top choice

12.00-13.25
j.oo-12.00
VEAL
market Is steady.

NEW YORK (AP) - Most
domestic markets wer«
closed today, election day.y
Foreign markets were open.
Among domestic markets
operating were the New
York Produce Exchange,
cottonseed oil and soybean
oil exchanges , the Chicago
Livestock Exchange , th»
Midwest Stock Exchange)
and the Chicago Board of
Trade.

GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Wheal
receipts Mon. 421 ; year ago 334 ;
trading basis unchanged ; prices
unchanged ; Cash spring wheat
basis, No 1 dark northern 11 to
17 1.75"4 -2.15' 4; No 1 hard Montana winter 1.59 ' t.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter ].59 ",s.
No 1 hard amber durum ,
choice 1.75-1.80; discounts, amber 2-3 ; durum 4-7 .
Corn No 2 yellow 1.10 Vi1.121-4 .

Oats No 2 white 607 k-fi4 7^; No
3 white 59%-62V No 2 heavy
white 64;Vn-657 «; No 3 heavy
white 61-V64 :I H .
Barley , cars 147. year ago 233;
good to choice 1.16-1.41 ; low to
intermediate 1.12-1.34; feed 1.021.10.
Rye No 2 1.09 1 2 -3.15..
Flax No 1 300 .
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.41.

Utility cowa
Cutters

Council Discusses
2nd Access Street

COMPLAINTS had b e e n
made by personnel of the Gorman Foundry Co., who had
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS been detained on their way to
Michigan State is more firmly or from work by standing
entrenched today afi the No. 1 trains. The Louisa Street croscollege football team in the
country, and it looks as if the
position will remain comfortable until at least Nov. 20.
That's the day that the Spartans, closing their regular season, take on the Fighting Irish
of Notre Dame, who have some
designs on the national football Larry Larson , son of Mr. and
title themselves.
Mrs. Norman Larson, 625 E.
The Spartans have had rare Sanborn St., has been selected
success against the Irish during as Winona Senior High School's
the past decade, but last year nominee for the Senate Youth
Notre Dame atoned for a lot of Program for 1965-66.
past beatings by smashing the
Two high school seniors
Big Ten power 34-7.
from public and private secondSince losing to Purdue In the ary schools in Minnesota will
second game of the campaign, be selected'for the program and
Ara Parseghian's South Benders will receive an expense-paid
have come fast, winning im- trip to Washington , D.C , in
pressively over Northwestern, January . A special selection
Army, Southern California and committee named by the state
commissioner of education , will
Navy.
They have the sort of running make the final choice of stustrength and defense that could dents to represent Minnesota.
give the leaders a run for it. Requirements for selection
They have moved to fourth in are that a student have a scholastic average of at lejst B
the standings.
for
three years , be a senior
Iow a, the State foe Saturday,
has lost six games and won only and be serving currently in an
one. Indiana , to be met Nov. 13, elected capacity in student government, such as a student
has won two and lost five.
council member of class officThe Spartans, crushing North- er.
ss
western 49-7 last week for their
seventh straight victory , so impressed the special panel of
sports writers and broadcasters
that they collected 36 of the 50
first-place votes.
This was enough to give thorn
4ft 1 points—a comfortable lead
Winona High School's Junior
over Arkansas, which got 11
votes after drubbing Texas Varsity football team got two
A&M 31-0. Nebraska , also un- touchdowns from its defensive
beaten, got the remaining three unit ln closing its season on a
first place mentions on a narrow successful note at Jeffe rson
16-14 Kqueak over Missouri and Field Monday.
The Junior Hawks scored on
clung to third place.
The Top Ten with fir.st-plncc a 15-yard pass interception by
voles in parentheses, .season rec- Ken Armstrong In the f irst period and a 65-yard run with a
ords and total poinls :
4H1 pilfered fumble by Tom Had1. Mich. State m) 7-0
457 field in the third quarter to drop
2. Arkansas ( I I ) 7-0
3!l2 Rochester 13-6.
3. Nebraska (3 ) 7-0
362
4. Not re Dame 5-1
Rochester scored its only
200 touchdown in the third quarter .
5. Alabama r>-l-l
(i. Soulhn. Calif. 4-1-1
201 Winona 's PAT was on n run
115 by Ix>ren Ben/ .
7. (.'corgiu Tech 5-1-1
1(15
«. UCLA 4-1-1
The Hawks closed their sentt. Missouri 4-2-1
52 son with n 3-2 record.
4!)
10. Kentucky 5-2
SOPHOMORE TERRORS
TO COMPLETE TRAINING
NEW YORK (AP ) - The
MIAMI REACH . Fla. (AP) I sophomore class is making ita
Heavyweight champion CassiiiR presence known in the AmeriClay leaves here by jet today can Football League with such
for Las Vegas where he will second-year men u» W.K. Hicks
complete training for his Nov. of Houston , Pete Gogolak of
22 title defense there against Buffalo , Les Duncan of Sun Diego and Matt Snell of New York
Floyd Patterson.
figuring prominently.
(JUAKI ) OK HONOR
— Former CARELESS HIDING
LONDON (AP )
SAN MATEO , Calif . (AP ) heavyweight champion Rocky
Mari-iuno was given a guard of Johnny Longden , the winningest
honor when he mnrched up to jockey in history , has received
receive a trophy Monday at an II 10-day suspension for careless
Anglo-American sports dinner riding at Hay Meadows which
honoring him for his contribu- caused two other riders and
their mounts to take spills.
ions to boxing.

Most Domestic
Markets Closed

CHICAGO (AP) _ (U S D A)Live poultry: wholesale buying
prices unchanged ; roasters 23%
strength of 7,752~*men will conto 24; special fed white rock
"select
re- fryers
stitute
the
18'<a- 19V4 ; heavy hens 18serve force. " The force will be 18Vi.
broken down into these three
main units :
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago
1. The 2nd Infantry Brigade, Mercantile -Exchange : Butter
based at St. Cloud, commanded steady; wholesale buying prices
by Col. Paul V. Meyer of Man- unchanged; 93 score A A 62Vz ;
kato. It will consist of three 92 A 62%; 90 B 61Vs . 89 C 61;
battalions, the Srd Battalion , cars 90 B 62Vi ; 89 C 62.
135th Infantry at Worthington ,
Eggs irregular; wholesale
the 4th Battalion, 135th Infan- buying prices Vi lower to Vi
try, Rochester, and the 2nd higher; 70 per cent or better
Battalion , 136th Infantry, Moor- grade A whites 38; mixed 37% ;
head.
mediums 32%; standards 32;
2. The 47th Division headquar- dirties unquoted; checks 24.
ters.
3. Supporting units, including
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) the 1st Battalion , 151st Artillery, Potatoes arrivals 40;. on track
Minneapolis , as direct artillery 143; total U.S. shipments 285 ;
support of the force; named supplies moderate ; demand
earlier were the 2nd Battalion moderate ; market steady ; carat Cloquet 'and the 1st Battalion lot track sales : Idaho russets
3.85-4 ,25; Minnesota North Dakoat Montevideo.
ta Red River Valley round reds
The select reserve will go to 3.00; Wisconsin round reds 2.65.
100, per cent manning, meaning
it will draw men from other
guard units not in the special WINONA MARKETS
force. Training assemblies will
Swift & Company
change from 48 to 72 a year and
Wear Highway 41
Buying hour! are (rom I a .m. fo 3:3c
will be four hours each.
n.m . Monday through Friday,
Moeglein said the units will There will ba no call markets on Fricontinue to have a two - week days.
Tints quotations aoply as fo noon te
day.
summer training camp.
In the event of mobilization, The hoa marketHOOS
Is 50 cents higher,
lop butchers 200-230 lbs .
33.00
the 47th would be reinforced by
Butchers (grading 36-38)
23,25-23.50
brigades from Wisconsin and Top sows
20-21
CATTLE
Oklahoma. Moeglein said these
The cattle market is weak; cows 25
troops probably will not train in cents lower.
Prime
24.50-2573
Minnesota , but that staff officers Cnolca
23.iO-24.50
will coordinate their training Good
21.00-33.00
Standard
19.00-21.00
with the Minnesota units.

TO INDUS TRIAL AREA

The City Council was told
Monday night that blockage of
the Louisa Street grade crossing is being reduced by the
Milwaukee Railroad and that
complaints have been fewer
since remedial action was taken.
A copy of orders to trainmen
regarding the
crossing w a s
^,,
read to the
V-ITV
c o u n c i 1 by
"
^
er John ar- [ CoUPCi!
ter. Trainmen
are now instructed to stop
freights far enough east of the
Louisa Street crossing to keep
it open while switching.

PRODUCE

Good and cholca
Commercial
Boners ,
,

17.00

;..

Bravo Foods

U.OO-25 00
13.00-16.00
12.00-down

j
|
j

last and of Ith Strsst
I
Buying hours 6 a.m. to t p.m. Mon
day through Friday,
Thesa quotations apply as to noon to
day on a yield (dressed ) basis.
Cannera and cuttcra 27.50.

1'rocdtert Malt Corporation
sing is the only access to Gor- Hours: 6 a.in. to 4 p.m.; closed Saturdays. Submit sample belore loading.
man's new plant on what was
(New crop barley)
No. 1 barley
si.14
formerly the city dump.
1.08
No. 2 barley
While the situation is thus
No. 3 barley
n
No,
4
barley
»l
Henry
improved, said Aid.
Winona Egg Market
Parks, the city should neverThese quotations apply is ot
theless provide additional ac10:30 a.m. today
3«
cess , to the area. An eastward „ Grade A (iumbo)
Grade A llsrgc)
31
extension of Sarnia Street from Grade A (medium)
24
12
Mankato Avenue would be use- Grade A (small)
24
Grade B
' .12
ful, said Parks , and would give Grade C
the area better potential as an
Bay State MlHing Company
Elevator A Grain Prices
industrial district.
Starting Oct. 15, 1965, 100 bushels ot
Aid. James Stoltman said he grain will ba the minimum loads ac
st the elevator.
was not satisfied that enough is cepted
1.(2
No . 1 northern spring wheat
done by the railroad to keep the No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.60
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.56
crossing open. The taxpayers
1.52
No. 4 northern spring wheal
1,52
should not have to build anoth- No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.50
No.
2
hard
winter
wheat
er street, he said, because No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.46
1.42
trains occasionally close off No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.13
No . 1 rye
Louisa Street. Aid. Parks said No. 2 rya>
1.11
railroad
is
makhe believes the
ing an earnest effort and that
LIVESTOCK
"everyone here knows we need
another street." Material from
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) the nearby dikes could be used (USDA) — Cattle 6,500; calves 2,000;
slaughter
steers and heifers fairly acfof" a grade along the north
tive, prices steady; cows slow, steady
side of the Lake Winona out- to weak, all other classes steady;
choice 1000-1200 lb slaughter steers
let , he suggested.
and choice

ALD. Stoltman proposed that
the Milwaukee share costs so
that taxpayers would not bear
the whole burden. Aid. Parks
said that an industrial park
needs good access and that this
is enough to justify the street
extension. Aid. Jerry Borzyskowski , pointing to the railroad as the cause of all the
trouble, said sterner action is
needed and that the Milwaukee ,
in his view , is generally indifferent to the problems of others.
, Without getting to the point
of ordering further studies, the
council voted to place the letter on file. Borzyskowski voted
no while yes votes were cast
by Aid. Stoltman, Park s, Donald Klagge , Barry Nelson , David Johnston and Harold Thiewes.

State GOP
Feels United
MOORHEAD , Minn. (AP) The Minnesota Republican Par
ty today hns fewer problems
(hurt many other .states, Minnesota GOP Chairman George
Thiss said Monday at Moorhead
State College.
Thiss spoke at the college 's
political emphasis week program.
"I believe many Republicans
In Minnesota feel division Is too
big a luxury for our party to
enjoy at this point . . . I sense
a feeling of fear among many
Republicans today of not being
united ," he said.
Today 's featured speakers are
Sen. Ralph Yarbornufdi , D Texas, and Hep. Clark MacGregor , Republican from Minnesota 's 3rd District.

Prices Farmers Get
Highest Since '53
ST. PAUL (AP ) - Prices'Vecoived by Minnesota farmers in
mid - October were the highest
for October since 1053 , Ihe State
Crop Reporting Service said
Monday.
The price Index stood at 07
per cent of the l!t47-4!> average ,
unchanged from September but
JO points above last year. The
report said higher prices for
livestock , and barley were the
main changes from October of
lIKiL

25.00-26.00; mixed high food
24.50-25.00; good 22.75-24.25; average to
high choice 925-1000 lb hellers 24.25;
most
choice
850-1000
lb 23.25-24.00;
good 20.50-22.75; utility and commercial cows 13.00-14.00; canner and cutler 10.00-12.50; utility and commercial
culler
15.00-17.50,
18.S0-I9.SO;
bulls
choice vealers 25.00-29.00; good 22.0019.00calves
25.00; choice slaughter
22.00; good 15.00 to 19.00; choice 727 lb
western steers 25.25; good 550-800 lb
20.50-23.00.
Hogs «,5O0; very active ; barrows ana
gills opened fully 50 higher, later 751.00 up; all other classes 50 higher;
U. S.
1-2 220 lb barrows and gilts
24.75; most 1-2 200-240 lb 24.25-24.50 ;
medium, 1-2 180-200 lbs 23.00-2425; 1-3
280-400 lb iOWi 21.50-22.50; 2-3 400-iOO
lb 20.50-21.50 ; choice. 120-160 lb feeder
plus 21.50-22.50.
Sheep 5,000; trade active on all clas.v
es, mostly steady, Instances 15 higher
on few high choice and prime slaughter
lambs and also Instances 1'. higher on
choice and fancy feeder lambs ; cholci
and prime 90-97 lb wooled slaughter
lambs 24.25; most choice and prime
B5-105 lb 23.50-24 .00; good and choice
70-85 lb 22.50-23,50; choice and prime
94 lb thorn lambs with No . 1 pelts
23.25; utility and good slaughter ewes
6.00-6.50; cull 5.00-5.50 ; choice and fancy 60-80 lb feeder lambs 23.50; most
choice and fancy 60-85 lb 22.50-23.00;
good and choice 50-60 lb 21.50-22.50 ;
choice and fancy 77 lb ewe lambs 24.00,

Pepin Boy Suggested
For Washington Tri p
PEPIN , Wis. - Two Wisconsin public high school students
will be selected through competitive examinations to receive
an all-expense trip to Washington , D.C , Jan. 23-29, according
to Ralph E. Leahy, administrator of Pepin school district. Lyle
Erickson is the Pepin nominee.
They will be housed with representatives from each of the
other states in a Washington hotel and will study national government in action . The program
is financed with Hearst Foundation funds.

. . . With Personal
Liability Protection
Our pack age insurance
plan includes coverage for
any accidents that you or
members of your family
might be held responsible
for .

CLARK & CLARK, Inc.
H. W . Clark

F. W. Nasi

C. C. Brown, Jr.
117 Center St.

Phon* 2904

INTRODUCTORY

FLIGHT
LESSON

ONLY IK*.
limited offer

Want to know what it's like to fly as
plane? Would you like to see bow
safe and easy it is? For • limited
time we 're offering a completes
introductory fl ying lesson for ths>
special low price of $5.

An experienced , povemment-raterl
flight instructor will fl y with you,
let you handle the controls. YOBH
find it fascinating!
New modern Pipers. Complet*
flig ht and ground school courses offered. Wh y not drive out to the »lr*
port and pay tis a visit , or phone for
flight appointment? You 're always
welcome at

WINONA
AVIATION, ING.
MAX Conrnd Field
Phone 5468
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Kentucky Straight Bourbon Wlusk«y • 86 Proof
UUK Dulilleiy, UUbluhed Louisville , Kentucky, 1849

Want Ads
Start Here
BLIND

ADS

UNCALLED

FOR-

NOTICE
This newspaper will be responsible)
for only one Incorrect Insertion of
any classified advertisement published Irf the Want Ad section. Check
your ad and call 3321 If a correction
must be made.

Card of Thanks
ELLSWORTH—
I would like to express my deepesl
thanks to everyone who remembered
me during my stay at the hospital
and especially Dr. Garber and al!
the nurses in the north wing; also to
all who remembered me with beautiful flowers, lovely cards and gilts ,
They certainly were much apprecta
ted.
Mrs. Cecil Ellsworth

'

POWER ENG1NFRRS . . . Among the 60
attending an area dinner of the National
Association of Power Engineers at the Williams Hotel Saturday were , from left , A. R.
Peterson . Rochester , stale secretary ; George
Eastwood , Stillwater , state vice president ;
Wvman Webb. Isanti , stale nresident . and

¦

m *mwmim
mm
assesses* ta^miammmmc ®eimi

.lames Arnold y, Wabasha , president of Winona
Chapter 4. Webb proposed that Winona host
the \967 state convention. The Enchords , a
women ' s , barber shop quartet , entertained.
The local chapter will install officers Wednesday evening at Red Men 's Wigwam. (Daily
News photo)

IN WINONA COUNTY

State Asks Higher
Rural Assessments

Assessments' of rural residential property in Winona County has not been brought up to
one- third of market value , Roland F. Hatfield , commissioner

Wisconsin Mental
Health Plan
Draws Attention
LA CROSSE , Wis. - A
Madison physican told 160 persons from three states here that
the six-county La Crosse area
plan to coordinate existing menial health and retardation resources and start new services
has attracted state and national attention .
Dr. Leonard J. Ganser, director of the division of mental hygiene of the Wisconsin Department of Public Welfare , spoke
on "Where Do We Go From
Here" at the regional congress
on "Action for Mental Health
and Retardation."

of taxati on , told the Winona
County Board of Commissioners
in a letter Monday afternoon.
The tax commissioner sug
gested t h a t
,
David Sauer , ^»
county super- V-OUflty
visor of assessments , bring
D^-, ».J
DOdra
all rural residential property in the county up to one-third
of market value for assessment
purposes.
Sauer told the commissioners
this would app ly mainly to rural residential property in Rollingstone, Homer , Winona , Richmond , and Wilson townships.
Sauer said most counties in the
state have been requested to
do this. Most of the residential
property in rural areas is assessed at about 30 percent of the
market value at the current
time , said Sauer.
According to Sauer , assessment of this property would be
one third of market price if
sold—or on one-third of what the
assessor considers a fair market
value.
The letter was placed on file
by the commissioners.

X-Ray Unit
Makes Stops
At Arcadia

WHITEHALL , WLs. (Special)
—Mrs . Oscar Lovelien , Whitehall , Trempealeau County coordinator for the state Board of
Health mobile X-ray unit , urged Arcadians to take advantage
of free chest X-rays and tests
for high blood pressure and diabetes this week.
The unit started at the broiler plant Monday afternoon and
Arcadia Industries this afternoon. It will remain open from
6 to 8:30 p.m. today at the factory. „
Beginning Wednesday it will
be at the new armory three
days. The schedule for Wednesday is 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 4
p.m. ; Thursday, 1 to 4 and
6 to 8:30 p.m., and Friday, 9
a.m. to noon.
Next week the unit will be at
the Town of Preston hall ,
BLAIR, three days: Monday
from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.; next
Tuesday, 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
1 to 4 p.m., and Nov. 10 from
9 to 11:30 a.m.
It will be at Community Hall
in ETTRICK Nov. 10 from 2:30
to 4 p.m. and Nov. 11 from 9
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 4
p.m.
It will be at Schilling Electric, GALESVILLE, Nov. 12
from 10 a.m. to noon ; and at
the Galesville city hall Nov. 15,
6 to 9 p.m.; Nov. 16, 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m.; Nov. 17,
9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m.
and Nov. 18, 9 to 11 a.m.
According to Mrs. Mabel
Skroch, Arcadia , Trempealeau
County nurse, who is in charge
of arrangements, simple tests
for tuberculosis, other diseases
of the lungs, some types of
heart disease, high blood pressure and diabetes.
A sample of blood will be taken from a finger-prick . There
is no charge for the mobile
service, Reports of the results
will be sent to individuals in
from four to six weeks. It is
not necessary to undress.
Pre-registration forms are
given persons previous to the
day of examination . If taking
the diabetes test , it is important that tlie person eat either
a full meal 1M> to 2 hours before the test, with a sweet dessert , or a 10-cent fudge bar or
two 5-cent candy bars.

GRABLANDER—
I wish to express my thanks to my
neighbors, relatives and friends for
the gilts and get wel l wishes I received while at St . Mary 's Hospital,
at . Rochester, to Rev. Mennlcke and
Rev. F. A. Werner for their prayers
and visits.
Mrs. Louie Grablander
KONKEL—
We wish to express our heartfelt
thanks and appreciation for the acts
of kindness, messages of sympathy,
beautiful floral and spiritual offerings received from our friends, neighbors and relatives In our sad bereavement, the loss of our beloved
mother and grandmother. We especially wish to thank Rt. Rev . N F.
Grulkowski and Rev . Milo -Ernster
for their services, the ladles of Ihe
Holy Rosary and Sacred Heart Societies, the choir, those who donated
the service of their cars, the pallbearers, and all those who assfsfed us
In every way.
The Family of Mrs. Agnes Konke!
ROLFING—
We want to thank everyone who helped In any way the day of the fire
at our home. A special thanks lo
tha firemen for their services and
for saving tha other buildings.
Ben Rolling Family

Lost and Found

4

LOST IN GDVW. -Man 's silver Caravelle
watch with sliver expansion band
Re¦¦
ward. Tel. 4908 ,
* . .
LOST—gold locket 00 a chain. Reward.
Tel. 7220.
LOST — Coonhound, north of Centervilla. Slgmund Walski , Rt . 1, Galesville, Wis. Tel. Centervllle 539-3532.

Personals

7

HAND-TOOLED men 's billfolds, lust In
time for Christmas layaway, registry
selling for $8.95, only $5.95 af RAINBOW JEWELRY, 116 W. 4th.
WE HAVEN'T lost our lease, we 've lust
moved to new quarters at the corner of
4th & Franklin, across from the Red
Men's. W. BETSINGER, Tailor, 227 E
4th.

Local Teachers
At Conferences

37 Hay, Grain, Feed

BO Good Things to Eat

BUY WINTER potatoes now. Lazy-A RusTHE INNKEEPER'S got a problem (and COFFEE BAR — building wllti living CRIMPED HAY, 800 bales , no rain on
sets, 20 lbs. 65c, All varieties of apples.
It; 40 'pullets. Tel. Houston 696-3203
quarters,
equipment
and Inventory,
who hasn't?). Tht Annex Is short a
WINONA POTATO MARKET, 118 Mkt.
after 7 p.m.
health of owner reason lor " selling.
cocktail wallrsss (well, that' s not such
Coffee Bar, Preston, Minn.
a big desi). Applicants must be 31
STANDING CORN — 15 acres. Orvllle
(we 're listening) and enloy working
Busch, Alma, Wis.
with the public (now
that' s silly, COMMERCIAL PROPERTY - Suitable
Capitol Food Provision Co., 3938
eleccarpenter,
ihop
for
a
plumber,
whom does a waitress usually work
6th St., Gdvw. Tel. 7356.
trical contractor or other tradesmen,
with?).
Good wages, working condi57
ABTS AGENCY,| Inc., 159 Walnut St. Articles for Sale
tions,
nice co-workers (sounds too
Tel. 8-4345.
good to be true). Please apply lo Ray
Meyer, (who' s hi?) Innkeeper , WILOIL SPACE HEATER — Jungers,.. 4-«
TURNER'S CLEANER*
(Thai's the nice
LIAMS HOTEL .
room size, like new, used only 2
& LAUNDERERS
place on the corner of 3rd i
. Johnweeks. Very reasonable. Write 309 E.
son Sts., gueis I'll go over and ste
5th or Tel. 5991. •
wha the 's got to say!)
TWO-WHEEL TRAILER—largt flat box.
TREAT MOM to a Wed. night away from
Tel. 6713.
kitchen duty. Take the whole family
to our famous ctilcken buffet. All you
ASSORTED BABY CLOTHES, refrigeracan eat for il.TS. Children »1. Hotel
tor,
.303 rifle, bassinet, grandpa's
Winona .
" chair, lumper, 6 braided rugs, olayPLAIN NOTE-AUTO—FURNITURE
pen, lamp, utility trailer, wine press,
FREE TOYS for having a Playhouse
170 E. 3rd. Tel . 2915.
floor polisher, portable washer, clothes
toy demonstration In your home. Tal. Hr«, • a.m. to 5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m. to noon
pole, tool chest, drapes, baby rummage.
2497.
458 W. 8th St., side door.

HEY MOM!

Money to Loan

- Let 's Eat at . . ,

40

McDonald's

LOANS u»nto

el

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?- Wanted to Borrow
41 USED MAYTAG wringer washer; 1
Man or woman your di Inking creates
treezen refrigerators and TV sets.
numerous problems. If you need and
FRANK LILLA & SONS, 761 E, fflh.
want help, contact Alcoholics Anony- 13000 WANTED—will pay 7% Interest,
Open evenings.
mous, Pioneer Group c/o General Dehava good security. Write D-95 Dally
livery, iWlnona , Minn .
News.
FRUIT AND vegetable stands for sale.
^
Tel. 7356.
TAKE soil awsy tha Blue Lustra way
from carpets and upholstery. Rent Dogs, Pets, Supplies
42 PREWAY OIL burner; Perfection gas
electric shampooer, $1. R. D. Cone Co.
space healer, 1 year old. Tel. 8-1913
after J.
TWO SILENT male coon and squirrel
WIVES who cook and do the dishes,
top
tree
dogs,
dogs, 4 and 5 years old,
Should be granted these 3 wishes;
at night. OIL HEATER, 4 or 5-room size, like new;
coon
day
or
night,
straight
A grateful mate, a well-kissed cheek,
also 2-room size. Reasonable. 168 High
Trial here. Oscar Kalstabakken, ChatA restaurant dinner every week.
Forest.
field, Minn. Tel . 667-4139.
RUTH'S RESTAURANT
126 E, 3rd St. Open 24 hours every day,
GERMAN SHORTHAIRED Pointers, AKC PICTURE WINDOW — 82" wide, 45"
except Mon ,
high, storm windows for same. Tel,
registered, 8 weeks old, excellent hunt4515;
ing dogs, Intelligent and good disposiTRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
ArWoychlk,
tion. Will train. LeRoy
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
BIG RUMMAGE SALE—clothing for the
cadla, Wis.
whole family, Nov. 1 thru 6, 9 a.m. to
pups,
feCollie
5 p.m. 306 Whitewater Ave., Sf. CharPUREBRED
BORDER
274 E . 3rd
Tel. 2547
les, Minn.
males, 4 months old, parents go a
long distance for the cowi. Wm. FlnLARGE
QUAKER oil burner, good conArcadia,
Wis.
Business Services
ner,
14
dition. Winona Potato Market, Tel.
eoonhound,
REGISTERED BLUE TICK'
4741.
SMALL ENGINE
5 years old, straight coon only. RuSERVICE & REPAIR
dolph Herrmann, Cochrane, Wis. Tel. MOUNTING BOARDS, names and numFast - Economical
bers for rural mailboxes. ROBB BROS.
241-1177.
ROBB BROS. STORE
STORE, 576 E. 4th. Tel . 4007.
37o E. 4th
Tel. 4007
43 ANOTHER SHIPMENT of apple peelers,
Horses, Cattle, Stock
peels, slices and cores, $4.98. ROBB
•BROS. STORE, 576 E. 4th. Tel. 4007.
FEEDER PIGS, 40, weaned, castrated
and wormed; also 14 sows, coming USED REFRIGERATORS, electric clothes
with 2nd litters, 1st of Jan. J . Frandryers and ranges. B&B Electric, 155
For clogged sewers and drains
cis Horlhan, Spring Grove, Minn.
E. 3rd.
Tel. M09 or 6434. 1 year guarantee.
BLACK 1800 lb. Clyde Gelding, 4 year WE TRY to save you money on any fiold, green broke, pulling prospect or
nancing. Our rates are low and monthlogging horsa. Ray Emmons, Galesly payments are tailored to your reville, Wis .
quirements. Drop Into the Installment
Loan Department at the MERCHANTS
PIGS FOR SALE—50, weaned, castrated,
NATIONAL Bank and discuss - your
erysipelas vaccinated. Roy & Glenn Miproblems. You will receive straight
Special truck. Sanitary & Odorless
chaels. Tel. Alma 685-3527.
forward advice from our loan otticers.
G. S. W0XLAND CO.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 864-9243
TWO HORSES, 12-year-old, mare and 1TREAT rugs right, they'll be a delight
year-old colt, Tei. 8-3081.
If cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent elecALU THE NAME IMPLIES . . . Servatric shampooer,. $1. H. Choate & Co.
Slnk .. ... . the tnodern replacement of SIX JERSEY cows, 2—1st c«H heifers,
dingy metal laundry tubs .
. the 4—4th calf cows, registered but no
COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
utility unit lor any clean-up |ob. The
papers. Tel. Houston, Minn. 896-3367
HUMIDIFIERS
lightweight molded-stone construction
around 5 p.m.
$49.95
bePes Its strength and permanency. Its
BAMBENEK'S,
9th & Mankato
surface Is virtually stalnproof. An at- HAMPSHIRE BOARS—purebred, 1 left
tractive addition to any room. Check
to choose from. Harley Goede, Houston,
Into its possibilities !
Minn. Tel. 896-3727.
IT COSTS no more to own a Gibson .
POLAND CHINA purebred boars, weight
Come In and get our prices, WINONA
PLUMBING 8. HEATING
250-300 lbs. Roger Boynton, Lewiston,
FIRE S. POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel.
207.E . 3rd
Tel. 370J
Minn . Tel. 3792.
5065.

GOLTZ PHARMACY

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

FREEZERS

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
Jerry 's Plumbing

K7 E, 4th

\

Tefcy MM

FAUCETS DRIP? DRAINS GURGL'fe?
Call 2737 for

SANITARY
Serviceman Now.

Help Wanted—Female
BABYSITTER — In
3:30. Tal. 4986.

my

home,

AQHA REGISTERED Quarter colts, $200
up, time payments; new and used trailers. Hunlllna Farms, 3 miles N. of
Hqlmen, Wis., on V. Tel. 526-3626.
POLAND CHINA boars, healthy, heavy
hammed, weight 250 to 300. Reasonably
priced. Elmer Trehus, Caledonia.- Minn.
(Village).

26

HOLSTEINS—A good selection of registered serviceable bulls. Mueller Farms,
Lewiston, Minn.
4:30 lo

WAITRESS—full and part tlma, Apply
Downtown Country Kitchen.
TWO FULL-TIME waitresses. Apply In
person. Taylor 's Truck Stop, Wabash a,
Minn.

MEDIFURAN

Mastitis Ointment
6 tubes
Reg. Price 16

Our Price . . . . . $5.25

TED MAIER DRUGS

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
Clearance Sale

Enterprise Sausage Stuffer
2 Electric Emery Grinders
Electric Grindstone
Electric Jigsaw
Electric Meat' Sllcer
Guns, Ammunition, Traps
U Paint at Discount
Prices

Jl*«lTM.

Gum, Sporting Goods

66

SHOTGUNS, automatics, pumps, double*
and bolt actions, 12, 20 and 410 gauges.
New and used,- Buy, sell or trad*.
Seifert Sport Shop, Utica, Minn.
STILL TIME TO have a scope or sight
mounted for deer hunting. Huntlln*
Gun Shop, Rt. 1, Box 21, Holmen, Wis.
Tel. 526-3626.

Musical Merchandise

70

LESTER SPINET PIANO-for tal*. Tel.
9225 or inquire 208 E. 8th.
UPRIGHT PIANO and bench, good condition, $70. 10i E. !«h. Tal. MM.
BALDWIN SPINET ORGAN-llka brand
new. 1763 Gllmort. Tel. 8-1776.

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS

Hardt's Music Store
Sewing Machines

73

WE OIL, CLEAN and adlust all makes
of sewing machines. SCHNEIDER SEWING 8. APPLIANCE. Tel. 7356.
USED SINGER—In good condition, walnut console, forward and reverse stitch,
only $40. WINONA SEWING CO., 551
Huff. Tel. 9348.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

KITCHEN RANGE—combination wood,
coal and bottle gas: Excellent condition. Stanley Wieczorek, Fountain City,
(Bluff Siding). Tel. 8687-6344.
HEATERS, oil or gas, Installed, sold,
serviced; Aladdin Blue Flame portable
heaters; also oil burner parts . RANGE
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th St. Tel.
7479. Adolph Mlchalowskl.

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for sale or rent. Reasonable rates,
free delivery. See us for all your office supplies, desks, files or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tal. 5223.
GOING OUT? Keep the amazing 24-hour
"telephone secretary" on the lob while
you're away. ANSA FONE answers
your phone, records all messages auto-matlcally. Solvt the unanswered telephone problem as never before! Arrange a FREE demonstration In your
office. See ANSA FONE at WIN0MA
TYPEWRITER SERVICE, 161 E. 3rd.

Vacuum Cleaners

78

Several Winonans participat- RELIABLE BABYSITTER-to live In, I
Animal Health Center
Neumann's
ed in a secondary religion days a week. Tel. 9378 after 4:30.
Downtown A. Miracle Mall
Bargain Store
Wanted to Buy
81
teachers meeting last weekend PART-TIME WAITRESS and kitchen
Poultry/ Eggs, Supplies
44 THE SIAMESE KITTENS are adorable,
at Assisi Heights, Rochester , help. Uncle Carl's Oaks.
the Sailing Ships alive with excite- USED TRUMPET—Olds, Holtan or Conn,
NURSE AIDES. Apply In
and an in-service workshop at PART-TIME
ln good condition. Write 209 E. Sth
ment, the Country Village charming.
person, Paul Watkins Memorial Home, BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, excellent
or Tel. SW1.
for egg slie, Interior quality and proMankato .
' 175 E. Wabasha.
See these and many more New Award
duction. 20 weeks pullets available all
Members of the religion de- COCKTAIL WAITRESS—must be 21. Ap- year around. For quality ask for Arbor Jl Numbered Oil Paint Sets now al tha JOINTER—4" or 6", with or without
motor. Tel. Fountain City 8687-4151.
PA INT DEPOT
Queen pullets. Winona Chick
partment at Cotter High School ply In person. Ray Meyer, WILLIAMS Acre
Hatchery, 56 E. 2nd, Winona. Tel. 5614.
167 Center St.
GRATES FOR Holland furnace, 250 A.
attended the Rochester meeting HOTEL.
Elmer
Erdmann,
Lewiston.
Minn,,
SANITATION - ISOLATION • Vaccinaand Sister M. Bibiana of the Help Wanted—Male
27 tion ¦ Ventilation - Perspiration are
(Hart). Tel,, Rushford 864-9405.
USED APPLIANCE
Cotter science department was
all back of the Dekalb 20-week pullets
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON A. METAL
TRUCK delivery men, steady emproduced by SPELTZ CHICK HATCHchairman of the science section TWO
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
ployment, must have chauffeur's !!¦
ERY, RoUingstone, Minn. Tal. 8689BARGAINS
Iron, metals, and raw fur.
of the diocesan workshop at cense. Apply In person only. Valley 2311. Available year-around.
222
W. 2nd
Ttl. 2067
Loyola High School, Mankato . Wholesalers, 330 E. 3rd, Winona.
EUREKA
Closed Saturdays
Wanted—Livestock
46
Oscar Horner, head of the bio- FA RM HAND for genera l farm work,
Vacuum Cleaner
SEE Us For Best Prices
modern dairy farm. Jesse Ploeti,
logy department at the College on
SOWS OR GILTS wanted, to farrow
Demonstrator
Scrap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Furs
St. Charles, Minn. Tel. 932-4392.
between
now
and
the
first
of
Jan.
'
M a, W IRON & METAL CO.
"
of Saint Teresa , spoke on
Marvin Oesau, Cochrane, Wis.
Tel. Reg. $49.95... .Now $37.88
. J01 W. 2nd Sf.
Tel. 35M
FULL TIME man for day
"Chemistry of the DNA Mole- WANTED
248-2230.
work, permanent position.
Apply «t
"
HIGHEST
PRICES
PAID
McDonalds.
Used
cule."
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
real good auction market for your
ELECTRIC DRYER
raw furs and wooll
Sister M. Carla , head of the DEPENDABLE, experienced man for Alivestock.
Dairy cattle on hand all
Ray Emwork.
No milking.
A-l
condition....$40
Cotter language department , farm
Sam We isman & Sons
week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
mons, Galesville, Wis.
available. Sale Thurs. Tel . 2667.
INCORPORATED
discussed methods and texts
450 W. Jrd
Tel. JB47
Used T.V. Consoles
MEN - 21 »o 37, with car anil
used in teaching Latin. New TWO
good work record, to service local Farm Implements
48
and
Table
models
trends in teaching history were route, S100 or more per week. Se«
Rooms Without Meals
8ft
Johnson, Westgata Motel, 10-12 HOMELITE CHAIN saw parts, service
from $15 to $50
discussed by Sister M. Janic e Mr.
a.m. Wed. morning.
and sales. AUTO ELECTRIC SERVand Sister M. Killene of the
ROOMS FOR MEN, with or with out
ICE , 2nd and Johnson. Tel. 5455.
Used Upright
SERVICE delivery, no strikes,
housekeeping privileges. No day sleepCotter history department. They SALES
ers. Tel. 4859.
no lay off, all the overtime you want, DISC SHARPENING by longer lasting
Vacuum
Cleaner
spoke on a summer workshop married to age 41, J110 per week, car metal saving rolling. Fred Krani, St .
A-l
Shape
WestSLEEPING
ROOMS for girls. Tal. SOU
Johnson,
necessary.
Apply
Mr.
932-430B.
program and discussed the unit gate Motel, 1-3 p.m. Wednesday af- Charles, Minn. Tel.
or 4741.
$12.50
with
Attachments
type of history instruction in- ternoon.
LUNDELL FLAIL chopper and PTO
Deere No. 43 corn sheller. George
Rooms for Housekeeping 87
itiated as an experimental stud y PART TIME Sales work, aga no han- John
Flmlan, Alma, Wis.
able
So
work
dicap, car necessary,
now in progress at Cotter.

THE SPEAKER said the La
Crosse district approach to the
two areas of mental process is
unique: Integrated services in
predominantly rural area of
counties through a coordinated
plan of utilizing existing agencies or structures under local
control.
The conferees were t o l d
Thursday of the need to proGALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
vide a uniform rate of reim- — Miss Ruth Lyon , student at
bursement to local communi- Eau Claire State University,
ties so services can be develop- was the speaker Sunday aftered evenly. Dr. Ganser explain- noon when more than 20 memed state agency responsibilities bers of the Trempealeau Countoward implementing the La ty Historical Society met in the
Crosse district plan.
Isaac Clark room of the Bank
District or county planning of Galgg^Hle.
committees are needed , he
She clescribed and explained
eaid. Mrs. Helen DeBawieleben, the work she had done during
Madison , coordinator of social the summer months in catawork recruitment for the divi- loguing the hist orical artifacts ,
sion of mental hygiene , said manuscripts ar^ photographs
high school youths often can be stored in Galesville. She illusrecruited as volunt eers in men- trated her talk with humorous
tal health centers and for ca- cartoons drawn by Gerald Rail
reers in this field.
of Galesville.
Stipends are offered by the
Valuable records and historiBtate. she said , for educational cal articles , once displayed in
15 hours per week, can earn up to TWO McCORMICK self-unloading chop$3 per hour or more . See Mr. Johnper boxes; McCormick chopper with 1advancement of professional a museum in Whitehall , have
son, Westgata Motel, 4-5:30 p.m. Wed,
row cornhead; Gehl blower with short
persons. Potential employes been moved from a tempor ary
hopper; 64 McCormick pull-type comafternoon,
School
Independence
row iroif
WITH nut *r www msmt mas
bine with motor; 203 International selffrom outside the state can be storage place in a bulidin g on
'»¦
¦¦
'¦
OMIATID IT •AMIU-IIMMOk WC ' '
YOUNG MAN WANTED to train for repropelled combine with 10' gralnhead
brought in for recruitment in- the Trempealeau County fairSchedules Parent
ceiving, slocking and merchandised.
and 2-row cornhead. Make offer or will
Wayne Hlmrlch, Ted Maler
consider trade for livestock, Orlln Ohlterviews by a flv-in program . grounds at Galesville and are
Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63
Conferences Thursday Apply
Drugs
haber, 6 miles E. of Bellechester or
stored
in
a
vault
in
the
former
3', 'a miles N,W. of Oak Center ,
CHARLES HAUL, Viroqua,
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy tha
COUPLE wanted on modern
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Spe- MARRIED
comlort of automatic personal care .
chairman of the manpower seg- bank building and in the AnnMILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
dairy farm. House and extras. Write
Keep lull service - complete burner
cial) — Parents are being ask- D-91 Dally News.
Rath wash tan ks, fans, air Intakes,
ment of the conference , review- strong garage.
care. Budget plan and guaranteed price .
hose parts, storage cablnels.
The
articles
were
catalogued
Peter
&
Paul'
Ss.
s
ed
to
call
at
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL A.
PORTER—Coffee Shop. Evenings 8 to 11,
ed manpowe r requireme nts in
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
OIL CO., 901 E. 8th . Tel , 3389.
by Miss Lyon , under the beadCatholic School Thursday after- Older man preferred. Sea Mgr., Hotel 555 E. 4th
Tel. 5532
the six counties .
noon for their children 's report Winona.
Dr. Robert A. Stair , Viroqua , ing LAMP , for Library, ArtiFurn., Rugs, Linoleum
64
and Photo- I Ratification of a seven-man cards , to meet the teachers and
Rat & Mouse
chairman of the report on facts , Manuscripts
Part
Time
Housing
(" uses for newspapers
progress
of
their
Code
graphs,
Board
of
Appeals
to
discuss
the
HARVEST
FESTIVAL
of
values
special.
Killer
I was voted Monday
"Comprehensive Mental Health
YOUNG MAN with car can earn tl.M7-plece brome dinette, big 36x60 wit h
night by the children. Parents will be noti- S2 .50 per hour. Write Warren D. Lee,
3 lbs.
Center ," said treatment for per- were contributed by her father , I Cily Council.
6 smart chairs. $ 7 7. BURKE'S FURNI,
Wl)
Crosse
311
Losey
Blvd
.
So.,
La
fied
at
what
hours
to
come.
,
Town
of
CaleHerbert
Lyon
TURE MART. 3rd & Franklin.
Special
$1.89
sons for emotional disorder is
American Education Week
1 Members were appointed by
less expensive at the local lev- donia.
DUNCAN
PHYFE table with 4 chairs
TED MAIER DRUGS and buffet;
Miss Lyon was introduced by 1 -Mayor R. K. Filings , subject to will be observed at school Wedchrome kitchen set wilh
Skilled or Semi-skilled
el.
Downtown 4 Miracle Mall
4
chairs.
Tel. 9225 or Inquire 208 E.
council
a p- _____^___^ nesday when interested parents
Clark Nixon , La Crosse , presiMachine Operator!?
Other advanta ges to patients i dent of the society, Miss Edith Ii proval. T h e t
8th,
are invited to visit classes .
^.
he said, nre better rehabili ta- Kartlett recently came into pos- board w i l l
High pay, excellent working
FURNITURE-2 pc. living room
;
V-lty
;
USb£> MACHINERY USED
(First Pub. Tuesday, Nov . J, 1965)
tion , closer contact wilh fam- session of four bound volumes : hear appeals
suite, $20; swivel high back plat,
job
security.
conditions
i
form
rocker , $25,- full sire coll spring,
\ PARK RECREATION IIOARD
John Deere
ilies , and a shorter treatment of the Galesville Transcript i brought by in- r
$8; *4 slie bed complete wilh spring,
Wlnonn, Minnesota
;
|
time. Specialized services are
$40i brand new boudoir chair, reg .
Apply in person
from HltiO to 11164 which she ob- divj duals from |V^OUllCH
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
630 Tractor
$27.95, damaged, now as Is 114.95.
available at the state hospital. tained from a woman in Elgin , rulings by city
or Tel. 8-4331
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE ,
302
For
wide
front
620 Tractor with
Merlen Kurt h , Madison , execMankato Ave. Open evenings.
FLOWER PLANTS
111 Miss Bartlelt said she will I hou sing inspectors. Establish60
Tractor
utive director for the Wisconsin ] donate the volumes to the so- | ment of the board was one of Scnlfd proposals marked "Flower Rid" WINONA TOOL MFG.
A Tractor
will he received In the Office of tfie
Association for Retarded Chil- : ciely.
KiO W. Broadway
the key amendment s to the code Seirolnry ot tlie Pork Recreation Donrd
AR Tractor
dren , said using volunteer help
In Hie City of Winona, Minnesota, until
At the business session meni- adopted last January.
B Tractor
s on P . M . November 33, 1965. to furnish
is one of the best avenues to- 'I tiers voted lo set up commitAppointed to the board were: flower iilnnllMfjs In accordance wild Ilia
No.
25 PTO Combine
ward public education of the tees for membership, program , Cordon Espy, MM Park Lane; ipeclticition* prepared by the Pnrk
4
furrow
14 inch Trip
Train
for
PRINTING
problem. Anoth er plan , he said , social ami a LAMP , the latter Ben llavenga , lit; E, Broad- Kec ientinn hoard of Winona, Minnesota,
Bottom Plow
iflrntloru and proposal form may
is lo hold coffee breaks among to have charge of the manii- way ; Keith Scliab, 10711 W. beSpec
oblnlned al the Park Recreation Of4 fu rrow lfi inch Plow
«& Carpeting
•ft Hand Composition
c ity Hall , Winona, Minnesota.
All
neighborhood groups or busi- 1 scripts and artifacts
Broadway ; .lames Donahue , 4'2H fice,
llVi-ft . Field Cultivator
lnd^ must hi- submitted on the proposal Linecastitig and Presswork
nessmen to explain the problem
¦ft Cushion
A secretary is lo be elected E. Howard St.; Karl Grabner , forms lurnKhed .
Oliver 880 Tractor
crilit liTi iherK or bidder ' * bond shall
and needs, wilh a consultant to succeed Mrs . Kileen l.aytoii , ; '.>:.&
Green
Isle
Mixer
Mill
' Pel/.er St. ; Eugene Heber- ai Auimpftny
crirli bid In an amount rounl
¦
& Installation
Write
present .
! who has moved friiin town
I ling, 4'.!1 W. Broadway, and T. tu nl le,,sl five percent ( V ' < ) of the hid,
2 John Deere Wagons with
EDSKI. Virgin. Sparta , chair
mncle
payable
lo
Ihe
Park
Herrenrlon
GRAPHIC ARTS
Hoists and Barge Boxes
Meetings are tu be held (lie ! Chin les Green , -lift W. King St. board, which *,lwill he forfeited to the
17 Patterns
man of the t wo-year comprehen j last
Tuesday
in
alternate
hurtit l In the event the successful hld<ler
170 Colors
Teuhnical School
sive mental health and re- mouths beginniii K in •lanuar v
fail* to enter Into a contract wilh the
LUEHMANN
Ny lons, acrilans &
buaiil
St.
Paul
Firm
tardation planning committee 1 liMiti .
for Catalog .
The Konut reserves the right to re
wools.
IMPLEMENT CO.
presided.
|et I any and all bids anil to walv o InI A potluck supper was served Gets Texas Job
toi nialilles.
St. Charles , Minn.
Approved
for
Veteran
Training
The lOO-membcr citizens coin
Prices start at
Drth'rt al Winona. Minnesota,
millee from the six county arei Judge Gary B, Schlosatein ,
WASHINGT ON ( AI M . . Ash- November I. mas
Minneapolis
1104
Currta
Ave.,
M I MamflKnek, Secretary,
Fertilizer, Sod
49
recommended : E s t a b I i s h Alma ; Melvin Sehmalleiiberg bach Construction Co of St.
Paik Recreat ion hn*id
ment of a comprehensive men and Mrs. Erwin llomstad , Blaik Paul has been awarded a $1,(I'lr it Pub, liies ilay, Nov t, IW
Help—Male or Female
28 BLACK DIRT -all top toll and pulverizFor free estimates
tal health center to serve tht River Falls ; Mis. Lily S Reich , IHl!,7:iti contract by Ihe Corps nf
ed. 6-yd. load, Jl Call HALVERSON
NOTICE
BROS,, 4573 or 4403.
,
;
Edward
Sendelhnch
entire six county area; immedi Vinxpia
W A I T f c R OR WAITRESS for night work,
and
to see samples
Engineers for work on the Buf
11 MAY CO NCI-R N'
alio part-lime waller or waitress lor GOOD BLACK DIRT , all top soli; also
ate provision of a shell ere* Cochrane , M r . s , Carl Nordhag- falo Bayou project near Hous- 10OnWHOM
and alter this 3?th day ol (lo
Tel. 8-4H71
weekends. Ruth' s Restaurant, Tal. WSJ
till dirt, sand, gravel, crushed roik,
Inbc'l 1V6V I will |lol be Iftsoomlworkshop and halfway house; en , Whitehall ; Tlmrvald Tweet , ton , Texas. Work consists of
for appolrilmcnf ,
Trenching, excavating, and back fillble
tin
any
debts
oi
lulls
ionAsk for Andy or Dan
to assist in return of the men Eleva; Charles T. Trevallee , 2 :'.-'.\ miles of channel rectificaing. DONALD VALENTINE, Mlnnesoli.iit nl hy anyone oilier than myta City. Tel. Rolllngslone «4«9 2366.
»elt ,
tally ill and retarded to then Msgr. Norbert P. Dull , Dr. Per tion.
01 f HOWl AND
COOK WANTED
communities; public educutim Hellie.sen, Dr. John I^fsniil ,
CULTURED SOD
HIV I61h Sheet
¦ Rai lue , Wisconsin
726 H. 7th.
1 roll or 1,000.
of the problem , and a concert Evan Ixiwrey. Mrs . Charlotte lll'Y HOME AT OSSEO
6233 or 8-4132.
Program,
Tel.
For School Lunch
and sworn to hrtnrt tn*
ed effort to recruit and tmir McArdle and dale L. Wanless . TAYLOR , Wis. (Specia O - Siih-.cnhrc)
tins JVIIi clay n( Octobe r, 1965 .
experienced or partly ex- Hay, Grain, Feed
57 K. 3rd
personnel to provide the need La Crosse , ami Dr. Alb ert I. . Mr and Mrs Lclai u l lledberg .
50
Stisle ot Wisconsin I
,
home
Raschick
perienced in cooking.
,
,
have
purchased
a
Richard
P.
County
ot
Racine
I
„
s
Fisher
Blair
ed services.
"Satisfaction
guaranteed
A L F A L F A HAY, 11.000 bales, to Be deRonald K
(totai ow
Members of the district plan Sister M. Thei ese, ami Dr . Rob- from Mr. and Mis. James Rose
or your money back"
livered; also some mixed hay. Lloyd
Write D 94 Daily News.
Nolaiy Public
(My Commltilon Lxplrai Jon. 31, '4I|
Jailers, Fountain, Minn. Tal. 2684310 ,
Jr. at Osseo.
ning committee with Vergin: ert A. Statt .

Trempealeau Co.
Historians Hear
Review of Work
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Buy Food Wholesale

D—46, 59, 77, ?«, M, fl, V), 92, 94, 95
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7 Builneat Opportunities

Personals

Tempo

Housing Code
Board Named

CARPETING
SALE

$6.99 " sq. yd.

IJ

SEARS

ELECTROLUX SALES & parts. Clarence
Russell. 1570 W. King.

GIRL TO SHARE double
room. Tel. 6-2466.

housekeeping;

Apartments, Flats

90

LOVELY 4-room modern apt. with balh.
all utilities' furnished, $125 per month.
Tel. 8-1128.
DELUXE GE all electric 1 bedroom
apis ., carpeted, air conditioned and
garages. BOB SELOVER, REALTOR,
Tel. 2349.
PLEASANT MODERN
4-room upper,
adults, prefer working couple, $65. Inquire Hanke Grocery. No phone calls.
References required.
TWO-BEDROOM apt., lights , water, heat
furnished. Immediate possession. fVay
be seen afternoons and evenlngi. 1913
Gilmore Ave. Tel. 7509.
TWO BEDROOM APT. Fireplace, full
basemcnl,
furnishings
optional,
12
miles soulh on .irlwy. 61. Tel. Dakota
643-3070 after 4 .
NOV. —Broadway, near St. Teresa College. Pleasant upsta/n gpf., front entrance, 4 rooms, bath, pnnlry, cabinet* ,
wall-to-wall .carpeting, 2 closed, TV
signal, drapery rods living room, electric ranoe and refrigerator, garane,
nalunl gas heat, hot and cold yvater
furnished . Working couple preferred.
Tel. 6546,

Apartments, Furnished

91

TWO ROOMS with bath and kllchenelte,
heated, hot soil water , laundry, air
conditioning newly redecorated complete wilh furnitu re . $100. Tel. 3)62 or
3705 for appointment.
WEST CENTRAL location , 2nd floor, 7
rooms, bath and closet, heat and hot
water furnished. 612 E. 6th.
NEW TWO-ROOM furnished efficiency,
private entrance nnd bath. Suitable for
2. Available Immediately, 264 W. 7lh,
tide door,

Butineii Places for Rent 92
WAREHOUSE SPACE
location. Tel. 7193.

for

rent, central

LAW OFFICES ocfupled at tuch ilnre
18901 art now available In the Moitjan
Building nt modus! rental. Set Steve
Morgan at Morgan 's Jewelry.
PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCAT^ON^"
R
tall and office tpace. Available now.

Stiineman-Sclover Co.

*!

M'/j P.. 3rd.
Tel. 6066 or 3]49

Houses for Rent

95

~
IN STOCKTON g<u heat, new ooT~wn ter
healer, plumbing, very renson.
able Mr. Murlki, Mocklon, I blnr.k
,

nl Uvv
•'""•' »"" i«'.
i.,
' V '"""
TH. V
Mlnnnnpoll»
Miiuoi/

TWO -nCDROOM hnme „nd n„rage, niod'.
•90. 16ft Hanover SI .

Wanted te R«nt

96 iVantad—Real Estata

TBACHER NEEDS furnished apt. on or
before $ec at. Tel. 2724 .
OARAOE WANTED—wast location,
block. Tal. 5319.

Farms, Land for Sal*

1000

WILL PAY HIGHEST
FOR YOUR CITY

102 Used Car*

CASH PRICES
PROPERTY

"HANK" JEZEWSKI
(Winona 's Only Real Estatt Buyer)
Tel. 4318 or 7093
P.O. Box 345

98 Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

ISO ACRE FARM, 70 open, can ba
bouoht with perineal property, excellent bulldlngi, house all modern, near
Houston. Tal. Houston 896-3787.
FARMS
FARMS
FARMS
Wa buy, wa sell, we trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wll.
Res. 695-3157
Tal. Office 597-36I9 .

99

WEST KING-3 bedroom home,
attached garage. Will finance.
6533.

with
Tel.

NINE ROOM brick home, oil heat, full
basement, good location. Taxes reasonable.
Tel. 248-2438 or see Roger
Dieckman, Cochrane, Wis.

CHEVROLET—1963 Impala 2-door hardtop, V-8, automatic, power steering.
31,000 actual miles. Excellent condition. 353 Dacota.

TRACTOR TIRES
550x16 - Nylon - 8I0.SO

600b<16 — Nylon — 111.50
plus tax
FIRESTONE STORB
200 W. 3rd St.

Boats, Motors, Etc.

Houses for Sal*

CHEVROLET—1957, 4-cyllnder, straight
•tick, good condition. Kermlt VertheW,
Altura, Minn.

,

2-door hardtop, dark blue
with leatherette bucket
seats, power steering, power
brakes, tinted glass, radio,
heater, whitewalls, automa.
tic transmission, with console. A 1-owner automobile.'
Sharp as they come!

106

WANTED — used boat trailer for 14V
boat. Mult be factory made.
Ttl.
7575.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

MOTORCYCLE SALES
ROBB BROS. MOTORCYCLE SHOP
573 6. 4fn

$2600 -

Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108

CHEVROLET — 1950 %-ton pickup, 4DOWNTOWN Ideal Income property.
•peed, good condition. Schueler's Tex
aco. 529 Mankato Ave.
In Cathedral district. 3 apartments In
all- Oil furnace. Thli one Is worth
looking Into. Let your tenant pay for CHEVROLET — 1948 Won pickup,
good box and rack. Kenneth Markeyour house. Call and we will be glad
gard, Rushford. Tel. 844-7114,
to Show. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159
Walnut St. Tel. 8-4345.
PICKUP, 1951 Chevrolet, $195. 1956 Ford
4-door sedan, $149. WILSON STORE,
FIFTH E. 1028-To settle estate. VA
story home, 3 rooms up. Inquire at
Rt. 2, Winona. Tal. Wltoka 2347.
1027 E. 5th or 1049 E. ith.
FORD TRUCK, 1957 P-400, long wheel
base, 5-speed transmission, with box;
D. VERY economical 2-bedroom home.
1959 Plymouth Belvedera 4-door hardEast location. VA blocks to bus. Close
top,
red, V-8. Reasonable. 44 Lenox St.
to schools and churches. Priced below $7,000. Call and we will be glad
, to Show. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 GMC-1M2 %-ton pickup, 4-sp«ed, V-4,
tu-tone, very clean.
Walnut St. Tel. 8-4355.

1962 BUICK
Invicta Convertible

I,

NEW HOUSE—carpeted living room, panelled walls, 3 carpetetK bedrooms, dining room, deluxe kitchen with coppertone dishwasher an dstove, 1'A ceramic
file bath, basement has 2 bedrooms,
large family room, bath and laundry
room. Priced low. Immediate possession. Inquire at Chicken Villa No phone
calls.
DW: LESS THAN 10 years old, with
beautiful birch kitchen with bullt-ln
electric stove and oven. Let us show
you this dream. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4345.
FOUR-BEDROOM home, oil heat, good
location. Tel. 7349.
ITOCKTON, MINN.—3-apt. building and
vacant lot. Must be sold, Address Inquiries to the Merchants National Bank,
Trust Dept., Winona. Tel. 283T.
DW: BUFFALO CITY . Neat, clean, 2bedroom home being sacrificed by
owner because of growing family need
for more room. This place must be
sold at once. Hefe Is your chance to
save money. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
15P Walnut Sf. Tel. t-4365.
FOURTH E.—3-room cottage, full basement, large lof. Sacrifice for quick
sale, $2500. C. SHANK, 552 E. 3rd.
DELUXE DUPLEX, large living room,
dining area, modern kitchen, 2 large
bedrooms, lots of closet space, bath In
each apt. Hot water heat, full oasement, with recreation room. Tel. 8-1774.
1763 Gilmore.
THREE BEDROOMS, fireplace central
location. Dave Henderson. Tel. 8-2444.

Power steering, p o w e r
brakes, power windows, red
with black top and red
leatherette bucket seats, automatic transmission, radio,
heater , premium whitewalls. 1-owner automobile.

' ¦
,
- , $2000

WAH"

O & J MOTOR CO. •
St. Charles, Mtnn.

1963 INTERNATIONAL CO1800, Cab and Chassis, V-345
engine, 5 speed transmission, 2 speed 18,500 lb. rear
axle, 9,000 lb. front axle
with power steering. 1000x20
12 ply tires, radio, new paint
job . New truck guarantee.
Truck will take 16-ft. body.

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Mon. & Fri. night

Traded in
on new

1963 FORD F-750 L.W.B.,
Cab and Chassis, V-328 engine 5 speed transmission,
2 speed rear axle, power
steering, 900x20 10 ply tires,
new paint job, A-l condition. Truck will take 17 ft.
or 18 ft. body.

FORDS
'65 Mustang
Hardtop

COvIOC
^473

'€4 Chevrolet

$2095

'64 Fairlane
4-door ........
'64 Fairlane
4-door
'64 Valiant
Hardtop
'63 Chevrolet
Impala
'63 Monterey
4-door
'63 Fairlane
4-door
•63 Studebaker

C1QOU
}I 0 73
«*1£f \ r
4>I07D
•tlylOE
¦"3
f 1
QQC
«?l77J

'"Keep ...... $2495

1959 WILLYS Jeep complete
with snow plow, new paint
job, new tires, A-l condition.
See this one only .... $1495

WINONA TRUCK
SERVICE
65 Laird St.

Usad Can

1963 BUICK
Rivieria

109

TWO STUCCO HOUSES-1 2-bedroom, 1
3-or, 4-bedroom. Garages. West 'ocatlon.
Carpeting. Will finance. Tel. 6059.
PONTIAC — 1955 *door sedan, very
good condition. $100. May be seen afAVAILABLE for Immediate occupancy
ter 2 at 372 E. 10th.
2-bedroom brick, recreation room. Tel
8-2598 for appointment.
CHEVROLET—1941 Bel Air 4-door, automate!, V-8, will take older car in
HOMES-FARrVtS-LOTS—ACREAGES
trade. Tel. Fountain City 487-3854.
CORNFORTH REALTY
La Crescent, Minn.
Tel. 895-2104
FORD — 1954, automatic transmission,
radio, $«. Tel. 4102 or 54 Otis St.

ti

ClOOC
$I77P

HUNTING
SEASON'S
OPEN If you want to bag your
limit of driving pleasure, be
sure ' to stop at the "OK"
sign and see our selection of
late model used cars. .,

MERCLRY—1960 Monterey 2«IOOr hardtop, full powtr. til whin with red Interior, a real beauty, winterized, nol
a give-away, but an A-l car Inside
and out, reasonably priced at t ns.
See behind Bauer Electric on 3rd
St. Tel. 8-3734.
CHEVROLET-1961 Impala hardtop, A-l
""condition throughout, power iteerlng
and brakej. Reduced In price. Inquire

FOR A FINE
Selection
OF CLEAN USED
CARS SHOP
VENABLES

Economy 6-cylinder engine,
standard transmission, winterized and all set to go.

$1398

LOT NOW

75 W. 2nd

Tel. 8-2711

Mobile Homes, Trailers 111

121 Huff Tel. 2396 or 9210
Open Mon. thru Fri.
night until 9:00

RENT OR SALE-Trallira and campsrs. Leahy's, Buffalo City. Wis. Tel.
Cochran* 248-2532 or - 244-2670.
SEE OUR fine selection «f new and
used mobile homes, all sizes. Bank
financing. 7-year plan, COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES, Hwy. 14-61 E„
Winona. Tel. 4276.

RICHARDSON, 1965 12xM Mobil* horn*.
W0 E. Mark.
] bedrooms, washer, dryer, 'VA baths,
sewer pipe Included. 15,175, Ron Slaby,
CORVETTE - I960, excellent condition,
Tel. Arcadia 4425.
will accept trade. Tel. 8-2574 after S
w«ekday», all day Sat. and Sun. 9O0V*
Auction Salfli
E. 71h.
CHEVROLET—1964 Impala Super fport,
excellent condition, must tell, going info service, 12150. Tel. It. Charles 9324141.

1961 CHEVROLET
Srotfofi Wagon

'

109 MoblU Homas, Traltar* 111

109 U»«d Can

109 Dud Cart

MINNESOTA
Land & Auction Sales

Everett J. Kohntr
158 Walnut. Tel. 8-3710, aftir hours 7814

Household Goods Our Specialty
HIL H. DUELLMAN, Fountain City.
Wis. Tel. 8687-3631 or 1687-3676.
CARL PANN JR.
AUCTIONEER. Bonded and Licensed.
Til. 864-7811.
Ruthford, Minn.
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER , City and state licensed
and bonded. 252 Liberty St. (Corner
E. 5th and Liberty) Til 4980.
NOV. 3—Wed. 11 a.m. 1 miles E. of
Ettrick on "D", then 1 mile S. Oscar
Property; W. A.
Simonson Estat*
Zeck , auctioneer; Northern Inv . Co.,
clerk.

NOV. 3—Wed. 7 p.m. J miles from WlnonaT)rldg#7 1 mil* E. of bridge on
Hwy. 35, then 3 miles N. on M, then 1
USED 8x40' New Moon Mobil* Home,
mile off M. Marlon Knutson, owner;
excellent condition, low down payment,
Alvin Kohner, auctioneer ; Minn. Land
balance 3 year contract.
COULEE
S, Auction Serv., clerk.
MOBILE HOME SALES, Hwy. 14-6!
E., Winona. Tel. 4576.
NOV. J—Wed. 12:30 p.m. 5 miles S.W .
of Lamoille. Richard Harlwlck, owner;
HWY . 61 Mobile Home Sales, east of
Alvin Kohner. auctioneer; Minn. Land
Shangri-La Motel. We have 12 wldej
& Auction Serv., clerk.
on hand, also new 1966 model 8 wldes.
' Tel. 8-3626.
NOV. 4—Thurs. 11 a.m. Wlicoy Valley, I
miles S.E, of Rushford, 3 miles E. ol
Hart, Frank Pruka, owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Minn. Land S. Auction
Serv., clerk,

O & J Motor Co.

BIG
BARGAIN
MONTH

Going South
this Winter
Travel & Live
luxuriously in a

1961 Rambler Classic 4-door
station wagon , 6-cylinder,
automatic transmission.
Clean and priced to sell.

MALLARD or
TRAVELMASTER
Travel Trailer .

1961 Falcon Deluxe 4-door,
Fordomatic , absolutely
perfect, 100% full guarantee.

See our wide selection
at Breezy Acres
F. A. KRAUSE Co. Tel. 5155

1959 Buick Electra 4-door
hardtop, full power all
around and like new inside
and out.

NOV. 5-Frl. 10:30 <i;m. IS miles W of
Eau Claire on County Trunk "C" . Donaid 8, Joanne McClelland, cwners;
Johnson & Murray, auctioneers; Gate
way Credit Inc., clerk .
NOV . 5—Frl. 12 noon. 3Va miles N.W. ol
Holmen, Wis., on Hwy. 53 lo Hwy . 93
and 1 mile W. , on 93 10 lunction ol 93
and Country Trunk XX. Charles VanderLaan estate, owner ; Alvin Miller,
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk .
NOV. 5—Frl. 1 p.m. 7 miles W. ol
Mpndoy) on Counly Trunk "A", then
2 miles S. on town road, then 2 miles
Duane
S.E. on County Trunk "J".
Larson Properly; Jim Heike, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

*SP*
ASBAm ^sSm^^aw^SsaW^r

1964 Ford Galaxie 500 4door, V-8, 200 h.p., Cruisomatic, power steering and
brakes, white with red interior , full guarantee.

;

"
P
',
,

1962 Ford Galaxie 500 4door, V-8, Cruisomatic,
power steering, red vinyl
interior , white outside , and
sharp.

jpHBBWBBHWlWH^y
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Auction Sales

Auction Salts

NOV 5-Frl . U noon. 5 miles E. of Ettrick. Martin Severson , owner; Alvin
Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv , Co..
Clerk.

NOV, 7—Sun. 12 noon, irard Crossing in
N. La Crosse, Wis. 1 mill off Hwy. 14
near WKBH Radio Towers and Hemstock Cement Slock Co. Shifter Broa.
Grand Crossing Dairy, owners) Miller
(. Wehrenberg, auctioneers; Tharp pu
nance Corp., clerk.

NOV. 5—Frl. 7:30 p.m. On U.S. 14, at
W. entrance to West Salem, Wis. Marfell's Cltgo Station, owner; Alvin Miller, auctioneer; Northern
Inv. Co.,
clerk.
NOV. 4—Sat. 10:30 i.m. on Hwy. 16
between
Bangor
and Sparta. Wis.
Leonard Gerke, Owner; Kohner 4. Appleman, auctioneers; Trl. County Finance, clerk.
NOV . 4—Sat . 10 a.m. 3 miles N. of
Caledonia, Minn. George O. Schuldt 8,
George E. Blssen , Owners; Schroeder
Bros., luctloneers; Thorp Sales Corp.,
clerk.
NOV . 4—Sat. 1 p.m. Vi mile W. of Ridgeway or 13 miles S.E. of Winona. Frank
& Donald Groth Dairy Dispersal; Freddy Frlckson, auctioneer; Minn. Land
a, Auction Serv., clerk.
NOV. 4—Sat. 13:30 p.m. 4 mllei S. ol
Gilmanton on "88", then 1 milt E. on
"U", then 2 miles S. on "XX" . Delbert
Hermundson, owner; Francis N. War
leln, aucfloneer; Northern Inv. Co.,
clerk.
NOV. 4—Sat . 12 noon CST. 3 mile* E. of
Lanesboro on Hwy. 14, then I mile
$.. or 1 mile S. of Whalan. . William
Walsh, owner; Olson 4 Ode, auction
ears; Thorn Sales Corp., clerk.

REMINDER

FRANK PRUKA

AUCTION

Located in Wiscoy Valley 8
miles southeast of Rushford ,
3 miles east of Hart or fi
miles west of Money Creek.

Thurs., Nov. 4
Starting at 11 A.M.
Lunch on grounds.
43 Angus and Angus Swiss
Cross Cattle , Dairy Equipment , Sheep, Feed, 1952
Truck , Machinery , Misc.
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
Minnesota Land & Auction Serv
Everett J. Kohner , Clerk
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NOV. 8—Mon. 11 a.m. J mil** N.e. of
Whitehall. Mllford Thorson, owner; Al.
Wn Kohner, auctloneir ; Northern Inv.
Co., clerk.

AUCTION

7 milea north ot Dover ,
Minn., then west 3 miles,
then north Vt mile.

Saturday, Nov. 6
12:30 P.M.
6 Holstein cows, recently
fresh; 1 Jersey cow . due in
Jan.; s Holstein heifers ,
open l!fc years; 5 Holstein
heifer calves; bull calf.
2 Oliver Model "70" tractors
with cultivator; McCormick
Deering Model "F12" tractor with cultivator ; Allis
Chalmers Model "WC" tractor ; Minneapolis Moline
combine , 6-ft., with motor;
John Deere Model "290"
corn planter; McCormick
Deering Model "45" baler ;
McCormick Deering field
cultivator , 8-ft.; full line of
farm machinery.
1952 Plymouth auto ; 1350
IHC L 120 % ton pickup with
4-speed transmission .
Dairy Equipment
Household Goods
BEN AND RICHARD
MICKOW , OWNERS
Elgin State Bank , Clerk
Don Tiffany, Auctioneer
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' Saturday^ November 6 \ Monday, ' November 8 %|
1
\.
Starting Time 10:00 A.M.
I

1963 Ford Fairlane 500 4door, V-8, standard shift ,
tu-tone, clean.

Sale starts at 11:00 A.M.
'f [i
%
Lunch by: Miriam Circle of Immanuel Lutheran
f
lunch.
will
serve
|
Pigeon
Creek
A.L.C.W.
\l
i'
REAL ESTATE
1959 Ford Country Sedan 9
'
f
HOLSTEINS
51
I
dairy
51
HEAD
OF
REGISTERED
FARM
TO
BE
SOLD
AT
12:00
NOON
An
ideal
%
passenger station wagon ,
(24 HOLSTEIN COWS)
- or beef farm or suitable for both dairy and beef together, Q £
%
V-8, Fordomatic. Clean.
g
M., 307 D., 431 Fat, 3.7 Test
with
a
hog
set
up.
Plenty
of
good
buildings
with
a
choice
lbs.
A
Blackie,
11,762
62 Chevrolet
^
<tlOOC
1957 Ford Country Sedan 9
' location. Total acreage 160 acres with approximately t' 1 Nora , 12,793 lbs. M., 297 D., 454 Fat, 3.5 Test, Expected 463 %
$ 1X73
CHEVROLET, 1942 Impala convertible,
Sedan
passenger station wagon ,
150 acres very good field land, about 130 acres terraced . j| f Vi Donna, 12,766 lbs. M., 295 D., 492 Fat, 3!9 Test
%
real good condition) 1957 Pontiac convertible, good condition. Best offer.
'61 Ford '
|
V-8,
Fordomatic,
power
Fences
very good. Near thriving county seat town with r \ P< Pansy, 14,947 lbs. M., 303 D., 601 Fat, 4.0 Test
CI
005
'
Tel. Fountain City 687-3151.
$11.73
JttiiMmMiMii^MAmMMsSM
4-door
steering. Sharp.
new public school and 2 parochial schools, 6 churches £ |« Alice, 13,998 lbs. M., 297 D„ 454 Fat, 3.3 Test
%
LINCOLM
Continental,
very
clean,
Deluxe Living
and new hospital . School bus > and mail route to front n f Eleanor , 11,851 lbs. M., 271 D., 475 Fat , 4.0 Test , Expected |
Fairlane
'62
«tl
1
QK
priced low. N. Sawyer, Tel, 2811; af1962
Oldsmobile
F85
4-door,
;;
-^1 173
Three bedrooms, 15x24' living room,
504
door. Buildings are close to a new black top road.
t', '/
4-door
,;
ter 5, ma.
beautiful kitchen, bullt-ln stove and
V-8, standard shift. A great
?
*" Verna , 14,683 lbs. M., 303 D., 570 Fat, 3.9 Test
|
A
Home
site
improvements
consist
of
4
bedroom
home
oven, all bedrooms carpfted, new
ury
'61
car.
T-BIRD — 1941 convertible, Immaculate
3.9
Test,
Expected
457
nylon carpeting In living room, rec|
/
408
Fat,
255
D.,
hot
and
cold
water
and
cupboards.
n
Sue,
10,360
lbs.
M„
bath,
with
basement,
\
Shape, new tires. Tel. 7205 after 5:30.
£
reation room or 4th bedroom In baseBarn 32 x 90 ft. with cement floor, 29 stanchions and ' ''' Nedra , 10,020 lbs. M., 305 D., 386 Fat, 3.9 Test , Expected I
1949
Jeep
station
wagon
,
3ment, new 2-car garage. House newCHRYSLER for sale by estate. Bid pro506
ly decorated In 1945. Location west
drinking cups. Hog house No. 1 24 x 80 ft. with water, /
I
speed, with 4-wheel drive.
- posals are solicited., on 1961 Chrysler
See these and many
end of city. This home must be seen
4-door Sedan Newport, V-8. Make In' cement floor and inside pens, also feeding platform : ¦ Sonja , 13,244 lbs. M., 305 D., 446 Fat, 3.4 Test
%
Very clean , in good shape.
to aprpeclate all the fine features.
quiries of Leslie Grover, Rt. 1, Galesh
lona, 15,308 lbs. M., 307 D., 545 Fat , 3.6 Test
adjoining. Hog house No. 2 20 x 36 ft., water and cement '
more.
ville, Wis., (Centervllle, Wis.). Right to
Contemporary
' floor. Machine shed (all metal) 41 x 120 ft. Cement stave '< , Polly, 13,286 lbs. M., 278 D., 470 Fat , 3.5 Test , Expected ;t;
1965 LTD 4-door hardtop, 250
reject any and all bids Is reserved,
Attractive and brand new 12' x 19'
We Advertise Our Prices
¦
time to file expires Nov. 9th, 5 p.rr.
<^h.p., Cruisomatic, power
V.
498
i silo 12 x 49 ft. New garage . Granary 16 x 24, well, wind- ;',
.
living room with acrllan carpeting,
^^
'
3 bedrooms, nice kitchen with formisteering
and
power
brakes.
4.2
Test
*
464
Fat,
Joy,
11,117
lbs.
M.,
297
D.,
mill
and
cistern.
CHEVROLET - 1955, good condition.
f
ca cupboards, pretty bath. Gas heat,
Tel. 8-3.144 after 5 p.m.
Factory warranty .
Second set of buildings on farm consist of barn 40 x ^ I- Ruby, 12,174 lbs. M.,.346 D./473 Fat, 3.9 Test, 1st Lactation s-;
self-storing windows, attached gaV $0 i K ^JtiWf teJtS» i
rage.
20
ft.
with 2 lean-to additions each 40 x 17 ft. and metal *•{ '{i Norma, 12,870 lbs. M., 327 D., 448 Fat., 3.5 Test, 1st 8
H
(x
shed
20
x 54 ft. on north end. Double corn crib, silo 12 x § %
Lactation
Adaptable Home
I
41 Years In Winona
'1 35 ft., windmill with water piped to barn.
In good west location. May ba used
h I Sandy, 11,462 lbs. M., 264 D., 428 Fat, 3.7 Test , Expected |
as 3, 4 or 5 bedrooms. First floor
p
TERMS ON -REAL ESTATE: 10% on day of sale, « §.
475, 1st Lactation
I
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
has living room, dining room, 15x16,
f balance on delivery of Deed and Abstract showing market- |j |
Jody, 10,866 lbs. M„ 247 D., 372 Fat , 3.4 Test ; Expected %
large bedroom, den, new bath, genComet-Fairlane
'63
RAMBLER
AMERICAN
'
erous kitchen with nice cupboards.
I . able title. Fall possession can be arranged.
|
439, 1st Lactation , Test Inc.
Ijjj
2-door, automatic transmis%
Three bedrooms on second floor.
Open Mon., Fri. Eve.
;<
44
HEAD
JERSEY
CATTLE
2
Jersey
cows,
;
|
fresh
§
3 Holstein cows, 2nd calf heifers
|
Very good basement, Including launsion, whitewalls, radio, heat,
St.
Charles
Minn.
and Saturday afternoons
*$ 3 Jersey cows, dry, springing Close; 3 Jersey cows, dry, % I 4 Holstein cows, 1st calf heifers
dry tubs, rubbish burner, deep freeze.
|
low
mileage.
Excellent
er,
Oil heat, garage, 2 screened porches.
*' to freshen in winter; 6 Jersey cows, milking, due in April; |
|
Of the above 24 cows, 11 are fresh with calves at" |
perfect
second
condition,
f
300' Frontage
»< 2 Jersey-Holstein cows, mliking, due in April; 12 Jersey % |
aide, 2 are close springers due before sale date , 7 are fl
car. Any reasonable offer
Located west on Hwy. 41 Service
^ cows, milking, due in May and June ; 2 Holstein heifers, % I springers, 1 is due Jan., 1 Is due Mar., 2 due in spring. |
accepted.
Road. Suitable for multiple dwelling
coming 2 years, bred ; 2 Jersey heifers , coming 2 years, 1 % 1 Holstein heifer , 3 years old , springer
or apt. house. Zoned commercial.
$
$12,500.
M
Tel. 8-4331 weekdays
bred ; 1 Jersey heifer , IVi years, open ; 5 Jersey heifers , fl 1 7 Holstein heifers, 20 to 24 months old, open
IIIIHI1
%
gf ff (||||tl|iiiMt|"" f^ '|'" '|™|»'|||| ^|||'^'"w*"^l'l'>11
RESIDENCE PHONES:
, coming 1 year; 1 Holstein heifer , coming 1 year; 5 Jersey |
|
8 Holstein heifers , 10 to 12 months old
or
|
I
must
sell
employment
;,
,
Because
I
have
taken
other
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
calves, small. This herd has been on D.H.I .A. for the !i % 11 Holstein calves, 1 week to 3 months old
|
1
Tel. Dakota 643-2061
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
my dairy herd and entire line of personal property at
past 18 years. Tri-State breeding has been used con- |
during
the
last
test
|
This
herd
has
not
been
under
Bill Zlebell . . . 4854
%
auction , located 18 miles west of Eau Claire on County
tinually. Mostly all are young cows. TB and Bangs tested jl I year; therefore , the records given are D.H.I .A. Owner- jp
" ' Trunk "C," or 4 miles cast of Downsville on County Trunk
for Interstate Shipment.
% |
Sampler records of the year 1964. Records of the dams 'p i
> , "C" on
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Metering 4-unit milker; 1 1 I of the 7 1st and 2nd calf heifers will be posted day of sate f,
STATION WAGON
|
, Surge seamless bucket; 2 Mc C single unit buckets ; Stein- |
I along with records on dams of all heifers. Entire herd P
BARGAINS
601 Main St.
Tel. 2849
horst 6-can side opening milk cooler; 16 gallon electric §< $ is Registered with exception of calves which are also |,
hot water heater; DeLaval No. 15 cream separator; jjjj P; eligible. During the last year on test, this herd had an :j jj
FOURTH W. 422-Near Madison 8. St.
Sale Time 10:30
Lunch will be served.
1959 OLDSMOBILE
<
strainer.
Caslmlr schools . Modern 5-room bunga|
average of 12,666 lbs. milk at 3.7 test for a rolling butter- :j;j
l
58 HEAD OF LIVESTOCK - 16 Holstein cows, springlow, good condition, large lot , 2 car
Station Wagon
GRAIN AND FEED — 600 bu. 1964 ear corn ; 68 acres I f l tat average of 466 lbs. Artificial Breeding has been used '|
? ers ; 8 Holstein cows, just fresh and open ; 1 Brown Swiss
garage. New paint |ob. Will arrange
standing corn , fields run 5 acres and up; 1,400 bu. oats ; $ P for many years, all are vaccinated and all are young .¦$
long term loan.
Local one owner car equipcow, just fresh; 1 Brown Swiss cow, bred to freshen fi
40
tons chopped alfalfa mixed hay; 1,600 bales mixed Is i|
steering,
ped
with
power
,
with only 2 head 8 years old, If you are looking for top p.
Frank West Agency
| Feb. 24; 2 Guernsey cows, springers ; 4 Holstein heifers , f| § alfalfa clover hay; 300 bales mixed alfalfa 2nd crop iiji iI notch cattle at auction prices , be sure to attend this sale. $
white I
power brakes, radio,|
175 Lafayette
heifer
,
springer
;
9
Holstein
heifers,
springers; 1 Guernsey
fl
;
Tal. 5240 or 4400 after hours
hay ; 30 ft, hay silage , 12 ft. silage ; 650 bales straw , fj jj iI
sidewall tires, luggage rack .
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — 2 Surge seamless bucket*; f
Vk years old, open; 2 Hereford and Angus heifers, open ; £ |
jsii % 10 gallon electric hot water heater; electric heater.
p
% square.
Available for your immedi- i
1 1 Black Angus bull ; 6 Holstein heifers , 9 months old ; 3 |
|
6 HEAD HOGS - 6 Crossbred gilts , bred to farrow f. I
ate inspection.
FEED — 1,500 bu. oats; 18 acres good ripe standing j;
I Holstein heifer calves; 4 Holstein bull calves. The milk § |
House For 2 Families
soon; 3 10-hole steel hog feeders ; 1 20-bu. steel hog i j
f
\
corn
; 1,900 bales 1st crop mixed hay ; 500 bales 2nd crop s:
— Also —
cows are good high producing cows that show excellent |feeder ; 2 10-bu. steel hog feeders; 5 Daisy
¦I
|
'
j
fj
automatic
1
mixed hay ; 1,050 bales straw; some fertilizer .
5 other station wagons to fej care and oreeding. They are bred artificially and are fl t\
Or 1 Large Family
¦P hog waterers; 10 farrowing crates ; 1 12-ft. brooder house. % |j
POULTRY — 300 Kimber pullets, in production ; 150 £
,
choose from.
If mostly from artificial breeding. This is a young herd p t\
MOTIVE EQUIPMENT - 2 Colby wagons each with % j|
Kimber
yearling hens; gas brooder ; some feeders and jjj
II: of well uddered cows, a good share of these are spring- %. t flatbed , chopper box , corn box and bale rack ; 1 rubber P
One half has full bath , the
See Them at
waterers;
electric egg washer.
ers.
Entire
herd
official
calfhood
vaccinates
Herd
100%
.
|
|?> tired wagon with 30 bu. wagon box ; 1 Lindsay wagon with B
|
|
other with stool.
FARM
FOR SALE BY OWNER — 122 acre farm with 5,
&:
fl clean tested by Drs. Register and Barcus.
chopper box ; 1 2-wheel trailer; horse cutter with shafts ; U ¦ 10 acres under cultivation . All modern home, 36x96 ft. -<\
p
I
MACHINERY - vl959 Fordson Major Diesel, com- |
|
p unloading jack .
Price $3900
barn remodeled 4 years ago with 35 stanchions, pens, 'p
1 pletely equipped with live power , live hyd., 3 point hitch , jj ! f|
MACHINERY AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS - 4- t l1 barn cleaner nnd 2 silos. Complete set of good outbuild- p:
Chrysler - Plymouth
I etc., good condition ; 1956 IHC "300" tractor , completely |
section A.C. steel drag; 32-ft, double chain steel grain/. !* jP ings. All ideally located near good highway. For further p
$1,000 down, will sell less
equipped with live power, live hyd ., torque amp., power j | |
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights
|
?si
elevator;
2 chopped hay forks: 1 grapple fork ; 1 silage t- '\U informati on contact owner.
;:' i
for cash.
U steering, etc., this tractor completely overhauled ; Paulson $
fork ; pump jack ; 2 electric fencers ; 500 lb. platform j; I
Farmall
460
tractor
,
U
1959
TRACTOR
MACHINERY
—
P
pj front end loader , like new, to fit IHC; Little Giant 44-ft. f \ p . scale; ensilage cart ; 6
h.p. electric motor; Hi h.p . dec- :; P actual hours , 1,489 , perfect; 1953 Farmall Super H trac- }¦
|
elevator with drag hopper; Ford 3-bottom plow , throw- %
12 Lenox,Winona
f|i trie motor ; 2 h.p. electric motor ; 50 ft. 8-inch drive belt; P si tor , new tires , real good condition ; 1954 McD. No. 9 3- '
Are
Not
These
away
lathes,
cover
boards,
etc.;
John
Deere
field
chopper %
|
2x2x5 ft. new steel tank; electric tank heater ; power P
bottom 14-inch tractor plow on rubber; 1954 McD. 7-ft ,
corn head , PTO ; John Deere 15A flail chopper; New j:j |
The Average Run I with
sprayer; some woven wire ; 25 steel beams 5 x 7 inches x P
%
tandem tractor disc with hyd. hookup; 1939 New Idea
I Holland Super 66 baler , 1 owner, new knotter . etc.; Case jl 3 20 ft, long from Butler Bldg. ; 2 1Vfe-inch bore hydraulic P P No . 200 PTO manure spreader; 1955 McD. 7-ft. No. 27 ;
Used
CarsOf
"55"
combine; PTO; Minneapolis Moline 1-row corn %
Do You Want It
I
cylinders ; 1 3-inch bore hydraulic cylinder; Homoko 22- P \f i semi-mounted power mower; 1956 New Idea 4-bar side j
h picker; Spreadmaster manure spreader; 8-ft. John Deere f %
Cars
Pre-Ovvned
But
% inch lawn mower; sewage pump with motor ; 300 gallon f i rake on rubber; 1957 M.H. No. 3 hay baler; 1964 McD. j
Sold . . .
double
disc
tractor
grain
drill
with
grass
P
seed
attach.,
|
§ gas barrel with stand ; 1,200 gal. gas barrel ; shaft , boxes P f i: No. 7 flail chopper , like new; McD. No. 102 tractor corn j
|i on rubber , like new; John Deere 290 corn planter; John I ti and blade for saw outfit; some lumber.
I960 RAMBLER
planter; rubber tired wagon ; hay rack; 1958 J.D . No. 43 j
Or Just Listed??
i
Deere
2-bottom
plow
;
4-section
steel
flexible
drag;
7-ft.
sf
Classic
TRACTORS
AND
EQUIPMENT
PTO corn sheller , very good ; McD. No. 2 hay conditioner;
Masscy
Harris
"44"
P
field
digger;
2
8-ft.
tandem
discs
;
8-ft.
j
:
.single disc; 2
6-cylinder |
wagon,
Station
tractor
1959,
f
i
A-l
condition
wide fron t for Farmall tractor; set of tractor chains; 2
,
Internationa
)
,
good
tires;
Wfi
tired wagons and racks; rubber tired wagon and f i
We don 't Just list or tie up
engine, standard transmis- % rubber
tractor , 1949, good condition , yood tires ; Farmall C tracMcD . 2-wny cylinders; tractor umbrella; heat houscr to
|
corn
box;
self
unloading
box,
chopper
PTO;
John
Deere
(or
long
a
your property
|
sion with overdrive, radio, P
tor
with
cultivator
,
fit. II. A better than average lino of good, clean , field
fair
condition
,
fair
tires;
International
P
|
4-bar
side
delivery
;
New
s*
Holland 7-ft . mower; IHC hay gj ; Little Genius
¦¦] ready machinery.
time nor throw lt In the
white sidewall tires. A good
j!
;)-bottom
14-Inch
tractor
plow
on
rubber;
|
|( conditioner; 21-ft, Greon Crop feeder rack with wagon , etc, |Grnham-Hoemc deep
runner at a LOW price
!
OTHER MACHINERY ¦¦- I960 McD. H seetion 5-har
hopper with many others.
soil tiller to fit C tractor ; McD. P. .;'
FEED — 2,500 bales of alfalfa hay, conditioned , very 1 |
|3
n
mower;
McD.
7-ft
very good;; F.v.cc Flo 8-ft. fort, and lime
steel
drag,
?
tandem
disc
on
rubber
;
.
10x20
inch
A
When you list with us our
$895
I good ; 300 bales of oats hay ; 400 bales of straw; 500 bu I H tractor chains ; heat houscr to fit W6 tractor; manure 'P ji :j spreader; McD. 13-7 grain drill with fcrt ., pniss nnd j
entire staff gives your proP outs; 30 ft. of corn silage in 12x35 silo ; 15 loads of silage in |
double disc , on rubber; Kewaunee Model 500 all purpose
tij loader , Twin Hydraulic ,
Farmall C or Super C; :¦¦':¦
1057 PONTIAC
|y International 10-ft. double todiscfit, all
perty personal attention. To
i enow fence; 22 acres of standing corn , very good; 6 acres |
elevator with hopper and PTO shaft; 2-wheol tractor
steel
,
on
rubber
with
P
,
Chieftain
| grass seed attachment; Internationa l
f i. ' of shocked corn.
us "SOLD" la a very necestrailer with brakes ; wheelbarrow; Surge Model AC elec"64" combine with i
|
Washing
machine
;
refrigertransHOUSEHOLD
GOODS
automatic
|
V-8 motor,
§
nick up attachment; swathcr attachment
tric fencer; 100 eleelrie fence, posts , steel ; ensilage cart.
sary part of our business.
fit on mower; !
mission , whitewall tires. £| ator; electric stove ; dining room table with 6 chairs and I \ McD. corn planter with fert. attachment; toNow
on rubber; some grain sacks; some lumber ; ,'l
i cow
j.
j
Idea
2-row
|
Phone us and see.
I buffet; some other items also.
Priced to sell at
§
i trainers; air compressor and motor; paint sprayer; vet, • '.
|mounted to fit Masscy H nr International II or M; AC.
|!
180 AMP FORNEY ARC WELDER |
1 field chopper , direct cut , corn head and pick up; A.C. P ^ syringe; some old iron ; misc. items too numerous to '
$395
II
HOMELITE CHAIN SAW ' 1 BOB
ff I blower with 40-ft. pipe; Coby 75 bu. PTO manure spread- .
,
p.' mention: feed cooker.
See Art Fant about these |DAIRY EQUIPMENT - 320 gallon Cherry-Bunell h
P
er;
McD.
manure
HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS
•Including
C.E
R
cu.
ft.
spreader
on
rubber;
D.B.
power sheller;
II McD
bulk cooler, now compressor unit, with full year war- |
two budget-priced cars to- |
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